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 CHAPTER  I 
                   INTRODUCTION
   The Himalayas are the highest and youngest mountain ranges in the world. 
The mountain ranges belong to the Alpine-Himalayan orogenic belts which extend 
between two old  continental masses, Gondwanaland to the south and Laurasia to 
the north. The Himalayas have risen through three orogenic stages of which the 
youngest one has been taking place since middle Pleistocene (Wadia 1964). The 
last orogenic movements decided the final outline of the mountain ranges, raising 
their Molasse deposits, i.e. the Siwalik formations, as the outer-most hills of the 
 ranges throughout their southern edge from Kashmir to Assam for 2,400 km. 
It is well known that the deposition of the Molasse occurred only after the major 
Himalayan orogeny reached the southern area of the ranges, causing severe 
denudation in the uplifted area. The southern border of the Himalayas toward 
the Indo-Gangetic plain, the foreland of the ranges, is clear and distinguished 
indicating its recent tectonic origin. The river systems of the Himalayas have 
brought down and deposited boulders and gravels at the foot of the ranges, and 
formed alluvial fans and river terraces during the last orogeny and thereafter. 
Formation and deformation of such geomorphic surfaces along the Himalayan 
Foot-hills suggests that the last orogenic movement of the area is still active and 
highly morphogenic (Gansser 1964). 
   During the Pleistocene period, the Himalayas have experienced Ice Age which 
has been believed to be subdivided into four stages with three interglacial periods 
in the Northwestern Himalayas  (De Terra et al. 1939). Climatic changes followed 
by the glaciations in the high mountain areas, have indirectly resulted in the for-
mation of the geomorphic surfaces along the lower Foot-hills of the Himalayas. 
The  production of more debris due to denudation on less vegetated mountain 
slopes and glaciation in the high mountain region during the cold periods of 
Pleistocene, has caused the formation of aggradational landforms along the lower 
Foot-hills of the Himalayas, though there is no direct trace of glacial activities at 
the Foot-hill zone. The lowest limit of the Himalayan glaciation is known at an 
elevation of 1,650 m at 33°N in Kashmir  (De Terra et al. 1939). 
   Thus both the tectonic movements and climatic changes eem to be respon-
sible for the evolution of landforms at the Himalayan Foot-hills. 
   It is a striking fact that the multicyclic geomorphic surfaces which reflect the
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interruptions of the continuous construction of the fluvial geomorphic surfaces uch 
as composite fans and river terraces, can be recognized mainly inside the Sub-
Himalayan zone. On the other hand, confluent fans of monocycle have been 
formed to the south of the Sub-Himalayas in the plain where the gentle subsidence 
is taking place. It is learnt from the recent gravity study that the isostatic 
anomalies indicate tectonic conditions beneath the Himalayas and sedimentary 
thickness in the Indo-Gangetic Basin (Qureshy 1969). 
   The objectives of this study are to understand the characteristics of the 
landforms of the Himalayan Foot-hills, in order to establish the geomorphic history 
and to clarify the crustal movements of the area. The result of the study is further 
expected to contribute fundamental data to propose an idea of the mountain build-
ing from geomorphic point of view. 
   The working hypothesis proposed here is that the geomorphology of the Foot-
hills of the Himalayas consists of sequences of alluvial fans and fluvial terraces 
which have resulted from the superimposition of climatic changes and crustal 
movements of the area in the past. Orogenic movements have been mainly taking 
place inside the Sub-Himalayas where the fluvial geomorphic surfaces have been 
deformed by the renewed movements along the main tectonic lines and their 
associates, while the subsidence has been continuing in the Indo-Gangetic plain. 
The crustal movements recognized from the deformations of geomorphic surfaces 
are closely related to the types of the Foot-hills which represent he stages of 
the developmental sequences of the Sub-Himalayan zone. 
A Significance 
   This work is one of the initial studies on the geomorphology of the Himalayan 
Foot-hills regarding their evolution and tectonic movements. This type of study 
is important not only because the work will fulfil lack of information on the 
landforms of the area consisting of the post-Siwalik deposits in the non-glaciated 
areas, but also because the work will contribute the fundamental data on the 
Himalayan geology left by geologists. It is further expected that the character-
istics of the crustal movements along the boundary between the stable mass of 
Gondwanaland and the unstable area of the Alpine-Himalayan orogenic belt will 
be clarified. 
B Method of investigation 
   The map works were done mainly on the Survey of India's one inch to one 
mile toposheets. When the above were not available, the smaller scale toposheets 
were used throughout he Himalayan Foot-hills in order to get comprehensive 
ideas of the landforms of the area. The library research and map work was done
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for the selection of field study areas. Six areas were chosen for sample study 
according to the  major types of Foot-hills inside the Indian territory to collect 
first hand data in order to set up the geomorphic history and to elucidate the recent 
crustal movements of the area. 
C Classification of fluvial geomorphic surfaces-Conceptional model of 
   two types of fluvial geomorphic surfaces 
   Geomorphic surfaces which record the fluvial process of geological past may 
be best classified as follows for the purpose of this study. 
 I Depositional  fluvial surfaces 
       2 Erosional  fluvial surfaces 
   The geomorphic surfacesmentioned above may well be further defined here 
as flat topographic surfaces that indicate episodes of fluvial process of the past 
and that are situated above or below the present river levels due to rejuvenation of 
landform. There are distinct differences and even contrasts in structure, origin 
and environmental conditions through which they were formed, between these two 
types of surfaces. 
   I Depositional  f uvial surfaces: Depositional f uvial surfaces are topograph-
ic surfaces constructed by accumulation of loads transported by streams which 
aggradate to get an equilibrium of their courses. These topographic surfaces 
principally consists of alluvial deposits and are found as fluvial fans and accumula-
tion river terraces along the Foot-hills of the Himalayas. The most fundamental 
causes of the constructional f uvial surfaces by stream deposition may be loss of 
transportation power of stream and production of excessive loads (Thornbury  1954, 
Leopold et  al. 1964). At the foot of young mountains like the Himalayas, the 
possible causes of stream deposition are as discussed below. Rivers which flow 
down from the mountains to the plains decrease their gradient where they 
debouch from the mountain causing deposition of their loads due to loss of 
transportation power because of decreased velocity of stream water. As mentioned 
before, the clear boundary between the Himalayan ranges and the Indo-Gangetic 
plain results in the distinct difference in the gradient of the river beds of two areas. 
This is the case everywhere along the Foot-hills of the ranges. At the same time, 
this boundary is also the boundary of the crustal movement. In most of the cases, 
the upheaval movements are taking place in the mountain side, increasing the 
gradient of the river profiles and downwarping movements are occurring in the 
plain, causing the decrease in the gradient of the stream courses which is ultimately 
followed by stream deposition along the base of the mountains. Where the 
streams emerge from mountain valleys on lowland, stream water tends to spread 
losing its depth in the stream and causes the deposition. Thus the Himalayan
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Foot-hills are readily the sites of stream deposition. The decrease in volume 
of stream water may result from infiltration and evaporation of water on the 
surfaces like alluvial fans which are composed of coarse materials and which are 
apt to be the place of additional deposition. The decrease in volume of water 
takes place when the climate changes. Depositional surfaces are also formed 
due to excessive production of loads which streams are unable to transport. 
Among the causes of production of excessive loads, huge quantities of glacio-fluvial 
wash and increased erosion of mountain slopes caused by reduction of vegetation i  
drainage basin, are due to climatic changes. Climatic changes during the Pleisto-
cene Ice Age in the Himalayas must have contributed a lot in this way. Increased 
erosion in drainage basin may be caused by sudden break of the grade of river 
courses due to tectonic disturbances. The Himalayan Foot-hills have got the 
conditions of being the place of deposition whatever the cause of deposition may 
be, although the intensity of the depositional process must have been  different from 
time to time. 
   The geomorphic surfaces formed by stream deposition which are seen along 
the Foot-hills of the Himalayas are alluvial fans and accumulation terraces. 
   Alluvial fan is a  fan-shaped epositional surface which consists of a segment 
of a flat cone. A fan-shaped surface is formed by change of river courses 
resulting in approximately equal deposition at equal distance in all the directions 
from the apex where the river, most cases, emerges into the plain. Alluvial 
fan consists of relatively ill-sorted and badly bedded coarse materials, i.e. gravels, 
boulders etc., as the surface is a piedmont depositional surface. While the con-
struction of an alluvial fan takes place, replacement of old deposits by new 
deposits usually occurs near the top of the surface. This change is recorded 
as a sedimental phenomenon of lenses and pockets in deposits. Slope of fans 
varies greatly and coincides with graded profile of equilibrium among amount 
and volume of loads and water volume. Therefore fans consisting of coarser 
deposits have proportionally steeper slopes. Fans produced by lower discharges 
have steeper slopes, and the fans that have large deposits per unit drainage are 
steeper than the fans that have smaller per unit drainage basin area (Bull 1964). 
In the Himalayan Foot-hills, the above mentioned rule can be adopted in the 
formation of fans, as the major rivers from the Great Himalayas form fans with 
less steeper slopes than that of those of the minor streams which flow down the 
steeper slope of the Himalayan front. Gradient of fan surfaces is usually less 
steeper than that of the longitudinal profiles of the rivers in the mountain which 
form the fans. Alluvial fan which is formed by multicyclic process is called 
composite fan. Alluvial fan is a characteristic landform of tectonically active 
region and most fans occur in a setting of two tectonic processes. If uplift of the
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mountain front exceeds tream down-cutting, the fan-head will not be deeply 
trenched by the stream and deposition will continue to occur close to the mountain 
front. If the stream channel becomes entrenched into the fan, further deposition 
will occur on the lower part of the  fan (Bull 1964). Through the Foot-hills of the 
Himalayas, fans are formed close to each other and coalesce to form confluent fans 
at several levels. 
   Another fluvial geomorphic surface built by stream deposition is accumula-
tion river terrace. Accumulation terrace is topographic surfaces constructed as a 
result of upbuilding of valley floor due to accumulation of stream deposits. 
Deposition is caused by diminution of transport power owing to either the rise of 
load or fall in discharge or both. Depositional river terraces are mainly construct-
ed by incision of rejuvenated streams through the valley-fills in the valleys which 
were eroded out deeply prior to the accumulation of debris. It is thought that 
causes of the stream deposition in the mountain valleys are chiefly due to produc-
tion of excessive load  and/or decrease in velocity and quantity of stream water by 
climatic changes and crustal movements in the drainage basin. For the formation 
of depositional river terraces, entrenchment of the valley-fill deposits should take 
place after the formation of depositional surfaces. Formation of river terraces, 
whether depositional or erosional, are controlled by changes in stream energy or 
in baselevel. It is presumed that the sea-level change of glacial eustasy has 
not influenced much toward the mountain area of the Himalayas where severe 
crustal movement as well as huge quantity of denudation and deposition has been 
taking place. Crustal movement is responsible for stream deposition when it 
makes the stream profile gentler enough to lessen the velocity of stream water 
resulting in accumulation of loads in the valley. But in the young mountains 
like the Himalayas, uplifts of the mountains eem to be more active causing 
rejuvenation of the landforms. Depositional river terrace surfaces are usually 
continuous from the mountain area into the Foot-hill zone as alluvial fan  surfaces 
or river terraces entrenched in the higher old  fan surfaces. 
   2  Erosional fluvial  surfaces: Erosional  fluvial surfaces are carved through 
valley widening by streams when they become graded or reach baselevel. Valley 
widening is accomplished by lateral erosion of streams. The materials at the base 
of valley sides are removed through hydraulic and corrosive action of stream 
water. Over-steepening of valley sides by lateral erosion results in slumping 
materials from the valley wall into the stream. Mass wasting, rain wash, sheet 
wash and gullying on valley slopes also take part in valley widening. If one cycle 
of fluvial erosion completes without any interruption, lateral erosion or peneplana-
tion may ultimately form wide erosional surface at baselevel which is so-
called peneplain, but this is not the case in unstable areas of young mountains
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like the Himalayas and their Foot-hills. As a matter of fact, modified cycle of 
erosion is much more common than uninterrupted cycle due to instability of 
the earth crust. Interruption of erosional cycle is caused by eustatic base-
level change and climatic change as well as crustal movement. Rejuvenation 
and interruption of erosional fluvial landform is manifested as uplifted peneplain 
and erosional river terraces. The erosional river terraces are seen along the 
Himalayan rivers. There are two types of erosional river terraces. Terraces may 
be eroded into solid rocks and constituted by rock bench with thin veneer of allu-
vium on it. This type of terrace is called rock-cut terrace. Rock-cut terrace 
occurs mainly in the area where degradation process has been taking place rather 
continuously in accordance with upheaval movement of the area. The other 
type of erosional terrace is carved out in thick valley-fill deposits accumulated 
during preceding aggradational phase of the valley. This type of terrace is 
designated fill-cut terrace. Fill-cut terrace results mainly due to climatic change 
from glacial to interglacial periods which reduces the amount of production of 
debris and increases tream water. Along the Foot-hills of the Himalayas, this 
type of terrace is inset in older fanglomeratic deposits, which suggests that the 
crustal movements have played the important role in the formation of the terraces, 
in addition to the climatic changes. 
   The study of transverse profile of  fluvial geomorphic surfaces is very important 
because it shows the characteristic features of the surfaces which resulted from 
deposition, lateral erosion and incision of streams. The study of transverse profile 
of the geomorphic  surfaces alone clarifies the characteristics of the  surfaces which 
reveal the effect of environmental conditions. River terraces may be distributed 
on both sides of a stream, matching in level to each other. These terraces are 
called "paired" (Cotton 1940). It is natural that the depositional surface in the 
valley is apt to form paired terrace because the leveled surface itself turns into 
level-matching terrace surface after a mere rejuvenation. In the case of erosional 
terraces, paired terraces result from mature lateral erosion followed by a sudden 
rejuvenation or intermittent rejuvenation. On the other hand, unpaired terraces 
are formed usually through more continuous rejuvenation. In the valleys of 
young mountains, in most cases, the down-cutting is prevailing fluvial process 
except in the over-deepened valleys by glaciation. This prevailing  fluvial process 
is fostered by upheaval movements of the mountains. This process may be 
interrupted by accumulation of debris during glacial periods although down-
cutting may resume soon, following the change of stream energy corresponding to 
the retreat of glaciers upstream. Thus in the mountain valleys, the down-cutting 
of streams ultimately continues with depositional episodes during glacial periods, 
showing that the young mountains are principally the place of denudation. On
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the contrary, the Foot-hills are mainly the place of fluvial deposition. This is 
especially true where the mountain front forms distinct boundary of elevation by 
the tectonically originated steep slopes, as in the Himalayan Foot-hill zone. 
Deposition at the Foot-hill may be disturbed by upwarp movements raising old 
depositional surfaces to the higher elevation.  In the area where depositional and 
erosional fluvial surfaces coexist forming compound topography, special attention 
must be paid in distinguishing these surfaces. The history of the Himalayan 
orogeny and the Ice Age are concealed in the polygenetic and polycyclic geomor-
phology of the Foot-hills of the Himalayas. 
D Environmental controls in the formation of the above classified fluvial 
    geomorphic surfaces at the Foot-hills of the Himalayas 
    1 Outline of  orographic  topography: The Himalayas are usually classified 
into three longitudinal units which are separated from each other by thrusts. The 
Main Boundary Fault is the thrust which divides the Sub-Himalayas from the 
Lower Himalayas, and the Central Thrust, the Lower Himalayas from the Higher 
Himalayas (Gansser  1964). The northern limit of the Himalayas is bounded by a 
sudden down-buckling along the Indus Structure Line which is located at the 
southern edge of the Trans-Himalayas (Heim and Gansser 1939). The Higher 
Himalayas are 6,000 m in average height among which most of the eight thousand-
ers are located. Most of the ranges are covered with perpetual snow and are being 
eroded by glaciers. The ranges are mostly composed of gneisses and granites. 
Bordered by the Central Thrust from the Higher Himalayas in the north, the 
Lower Himalayas are 60-80 km in width and  2,000-3,300 m in height, including 
the Pir  Pinj  ore, Dhaola Dhar and other ranges. These ranges consist of unfossil-
iferous Purana, Palaeozoic and Mesozoic formations of highly tectonized condition. 
In the south, the Lower Himalayas are thrust over the Sub-Himalayas along 
the Main Boundary Fault. The Sub-Himalayas mainly consist of the Siwalik 
formation, i.e. the Molasse of the Himalayas. The Sub-Himalayas seldom exceed 
1,300 m in height, and their width varies from 10 to 90 km and is usually greater 
in the west than in the east. The Siwaliks are asymmetrically folded showing 
their bedding plane dipping chiefly toward the north to the existing ranges. 
Variation of the structure makes difference in the configuration of outline of the 
Sub-Himalayas. The southern edge of the Himalayas is also found as clear 
lineaments indicating same origin as other boundaries among the orographic zones 
in the Himalayas. The Himalayan Foot-hills, i.e., the Sub-Himalayas and the 
adjacent plains, provide the ideal place for the stream deposition because of sudden 
change in their fundamental geomorphic elements, mountains to plains. The
Geomorphology of the Foot-Hills of the Himalayas
Himalayan Foot-hills are located on such a clear boundary of these two geomorphic 
elements, the average relative height of which is as great as 2,000 m within a short 
distance. The Himalayan Foot-hills may be classified into three major structural 
types, the Piedmont, Dun and Re-entrant types. They largely differ from each 
other in geological structure and geomorphic characteristics. Potentiality of each 
Foot-hill type as the place of formation of the geomorphic surfaces also differs 
from each other in accordance with the crustal movements which seem to be the 
continuation of the last orogenic movement since middle Pleistocene that finalized 
the main geological structure of the areas. The Eastern Himalayas are fringed by 
the Piedmont type Foot-hills, the Central Himalayas by the Dun type and the 
Western Himalayas by the Re-entrant type. The Piedmont  type Foot-hills are 
narrow and steep, and consist of the northward dipping Siwaliks which usually lack 
their upper formations, or in some places disappear completely. The rivers which 
dissect the steep slopes of the higher ranges and mountain fronts tend to accumulate 
their loads in front of the hills forming extensive alluvial fans. Dun is a flat-
bottomed longitudinal structural valley in the Siwalik formations, separating the 
Siwalik hills from the Himalayan ranges. They are common in the Central and 
Nepal Himalayan sections. In this case, the steep slopes of the Himalayan front 
are maintained where the Himalayan ranges face the Dun valleys, so that the 
formation of geomorphic surfaces mainly takes place at the foot of northern slopes 
inside the Dun valley. On the other hand, at the foot of the Siwalik hills, develop-
ment of the geomorphic surfaces is very poor, as the main rivers from the mountain 
ranges emerge into the plain after considerable aggradation in the Duns. The 
relief difference is small though there is a clear boundary between the Siwalik 
ranges and plains. Besides these, the continuous subsidence of the plain allows 
the continuous slow sedimentation forming the younger surfaces over the older 
surfaces. Streams initiated on the Sub-Himalayan slopes carry down fine deposits 
resulting in poor development of the distinct geomorphic surfaces. The Re-entrant 
type Foot-hills provide completely different conditions for development of fluvial 
geomorphic surfaces. Rivers keep their gentle gradient for long distance in the 
hills consisting of the soft Siwalik formations. Courses of the streams in the hills 
are mainly subsequent ones and the drainage pattern reflects the geological 
structure of the area. Crustal movements in the area seem calmer than in the 
other types of Foot-hills, although the thrust planes in the former areas record 
their renewed movements during the formation of the geomorphic surfaces. The 
lateral erosion of the streams is more prominent than the deposition in the area 
except at the place where the rivers come down directly from the steep slopes of the 
Lower Himalayas and at the confluence of the branch stream from Upper Siwalik 
Boulder Conglomerate zone. In this way, mode of development of the fluvial
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geomorphic surfaces are considerably controlled by the outline of the Sub-Himala-
yan topography and structure. 
   2 Outline of thetectonic  history: The Himalayan ranges with their compli-
cated geological structures have been constructed through several orogenic stages (De 
Terra 1936, Valdiya 1964 and Wadia 1964). The commencement of the Himalayan 
orogeny took place in the Middle to Upper Cretaceous as a part of the great world-
wide orogeny. This was disturbed only by epeirogenic movement till the formation 
of the thrusts which began in the post-Eocene periods and reached the most active 
phase toward the end of early Pleistocene along the Main Boundary Fault. 
Following the main thrusting phase of the Himalayas, considerable amount of 
uplift of the ranges took place. This uplift has been active in the Quaternary 
period and is still continuing. The last orogeny is designated the Morphogenic 
phase of the Himalayas (Gansser  1964). During this period, the ranges have 
been attacked by strong denudation of rivers and glaciers. Down-cutting of the 
main rivers kept pace with the uplift of the ranges and formed antecedent river 
courses through the highest ranges in many places (Wager 1937). The debris 
produced by severe erosion of the ranges have been brought down and furnished 
the Foot-hills and valleys with fluvial surfaces of accumulation. The main thrust 
planes and the subordinate structural lines related to the main thrusts, have also 
experienced renewed movements  deforming the then constructed geomorphic sur-
faces. The forces which formed the Himalayas were once supposed to be tangential 
pressure from the north, through the drift of the crust from middle Asia toward 
Gondwanaland (Lake 1931). This view got support from the convex arcuate 
trend of the ranges. Another view on the force is based on the Continental Drift 
Hypothesis which suggests the pressure from the south by the drift of the Gond-
wanaland toward the north against plastic Tethyes geosyncline (Holmes  1965). 
The latter view has been receiving support from the study of palaeo-magnetism, 
isostasy and submarine topography of the Indian Ocean. At least 500 km of the 
crustal shortening of the Himalayas due to orogeny is proposed (Gansser 1966). 
The southern edge of the Sub-Himalayas displays its straight lineament was 
considered as erosional one by some workers but the southern extension of the 
 fluvial geomorphic surfaces are frequently terminated with escarpment on this 
line, providing proofs of their tectonic origin. The uplift movement of the Sub-
Himalayan zone was detected uring the Kangra earthquake in 1905 (Middlemiss 
1910). It is interesting that this movement coincides with the expected isostatic 
compensation of the zone. The mode and age of the crustal movements in the 
Foot-hill zone during the Morphogenic phase of the Himalayas can be clarified by 
the precise observation of the deformed geomorphic surfaces of different origin 
and age.
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   3 Climatic changes in the  past: The other important incident duringthe 
Morphogenic phase of the Himalayas is climatic changes in the range. It is evident 
that the Himalayas have experienced the Ice Age and that the present glaciers 
in the ranges are mere shrunken relics of the extensive mountain glaciers of the 
immediate past. In Kashmir and northwest India, studies on the Ice Age have 
been carried out by several workers and four glacial and three interglacial periods 
are deduced from glacial and interglacial features preserved today (De Terra  et  al. 
 1939). It is known that the accumulation i  valleys took place toward the end 
of an interglacial period to culmination of the following glacial period in response 
to the retreat of forest from mountain slopes causing severe denudation on the 
mountain slopes. On the contrary, the erosional phase started together with the 
commencement of the milder climate which made vegetation denser and increased 
the quantity of stream water. The increased water started down-cutting subse-
quently forming climatic terrace out of the previous valley-fill deposits. Therefore 
sequence of climatic terraces does not always represent he number of glacial 
phases but that of cold climate phases. At the Foot-hills, increase of  gravel supply 
took place in early interstadial by increased melting water which washed down 
the valley-fills on to the plains. Baselevel changes by the oscillations of the sea-
level result in the formation of river terraces which are called thalassostatic 
terraces. A fall of the sea-level causes the degradation in the lower stream. The 
degradation proceeded gradually upstream by the retreat of knick point. On 
the contrary, a rise of the sea-level causes aggradation downstream. It is 
supposed that the effect of the sea-level change is not extended to the stream 
courses around and in the Himalayas if we consider the distance and altitude of 
the Himalayan Foot-hills from the sea. The effect of the climatic changes in the 
upper-stream area is by far greater than that of the sea-level change, deleting the 
latter effect in the upper-streams. The crustal movement of the Foot-hills also 
made it unable to recognize the effect of the sea-level changes in area even if there 
had been any. 
E Selection of the field study areas 
   Six areas have been chosen in order to examine the working hypothesis proposed 
previously. The selection of the field study areas is mainly based on the above 
classified types of Foot-hills, its size and structures, mode of development of the 
fluvial geomorphic surfaces and characteristics of the rivers in the areas. As des-
cribed before the three types of the Himalayan Foot-hills, i.e. the Piedmont, Dun 
and Re-entrant ypes, are situated in different sections in the Himalayas, namely 
in the Eastern Himalayas, Central and Nepal Himalayas, and Western Himalayas 
respectively.
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 Fig. 1 Map showing the locations of the field study areas 
     1 Central Bhutan Foot-hill 2 North Bengal Foot-hill 3 Kota Dun and Nainital 
     Foot-hill 4 Dehra Dun 5 Pinjore Dun 6 Beas River Basin 
   The six field study areas selected are shown in figure 1 and are as follows: 
       1 Central Bhutan Foot-hill 
      2 North Bengal Foot-hill 
      3 Kota Dun and Nainital Foot-hill 
       4 Dehra Dun 
      5 Pinjore Dun 
      6 Beas River Basin 
   Central Bhutan and North Bengal Foot-hils were chosen as representative of 
the Foot-hills of Piedmont ype from the Eastern Himalayas.  In these areas, the 
Foot-hills consist of the Middle and Lower Siwaliks with simple structure and are 
very narrow ranging from 0 to 5 km. Even the Lower Himalayan slopes faces 
directly the plain in some sections. Thus the southern slopes of the Himalayas are 
steep and relief between the mountains and plains changes abruptly within a short 
distance. The rivers carry down boulders and gravels and form the wide piedmont 
fans and other fluvial geomorphic surfaces at the foot of the mountains. In these 
two field study areas, these geomorphic surfaces are particularly well developed 
where the Siwaliks are missing. Central Bhutan Foot-hill does not belong to the 
drainage area of the major rivers derived from the glaciated high mountain areas
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while North Bengal Foot-hill is drained by two major rivers, the Tista and Jald-
haka. Though both Central Bhutan and North Bengal Foot-hills have same type 
of re-entrants which have been formed by so-called  'Relief thrust' over the erosional 
gaps of the Siwaliks (Heim 1938), the mode of occurrence of the geomorphic 
surfaces differs in each area. In the former area, the plain has been raised relatively 
higher than the re-entrant near the mountain along the Himalaya Front Tectonic 
Line and as a result the drainage has been ponded along the escarpment formed at 
the tectonic line, while in the latter area, upwarping has been taking place at the 
re-entrant in the Sub-Himalayan zone to the north of the tectonic line. There are 
not much differences in climate and vegetation between these two areas. The Dun 
type Foot-hills are represented by three areas, i.e. Kota Dun and Nainital Foot-
hill, Dehra Dun and Pinjore Dun in the Central Himalayas. Kota Dun is located 
in the transitional part from the Dun type to Piedmont type Foot-hills. The 
outer range of the Dun is very low and the relative height between the outer range 
and Dun bottom is also small. Therefore the Dun topography is not distinct and 
it seems that the Dun is still under development. Dehra Dun is one of the most 
typical Duns in the Central Himalayas and is situated between two major rivers, 
the Ganges and Jamna. Dehra Dun is separated by the famous Siwalik range from 
the plain. The level of the two major rivers controls the formation of the  fluvial 
surfaces in the Dun. Pinjore Dun has typical Dun configuration bordered by the 
ranges of Upper Siwalik formation, but is much smaller than Dehra Dun. The 
Dun is not drained by major rivers. Climate and vegetation of the areas differ 
much from that of the Eastern Himalayas. Among the  three Duns, the former 
is located in the eastern part of the Central Himalayas and has more humid climate 
and thicker vegetation than the latter two areas in the western part. Beas River 
Basin is selected from the Re-entrant ype of Foot-hills which consist of rather 
complicated structure of the Tertiary rocks. This Tertiary zone obtains the 
maximum width in the Beas river section and reaches 90 km across. The 
river flows down in the zone crossing the structures in some places and following 
them in other places till it emerges into the plains near Pathankot. The wide 
and low relief hills provide complete different condition in the formation of the 
fluvial geomorphic surfaces. Since the area is located at deeper inland than the 
other field study areas, less precipitation is expected resulting in thinner vegeta-
tion of the area. 
F Previous works 
   Geomorphological studies not only of the  Foot-hills but also of the Himalayan 
ranges as a whole have been rather abandoned mainly due to their hard accessibi-
lity and the less number of the workers who were interested in the  subject in the
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vicinity of the area, and partly due to less facility given to the workers who were 
interested in doing field study. It is not an over exaggeration to say that even 
the fundamental studies of geomorphology have not yet been done in most of the 
Himalayan region though considerable amount of geological works have been 
carried out with excellent results revealing the stratigraphy and structure of the 
ranges by the brilliant workers of Geological Survey of India as well as those from 
 abroad'). The study of geomorphology of the Himalayan  Foot-hills was first car-
ried out in the form of the study of the post-Siwalik deposits with the commence-
ment of the Himalayan Geology in the mid-nineteen century. In 1854, Hooker 
who studied geology of many parts of Sikkim extensively, first reported occur-
rence of the post-Siwalik gravel beds and their southern extension at the foot of 
the Sikkim Himalayas. He noticed that flat-topped terraces were formed by 
these gravels at the level from 75-300 m. He recognized that gravels are smaller 
and interstratified with sand along the main streams due to the effect of running 
water but that most of the deposits at the Foot-hills are much coarser and 
unstratified. He did not mention the process of the deposition of these deposits. 
The post-Siwalik deposits of the same areas were observed by Godwin-Austen 
(1868). He first noticed the absence of the Siwalik formation to the east of the 
Tista river and he saw large accumulation of clays and conglomerates forming 
terraces. He described the occurrence and distribution of those deposits in a 
geologic map showing their boundary with older rocks. Existence of gneiss 
boulders of remarkably large dimension from the back ground mountain made him 
think about the existence of more than ordinary transporting power of running 
water. Observing the very abrupt termination of the deposits with steep scarps 
extending in the E-W direction and the successive regular high cut terrace on 
the east bank of the Jaldhaka river, he concluded the cause of the formation 
of terraces as denudation due to action of the sea and slow but intermittent 
elevation of the land. Mallet (1875) carried out his geological work in the 
Darjeeling and Western Duars with excellent accounts. He found that Recent 
boulder deposits deeply cut by rivers occur in a position of the strip where the 
Sub-Himalayan hills and rocks are absent. Mallet, however, mentioned the 
difficulty to distinguish the post-Siwalik boulder deposits from that of Siwalik 
period and suggested that those boulder deposits  'might represent Siwalik group'. 
He did not, however, map the deposits. The topographic features of this part of 
the Foot-hills were classified in detail by Heim and Gansser  (1939). They first 
mentioned the importance of the Quaternary terraces east of the Tista river as 
indicators of the recent crustal movements of the area. They recognized a longi-
  1) Text-books on Geology of India and the Himalayas re  e.g.,  Wadia, 1957,  Krishnan,       1960 
and Gansser 1964,
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tudinal zone of relative upheaval along the Siwalik border from the deformation 
of the terrace surface which dips 1-2 degrees toward the Himalayas and thus they 
considered that Matiali is a synclinal depression with an anticlinal warping extend-
ing E 15°N along the border to the south of the synclinal depression. Though they 
classified the terraces into three  steps, the classification does not include the river 
terraces cut into the older surfaces of alluvial fans. Their classification was based 
on the altitude of the  surfaces but not on their age. They believed that huge 
boulders forming the higher terraces were brought down by the enormous erosive 
power due to the rainfall of this most rainy country of the world. Kar (1940, 1951 
and 1953) once believed that the Himalayan glacier descended at the altitude of 
175 m in this part of the Foot-hill. The steep cliff at Chalsa was considered as a 
terminal moraine by him. But later (1962) he seems to have changed his previous 
idea and regarded the landform as fluvio-glacial origin. He proposed that the 
Piedmont drift deposits in the area were carried down by fluvio-glacial process. 
Though Kar mapped these deposits, he did not classify the landforms of the 
deposits and did not pay much attention to the tectonic effects on the landform 
of the area. Thus there has been no geomorphic work based on  intensive field work 
in the Eastern Himalayas. In the Central and Western Himalayas, Medlicott 
(1864) was the first to mention about the post-Siwalik deposits. He noticed that 
the boulder gravel deposits were accumulated in the Sub-Himalayan zone in the 
Western Himalayas while the finer deposits filled the marginal area of the ranges 
in the Indo-Gangetic plain. He expressed the difficulty of separating the super-
ficial deposits in the Duns from underlying undisturbed Siwaliks. He also observed 
the large erratic blocks at the base of the Dhaola Dhar. He believed the deposi-
tion of huge gneissic boulders as the result of glacial action. He hinted the agency 
of floating ice because of their peculiar occurrence which led Theobald (1874) to 
believe in the large extension of the former glaciers from the Dhaola Dhar range 
across the Kangra valley up to the Beas river. Cotter (1928) regarded the cause 
of these types of erratics as catastrophic and concluded that flood brought hem 
to the present position in Attock district. Though it is quite  difficult to give an 
alternative answer for the transportation of the huge gneissic blocks, the idea ex-
tended by both Medlicott and Theobald lacks convincing evidences except the 
extensive distribution of the boulders. Middlemiss (1887 and 1890) studied the 
Siwaliks of the Kumaon Sub-Himalayas. He correlated the younger coarse 
gravel or torrent boulder beds in the Kotah Dun to the uppermost Siwalik in age, 
though the surfaces of the Dun are clearly covered with new fluvial deposits uncon-
formably overlying the Upper Siwalik boulder gravels. In northwest India, now 
partly belonging to Pakistan, among the studies on glacial phenomena nd 
Pleistocene geology, the works done by De Terra and his associates (1936 and 1939)
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are noteworthy. De Terra and De Chardin (1936) concluded that the Upper 
Siwaliks are considered to be of Pleistocene age being so young as the second 
glacial advance in the adjoining Himalayas.  De Terra and Patterson (1939) in 
their work on Ice Age in the area, recorded four glacial advances and three 
interglacial phases from their observation of the glacial and alluvial deposits in the 
Sind and  Lindar valleys in Kashmir. They recognized that the second glacial 
advance in the area was most extensive and its moraines merged into the Boulder 
Conglomerate of the  Foot-hills and this has been related to the basal boulder bed 
of the Upper Karewas by Wadia (1951). Wadia correlates the Lower Karewas with 
the Upper Siwalik and the Upper Karewas with the post-Siwalik, against the 
opinion of the De Terra and others. De Terra (1939) found five terraces and 
concluded that the Quaternary terraces in the area have been constructed by 
alternating aggradation and degradation of the stream beds corresponding to the 
glacial and interglacial stages in the Himalayas. His correlation of the geomor-
phic surfaces with glacial stages was so stratigraphical and sometimes hard to 
follow. Gansser (1964) doubts the existence of the glaciation prior to the Siwalik 
orogeny which is marked by the unconformity between the Lower and Upper 
Karewas, because the Himalayas might not be high enough to bear glaciers before 
the main Himalayan Morphogenic phase. There has been no systematic study of 
the fluvial geomorphic surfaces except fragmental descriptions of the river terraces 
along the main rivers. Chibber (1951) reported the existence of five steps of river 
terraces on the bank of the  Jamna in the Dehra Dun. He considered it as evidence 
of intermittent uplift of the Himalayas. He did not pay any attention to the 
effect of the climatic changes on the geomorphology. No geomorphologists and 
geologists have so far classified and mapped the river terraces and alluvial fans 
along the Foot-hills of the Himalayas to enable the understanding of the 
geomorphic development and crustal movements of the area. 
                     CHAPTER II 
   GEOMORPHOLOGY OF THE PIEDMONT TYPE FOOT-HILLS 
   Generally the Sub-Himalayas are narrow and steep in theEastern Himalayas, 
displaying simple structure of the Siwalik formation. As described by some 
workers (Godwin-Austen 1864, Mallet 1875, Heim and Gansser  1939), the proper 
Sub-Himalayan zone is even missing in some portions of the Eastern Himalayas 
owing to the erosion of the Siwaliks and then southward thrusting of the Lower 
Himalayas over the erosional gap which is called  'Relief thrust' (Heim 1938, 
Heim and Gansser 1939). In these places, the outer margin of the Siwalik ranges 
forms re-entrants, where the alluvial deposits transported by the Himalayan rivers
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         Fig. 2 Summit level map of the Eastern Himalayas (Figures in feet)
             A Central Bhutan Foot-hill B North Bengal Foot-hill 
occupy wide area and form fluvial surfaces at several levels. Two places were chosen 
for the field study from this type of Foot-hills (Fig. 2). One is North Bengal Foot-
hill at the foot of the Darjeeling Himalayas and the other is Central Bhutan 
Foot-hill in the vicinity of the border of Assam. Although the outlines of the 
mountain fronts of the two places resemble ach other in scale and geological 
structure, there are vital differences in the mode of occurrence of geomorphic sur-
faces along the Foot-hills mainly due to different ype of crustal movements taking 
place in each area. The recent crustal movements have been occurring in contrary 
manner in these two areas. In any case, the activities along the major tectonic 
lines in the areas have played important roles for the formation and deformation 
of the geomorphic surfaces. 
A Geomorphology of Central Bhutan Foot-hill 
   1 Outline of the topography and geology of the study area: The area under 
discussion is located in the central part of Bhutan Foot-hill near the Bhutan-Assam 
border (Fig.  3). The field investigation was carried out only inside the Assam 
territory due to the border restriction. The area lies between  90° and 90°30'E, 
and 26°40' and  26°55'N. The background mountains of Bhutan as shown in figure 
2 stand steeply and reach the height of 1,500 m within 4 km from the plain. The 
Lower Himalayas are assembled by southward transverse ranges, one of which 
makes the northwestern boundary of the field study area. The western limit of
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                   Fig. 3 Index map of Central Bhutan Foot-hill
the Hatisara Re-entrant is bounded by the eastern slope of this ridge which is 
probably tectonically controlled. The Lower Himalayas in this section from 
north to south, consist of the Pre-Cambrian Darjeeling Gneiss and Dalings, and the 
Boxa formation which is correlated to the Gondwanas of Peninsular India (Gansser 
1964, Nautiyal et al. 1964). Boundaries among these rocks are marked by 
thrusts. The Daling and Boxa rocks are  low-grade metamorphic rocks and 
appear in narrow and steep belts. The Boxa formation is missing to the north of 
the Hatisara Re-entrant. The Sub-Himalayan rocks, i.e. the Siwaliks, occur to the 
south of Boxa formation separated by the Main Boundary Fault. The Siwaliks 
consist of bluish and fine argillaceous sandstones with northward dipping overlain 
by coarser micaceous pepper and salt type containing quartzite pebbles. They 
also disappear in the  re-entrant. The rivers pouring into the Foot-hill originate on 
the Lower Himalayan  slopes. There are no rivers which have their sources in 
the Higher Himalayas in this area. The drainage pattern is controlled by the 
geological structure and is well illustrated in figure 4. The variation of drainage 
pattern and texture reflects the geology of the area. There is a distinct difference 
in drainage pattern and texture between the mountain terrain of solid rocks and 
Foot-hill zone of alluvium. In the mountain areas the drainage density is by far 
higher than that of Foot-hill zone. The Sub-Himalayas are dissected by rivers
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                 Fig. 4 Drainage system in Central Bhutan Foot-hill 
and streams of pinnate pattern, indicating less control of geological structure of 
the rocks. There are two longitudinal streams which mark the geological bounda-
ries among the Lower Himalayan rocks. Among the dendritic-patterned streams 
in the Dalings, the direction of the main streams is controlled by the chief structural 
trend of the rocks and it is reflected as trellis pattern of the drainage in some 
area. On the other hand, the stream courses are controlled by the surface 
inclination of the alluvium in the Foot-hill, showing the parallel pattern. As a 
rule the streams on alluvial fans disappear due to permeation of stream water 
on the surface and reappear at the margin of the fans. No one can overlook the 
irregular drainage pattern in the southwestern part of the area where the streams 
are ponded or disturbed along the escarpments hat  face the mountain across the 
stream courses. There is no stream courses to the south of the escarpment 
implying that the uplifted surfaces were formed recently and have not been exten-
sively subjected to gully erosion. The outline of landforms constructed by the 
process of the above mentioned rivers and streams at the Foot-hill, is well displayed 
in fugure 5. The tectonically formed re-entrant is covered with fluvial deposits 
mainly composed of boulders and gravels derived from the Lower Himalayas and 
no bed rocks have been found in the re-entrant so far. The fluvial deposits  form 
coalescing fans from 75 to 300 m in elevation. The most notable features in the 
area are the uplifted blocks and the ponded streams by them. These blocks are 
situated outside the re-entrant. The tectonic line which limits the northern 
extension of these blocks is stretched out in the E-W direction from the foot 
of the Siwalik ranges in the west. The blocks have been dissected into several 
individual blocks by the streams and the river terraces have been formed on the
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 Fig. 5 Restored surface map of  Central Bhutan  Foot-hill, eliminating valleys less than 
     half a mile wide (Figures in feet) 
sides of the blocks. The altitude of these blocks is reduced toward the east. The 
back surfaces of the blocks are extended 5 km southward and then submerge under 
new alluvial deposits. 
   2 Classification of the geomorphic surfaces: According to the  altitude, mode 
of distribution and condition of preservation of geomorphic surfaces and their  con-
stituent materials and surface soil, the writer classifies them into four levels (Fig. 
6). The highest and oldest surface in the area is seen as the back surface of the 
uplifted blocks and stands about 75 m above the present river beds. The surface 
is wide and well preserved though the gullies which have their erosional level on 
the lower terrace surfaces, dissect he marginal zone of the surface. The surface 
 rr(astI  250  1 .,.. 7 E  200 .,,. .:,.. -,•.  1,-7-c5  ..  '.".  .  !•; -::.  -:,,,,  4  5  1  5  0
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 Fig.  6  E-W  cross-section  of  the  uplifted  blocks  in  Central  Bhutan  Foot-hill 
     1 Ripu Block 2 Singimajli Block 3 Lal Beti Block 4 Saralbhanga River 
     Block 5 Ulta  Patti Block
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is covered with red soil (5YR  5/8-7/8) as thick as 2 m which can be used as a key 
of surface correlation, because other younger surfaces are not covered with such soil. 
Thick deposits of gneissic gravels and boulders which measure from 2 cm to 70 cm 
in diameter, chiefly constitute the surface. Phyllite and sandstone gravels are 
also found among the gneissic materials. These deposits rest on the older boulder 
gravel bed with reddish sand matrix. Gneissic boulders are rare in the old 
deposits but more in the surface making material. This highest surface is best 
preserved at the Lal Beti Block. Hence, the surface will be called as  Thal Beti 
Surface." The second highest surface is well observed at the eastern portion of the 
Singimajli Block below the Lal Beti Surface at the relative height of 60 m from 
the bed of Singimajli Nadi. The surface is less undulated than the higher surface. 
The northern extension of the surface is also interrupted by the same escarpment 
that forms the northern margin of the blocks. The surface is mantled by sand 
bed which covers gravel beds below. These materials are smaller than those of 
the upper surface and consist of subangular to rounded gravels of 1 to 20 cm in 
diameter. They are mostly sandstone and quartzite gravels. This surface will 
be named as "Singimajli Surface." The lowest terrace below the Singimajli Sur-
face on the right bank of Singimajli Nadi stands about 10 m above the present 
river bed. The surface is rather undulated, as the initial fluvial topography is ex-
posed without cover of soil on it. Though the terrace forming matrials are 
coarse, they are not so thick as those of the higher surfaces. This lowest terrace 
surface is best developed as the back surface of Saralbhaga River Block and will 
be, therefore, designated as "Saralbhanga River  Surface." This surface also 
dams up the streams along the tectonic line. The wide portion of the study area 
is situated only few meters above the river bed and is yet to be terraces. The 
surface is neither dissected by streams nor disturbed by tectonic movements this 
surface is considered as Alluvial plain. 
   3 Correlation of geomorphic  surfaces: The correlation of the above classified 
surfaces is done by the same criteria used for the classification. The continuation 
of the surface is disrupted by the rivers which dissected originally one uplifted 
block into several blocks. The height of the surfaces cannot be used for a criterion 
since each block has suffered crustal movements in different amount. The 
comparative position of surfaces to that of the highest surface in each block was 
used for the purpose. 
   4 Distribution of the  surfaces: As mapped in figure 7, the above classified 
and correlated surfaces are distributed in the area. It is remarkable that the 
distribution of the surfaces greatly differs in places. In the western part of the 
area where the Siwalik mountain fronts project southward, the geomorphic surfaces 
extend from the mountain fronts. As the mountain fronts retreat northward in
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              Fig. 8 Cross-profile of UltraPani Block. (Figures in  rneter). 
the east, the higher surfaces are separated from the mountain fronts by a depres-
sion. The N-S cross-section of the Lal Beti Surface is well observed along the 
road from Bishmari to Sarbhang through the Ulta Pani Block (Fig. 8). The 
surface is covered with thick red soil (5YR 7/8) overlying the small gravel beds 
which rest on the boulder gravel beds that are the main  materials of this block. 
These gravels and boulders are well rounded and are deposited with rough bed-
dings, indicating that they are  fanglomeratic sediments. The wide and flat
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condition of the surface on the block also supports the above mentioned origin of 
the material. The gravels and boulders are weathered near the top of the surface. 
Gravels and boulders of gneiss are weathered more deeply than that of phyllite, 
quartzite or sandstone. Gneiss boulders are of the greatest number in the 
materials. The surface is gently inclined southward with the gradient of 12.5/00, 
and submerges under the alluvial plain ultimately. Due to the thick vegetation, 
gully erosion is prevented on the surface. This block is bounded by escarpments 
at  three sides. The different origin of the escarpments i known by the mode 
of occurrence of the surface soil on the escarpments. The northern limit of the 
surface is marked by the escarpment of the  E-W direction which dips 6-10° 
northward. The road-cutting through this escarpment is shown in figure  8.  In 
this section, the gentle surface of the escarpment is covered evenly with the red 
soil in accordance with the inclination of gravel beds except the lowest part of it. 
This means that the escarpment is not erosional but tectonic in origin. Moreover, 
there are ponds at the base of the escarpment, supporting this idea. On the 
other hand, the western and eastern cliffs are erosional ones cut by antecedent 
rivers across the upwarping axis. The surface soil terminates at the top of the 
cliffs. The Ulta Pani Block is fringed by the lower terrace and its northern 
extension is confined by the extension of the above mentioned escarpment. This 
lower surface appears as the lowest river terrace and consists mainly of boulder 
gravels of gneiss and sandstone. The angularity of the deposits is higher than 
that of the higher terraces. The escarpment at the northern edge of the surface 
is 7-12 m high above the present river bed and blocks the streams forming the 
ponds. The surface decreases its relative height above the river bed gradually 
downstream and finally merges into the alluvial plain in the south. The Saralb-
hanga River Block consists of only the Saralbhanga River Surface. This wide low 
surface shows that the main drainage from the darned pond existed here at the time 
of the formation of the Saralbhanga River Surface. On the other hand, the Lal 
Beti Block consists of the two higher surfaces. The Lal Beti Surface occupies most 
of the block and is adjoined below by the  Singimajli Surface in the east. The 
former surface is slightly dissected by gullies at its southern margin. The 
Singimajli Surface on this block looks as a river terrace on the right bank of the 
Saralbhanga river and is built by sand and gravel beds covering the underlying 
boulder beds of the Lal Beti Surface. The terrace deposits are unweathered 
gravels of about 7 m thick and are overlain by sand bed. Below these deposits, 
the thick boulder gravel bed of the Lal Beti Surface is seen overlying the still older 
deposits. The height of the escarpment which limits the northern extension of 
the block is about 55 m. The Singimajli Nadi separates the Lal Beti Block from 
the Singimajli Block. The Singimajli Blocks is furnished by all the surfaces
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though their scale is small as described previously. The distribution of these 
surfaces on the Singimajli Block, i.e. the  Lal Beti Surface at the west, the Singima-
jli Surface at the center and the Saralbhanga River Surface at the east, suggests the 
eastward transition of the antecedent course of the Singimajli Nadi probably 
due to the eastward tilting of the block. The same phenomenon is seen on the 
Lal Beti Block. The Ripu Block has small patches of the higher surfaces and 
wide lower surface which is subdivided into three  steps. Apart from these blocks, 
the Singimajli Surface is widely formed as an elevated fan surface at the left bank 
of the Pekua  Nadi. The dissected surface at the foot of the Sub-Himalayan range 
between the Pekua and Palo Nadis may be correlated to the Lal Beti Surface. 
The wide fan surface at the foot of the Lower Himalayas between the  Dohl Pani 
and Bhur river is dissected by gullies originated at springs. The fan surface is 
raised up about  6-12 m above the present stream beds. This type of surface is 
also seen around the outlets of the Saralbhanga river and its tributaries from the 
mountains. These surfaces may be correlated to the Saralbhanga River  Surface. 
The wide younger alluvial plain is recognized between the blocks and foot of 
mountain ranges calling up an idea that the subsidence isstill taking place in this 
particular area. The surface may be affected by flood or surfacial wash during 
the severe rainy season. 
   5 Crustal movement of the  area: Judging from the vertical and horizontal 
distribution of the geomorphic surfaces in the area, the importance of the tectonic 
movements in the formation of the landform is notable. To elucidate the mode 
of the crustal movements, the selected longitudinal sections of the area were drawn 
(Fig. 9). The diagram shows that along the tectonic line running from the foot 
of the Siwalik ranges in the west, the blocks are displaced vertically more in the 
west than in the east. The amount of displacement at the northern edge of the 
Singimajli and  Lal Beti Blocks is at least 55 m since the  Lal Beti Surface was 
formed, but it is only 30 m at the Ulta Pani Block. The tectonic line does not
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extend beyond the Ulta Pani Block and probably the  Lal Beti Surface is subsided 
under the younger alluvium in the east. The  Lal Beti Surface tilts toward the 
south and converges with the alluvial plain surface about 5 km to the south of the 
tectonic line. The blocks are not simple tilted blocks as shown in figure 10. The 
back surface of the blocks is usually steeper in the south than in the north. As 
considered before, distribution of the lower terrace surfaces on the Singimajli and 
 Lal Beti Blocks suggests the eastward tilting as a whole. The straight escarpment 
is modified by the erosion by streams. The presence of the lower terraces in the 
valley across the Lal Beti Surface hints that the stream erosion kept pace with the 
upheaval movement of the blocks, or even worked faster than the latter, perform-
ing lateral erosion and deposition in the valley. This upheaval movement seems 
to have been continuing. Even the lowest terrace surface was displaced and as a 
result, the ponded lakes have been maintained along the tectonic line. Surrounded 
by the uplifted area, the subsided area is located between the mountain foot and 
the tilted blocks. The mode of occurrence of the subsided area indicates that the 
depression is a fault depression to the north of the tilted block. At the foot of the 
Lower Himalayas in the northern part of the re-entrant, the lowest terraces are 
found. These lowest terraces are located to the north of the Main Boundary 
Fault which is not seen by the cover of younger alluvial deposits. Hence, the 
writer believes that the Himalaya Front Tectonic Line made renewed movements
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forming the tilted blocks to the south and the fault depression to the north between 
the hidden extension of the Main Boundary Fault. The movements have been 
taking place through the accumulation phases of alluvium along the Foot-hill 
zone. The original surface  (Lai Beti Surface) on the tilted blocks is a depositional 
one overlying the still older alluvium. The lower terraces on the blocks look like 
erosional surfaces but they may have been formed during the accumulation phases of 
the Himalayan rivers, because these surfaces are possibly correlated to the elevated 
alluvial fans at the foot of the mountain. This implies that during the accumula-
tion phase the streams which had cut across the original tilted block separating it 
into several blocks, deposited of boulders and gravels in the valleys interrupting the 
down-cutting and lateral erosion which had kept pace with the uplift movement of 
the blocks. So the surface constructed by accumulation, however thin the deposits 
might be, must have been terraced by the accelerated down-cutting caused by the 
uplift and climatic change after the accumulation period (Fig. 11). 
 St  RAT  E OF  AGGRADATION  DEVELOPMENTAL  SEQUENCE OF TERRACES 
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           Fig. 11 Schematic diagram of developmental sequenceof terraces 
   6 Geomorphic  history: The geomorphic history of the area can be summa-
rized as  follows: 
   1) During and after the formation of the Hatisara Re-entrant, deposition of 
gravels and boulders by the Himalayan rivers took place in the re-entrant and 
plain. The present writer considers that the combined tectonic movements of the 
main thrusts and N-S fault system which borders east and west margins of the 
re-entrant, are the  major cause of the formation of the  re-entrant2). 
   2) After the deposition of the old alluvial depositsrecognized at present as 
boulder gravel bed with red sand matrix underlain by the main surface forming 
material, there was an erosional phase which is recognized by the unconformity 
between the former and the latter. 
   3) The depositional phase started again and the rivers accumulated gravels 
  2) Some workers consider that the formation ofre-entrant was caused by erosion of the 
      Siwaliks. However there is no evidence that the re-entrant was drained by big rivers 
      with mighty denudational power, especially in this area.
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and boulders in the shape of alluvial fans on the old deposit. 
   4) The morphogenic rustal movement ook place along the Siwalik front 
and its eastern extension. The surface to the south of the  Himalaya. Front 
Tectonic Line was uplifted and that to the north was subsided. The main streams 
on the uplifted area did not fail to continue flowing and cutting their courses after 
the accumulation phase, keeping pace with the movement of the uplifted block, but 
small streams could not trench their courses on the uplifted block and were ponded 
up at the foot of the escarpment formed by the tectonic movement. 
   5) Down-cutting and lateral erosion of the streams eparated thetilted block 
into four blocks. The Lal Beti Surface was elevated forming the back surface of 
the blocks (Formation of the Lal Beti Surface). 
   6) During the following accumulation phase of the Himalayan rivers, even 
in the stream courses across the blocks, deposition took place against the erosion 
caused by uplift of the area while the depression to the north of the blocks was 
covered by the younger deposits (Formation of the  Singimajli  Surface). 
   7) The streams through the blocks were again  rejuvenated and started 
down-cutting and lateral erosion. This erosional phase was succeeded by another 
depositional phase. Before a fresh depositional phase took place, there were only 
four blocks and a wide erosional gap was situated between the  Lal Beti and Ulta 
Pani Blocks. 
   8) During the fresh depositional phase, most extensive alluvial fans were 
formed where the Himalayan rivers debouch from the mountain and the valleys 
among the blocks were filled up with gravels and boulders. 
   9) The upheaval of the blocks and subsidence of the fault depression seems 
to have been continuous through the fresh depositional phase. 
   10) The streams resumed cutting their courses into the new deposits and the 
lowest terrace was formed (Formation of the Saralbhanga River Surface). 
The ponded lakes were preserved at the foot of the ever developing escarpment. 
   11) In the area where the continuous ubsidence has been occurring, no 
multicyclic geomorphic surfaces are seen, and the present alluvial fan and plain 
are being formed overlying the older surfaces of older deposits. 
B Geomorphology of North Bengal Foot-hill 
 1 Outline of the topography and geology of the study  area: Between the 
Daina river in the east and the Mechi river in the west, the steep Himalayan slopes 
facing the North Bengal plain are drained and dissected by swift rivers, which have 
built fluvial geomorphic surfaces widely at the base of the mountains from 90 m to 
600 m in altitude (Fig.  12). The field investigation has been focussed mainly on 
 fluvial fans, terraces and their deposits for the purpose of collecting date to classify
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                   Fig. 12 Index map of  North Bengal Foot-hill 
the geomorphic surfaces and to map their distribution in order to compile the 
geomorphic history of the area through the processes of neotectonic movements 
and climatic changes of the Himalayas in this section. 
   The Darjeeling Himalayas are the southern part of the Sikkim Himalayas and 
the remaining ridges consist of the great ranges with the high peaks of  Kanchan-
janga mountain group and other glaciated peaks forming the main watershed (Fig. 
2). Two prominent N-S directed ridges are extended from those great ranges 
(Fig.  13). One of the ridges is the Singalela ridge which separates Nepal from 
Darjeeling and Sikkim. The ridge turns to the southeast and forms the Darje-
eling ridge. In the east, the Dangkya ridge stretches N-S separating the Torsa 
river basin from the Tista and  Jaldhaka river basins. These ridges compose the 
Lower Himalayas ranging from 2,400 m to 4,800 m in altitude. The ranges tand 
abruptly above the plain facing the alluvial trough between the Peninsular plateau 
and Shillong plateau. The altitude of 2,400 m is attained within 10 km from the 
plain in this section. The proper Sub-Himalayan zone of Siwaliks is very narrow 
ranging from 0 to 5 km and attains 800 m in height. East of the Tista river where 
the Himalayan front retreat northward, the Sub-Himalayan zone is missing. 
   The Darjeeling Himalayas are composed of same type of rocksas the Bhutan 
Himalayas (Mallet 1875, Heim and Gansser 1939, Gansser 1964). The "Relief 
thrust" is observed in the re-entrant o the east of the Tista river for about 15 
km and for 60 km to the east of the  Jaldhaka river. The steep Lower Himalayan 
slopes composed of Daling phyllite are exposed directly to the plain in the re-
entrant (Godwin-Austen 1868).
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   The drainage system of the studyarea is well illustrated in figure 13. The 
area is drained by the Tista,  Jaldhaka and other Himalayan rivers. The Tista 
river is by far large in its drainage area, occupying whole of the Sikkim Himalayas 
as its catchment area and has its sources at the snouts of the extensive mountain 
glaciers deep in the Higher Himalayas. After flowing through the antecedent 
course between the eastward extension of the Singalela and the westward extension 
of the Dangkya ridges, it debouches into the plain at Sivok. The other major river 
is the  Jaldhaka which originates at the glaciated peaks of the Dangkya ridge and 
flows down steeply forming rapids and falls on to the plain. The drainage pattern 
in the Darjeeling Himalayas roughly shown in figure 41 may have resulted from 
the general structural trends of the area i.e. NNW-SSE and ENE-WSW. In the 
western part of the Darjeeling Himalayas, ENE-WSW trend is the most prominent 
one as well as NW-SE trend which is disturbed by the former trend. The NW-
SW structural ines are well spaced with equal interval of about 6 km  from each 
other. On the other hand, the N-S trend is more prominent among the major 
streams running down steeply in the southeastern part of the area, where the 
ENE-WSW trend is not reflected in ridge and stream arrangement, except in the 
direction of a valley to the south of the Kalingpong ridge. There must be differ-
ences in the direction of stresses acted on the western from eastern parts of the 
area. These stresses might have some connection with the force which formed the 
re-entrant in the eastern part of the area. 
   The drainage pattern in the Foot-hill zone is shown in figure 14. The dendritic 
pattern is prevailing in the Siwalik ranges and the parallel pattern in the Foot-
hills. The drainage density differs from place to place, suggesting the difference 
in the nature of the landsurfaces in places. As the area is geologically homogene-
ous, it is generally said that the older surfaces are more dissected and have the 
higher drainage density. There are some anomalies in the drainage pattern in the 
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area,  such as the  E-W directed stream which interrupts the N-S directed parallel 
stream courses at  Jiti, Bharadighi etc., which probably indicates the existence of 
the tectonic lines extending in the same direction. 
   Along the Foot-hill zone, these rivers have widely formed fluvial geomorphic 
surfaces (Fig. 15). Godwin-Austen (1868) was the first to observe the huge 
accumulation of the debris in this area and he described its characteristics and 
distribution. He did not classify the debris according to its levels nor map its 
distribution. He also first noticed the presence of a terrace in the area where the 
Siwalik sandstones are missing. Guessing from the flatness of the surface and 
abrupt scarp running in the E-W direction terminating the southern extension of 
the surface, he concluded that the surface was formed by the denudation due to 
'the action of the sea'. Mallet (1875) remarked that the Recent boulder deposits 
and their features occur in a portion of the strip where the Sub-Himalayan belt 
and rocks are absent. Later, Heim and Gansser (1939) visited to observe the 
Himalayan border of this area and confirmed the Siwalik gap which, according to 
them, was formed by 'Relief thrust' that the Himalayan rocks proceeded southward 
over the  gap. They noted the development of  three levels of terraces and their 
deformation by the crustal movement to the east of the Tista river. Their clas-
sification and correlation of these surfaces are somewhat doubtful but they found 
a longitudinal zone of relative upheaval along the Siwalik border with an anticlinal 
ridge at Chalsa and a synclinal depression at Matiali from the characteristic 
appearance of the surfaces. Some of the higher surfaces consist of huge gneissic 
boulders of diameter often exceeding 5 m. They consider that these boulders have 
been carried down by enormous erosive power due to the highest precipitation 
of the area in the world. Some workers had other ideas about the origin of the 
boulders and thought of either glacial or fluvio-glacial process (Kar 1940,  1962).
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Fig  17 Geomorphological map of North Bengal Foot -hill 
 1 Mountain Land 2 Gorubathan Surface 3 Sukn
a Surface 
8 Higher River Terrace 9 Middle River Terrace 10 L
ower
4 Matiali Surface 5 Rangamati Surface 6  Pankhab
ari Surface 
River Terrace Alluvial Plain  11 River Bed Flood Pl
ain
7  Samsmg Surface
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   The outline of the landform in the Foot-hill zone is well illustrated in figure 
16. Along the west bank of the Gish river, the mountain front curves northward 
in the NE-SW direction for about 12 km embracing the re-entrant. In the area 
to the east of the NE-SW trended Siwalik front, wide geomorphic surfaces were 
constructed at seveal levels by the Himalayan rivers between 90 m and 600 m in 
altitude. The southward stretch of the surfaces ends at the E-W escarpment 
extending from the Siwalik front to the west of the Gish river. There are other 
straight escarpments parallel to the Main Boundary Fault, deforming the geomor-
phic surfaces in the re-entrant. Some of the geomorphic surfaces are fan-shaped 
surfaces and others are river terraces fringing the former surfaces. These surfaces 
are intricately distributed in the area. On the other hand, in the area to the west 
of the Gish river where the Himalayan Front projects southward, the topography 
at the Foot-hill is rather simple. The wide alluvial fans are extending southward 
from the foot of the Siwalik ranges. Only in the area to the east of the Balasan 
river, the mountain front retreats toward the north forming a small re-entrant 
where the higher geomorphic surfaces are preserved and disturbed along the tecto-
nic line running along the Himalayan Front. 
   2 Classification of the geomorphic  surfaces: The geomorphic surfaces in the 
area are classified and correlated as mapped in figure 17 according to their topo-
graphic characteristics and deposits. Figure 18 shows the compiled cross-sections 
of the geomorphic surfaces in the area to the east of the Chel river. 
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        Fig. 18 N-S cross-profiles of the eastern part of North Bengal Foot-hill 
   The highest surface in the area is seen as a small surface at the top of the 
isolated hill on the left bank of the Chel river near Gorbathan. The surface is 
situated at the height of 700 m above the sea-level and about 380 m above the 
present river bed of the Chel. The surface consists of gneissic boulders and gravels 
ranging up to 3 m in diameter. The boulder gravel bed is 90 m thick and rests on 
the Daling phyllite. The surface is covered with red soil (7.5 YR 7/4) at the top. 
The southern margin of the surface is bounded by steep scarp which is formed by 
the upheaval movement along the Main Boundary Fault. The fault is observed 
at the foot of the scarp. The extension of the surface can be traced in the  moun-
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 tain land along the present course of the Chel river. The surface is recognized as 
leveled ridges which were probably originated as raised catchment basin of the 
Old Chel river. This surface will be named "Gorbathan  Surface". 
    Southeast of  Gorbathan between the Neora and Murti rivers, there is a row 
of small mounds with steep escarpments o the south in the E-W direction around 
Matiali. These mounds are considered to have been initially a narrow strip of 
upheaval zone which was disintegrated by stream dissection i to small mounds rising 
60-90 m above the surrounding surface to the south and 30-60 m to the north. 
The tops of these mounds are generally occupied by the managers' quarters of 
the tea gardens which spread on the surrounding wide surface in which the mounds 
are isolated. The position of the mounds eems to be tectonically decided by the 
structural ine which diverges from the Main Boundary Fault at the foot of the 
Gorbathan Surface in the west and converges into it again in the east. Fluvial 
boulders, gravels and sands of quartzite, sandstone or gneiss are the materials 
are the materials which form the mounds. They are much finer than those of the 
Gorbathan Surface and are weathered and stained reddish  overlian by red soil. 
Tectonic disturbances, i.e. faults or folds, are observed in the deposits. The 
surface of those mounds will be designated as "Matiali Surface", because of the 
occurrence and location of the surface. 
   There is a much wider and less undulated surface recognized as an elevated  fan 
surface to the south of Gorbathan. The surface stretches for about 8 km south-
ward, ranging 150 to 300 m in height between the Chel and Mal rivers. There 
is a tendency that the relative height of the surface from the river beds increases 
downstream from the outlets of rivers at the mountain front. Red soil (5YR, 6/4) 
covers the surface which consists of over 30 m thick fluvial deposits of boulders, 
gravels and sands of gneiss,  phyllite, schist, Siwalik sandstone tc., overlying the 
older gneissic boulder beds. The surface extends about 8 km southward and 
then ends at E-W trended escarpment on which the red soil is also found. The 
red soil covered surface generally submerges under the younger alluvium south-
ward beyond the escarpment except at its western end. The escarpment becomes 
steeper and higher in the east than in the west. Gully erosion took place on the 
surface from its southern margin. The gullies have flat bottom with steep side 
walls except near the headings. At places, the surface has been modified by the 
slope deposits which mainly consist of angular gneissic boulders and red soil. The 
thickness of this type of surface deposits is greater near the foot of the Lower 
Himalayas and is about 1.5 m on the middle portion of the surface, disappearing 
toward the south. The surface is covered widely with the mantle of red soil. This 
surface will be hereafter called "Rangamati Surface" from the name of its type 
locality. The Rangamati Surface is recognized extensively in the western part of
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the study area as the main surface. North of the Matiali Hills, a flat surface covered 
with red soil inclines gently northward. This surface consists of the same type of 
material as that of Rangamati. The deposits show clear stratification and are 
disturbed by the crustal movement which lifted up the surface to the north along 
the tectonic escarpment, bordering the southern limit of the surface. On the 
right bank of the No. 3 Khora where it flows down through the escarpment, he 
characteristics of the crustal movement are well observed. The stratified deposits 
dip steeply southward from  60° to vertical, being flattened northward. The strike 
of the beds is N80°E which coincides with the direction of the row of the  Matiali 
Hills and the escarpment. 
   The Rangamati  Surface is covered with huge gneissic bouldersw hich form a large 
 fan-shaped surface around Samsing to the north of Matiali. These boulders were 
derived from the outlets of the Neora and Murti rivers from the mountains. This 
surface was called "Samsing Surface" and correlated to their second terrace by 
Heim and Gansser  (1939). Precisely observed, the Samsing  Surface is divided into 
two levels. On the left bank of the Neora river, the higher surface is seen on a low 
ridge extending southwestward from the apex of the fan-shaped surface. This 
ridge is about 45-60 m higher than the lower wide surface and is covered with the 
same type of subangular and angular gneissic boulders as those of the lower sur-
face. The higher surface converges to the lower surface toward the north. It seems 
that the higher surface on the ridge is uplifted and separated from an original 
surface by the combined faults of the boundary thrusts in the lower Himalayan 
rocks and the faults across the boundary thrusts. The fan-shaped surface has 
gentle gradient mountain-ward up to Samsing Forest Rest House but it is suddenly 
steepend around  10° above the place. Though the boulders are homogeneous in
kind, their size becomes maller downstream, in accordance with the gradient of 
the surface. The relation between the  Samsing  Surf  ce and Rangamati Surface is 
noteworthy. In the southwestern part of the Samsing Surface, the southern ex-
tension of the surface is interrupted by the relics of the older surfaces elevated 
higher above due to the conspicuous crustal movement. The boulders were banked 
on the higher surfaces and could not spread downward beyond these surfaces. 
In the eastern part of Samsing Surface, where the barrier of the higher surfaces 
does not exist in the way, the boulders extended widely toward the south. These 
boulders were retransported along the streams which have been dissecting the 
Matiali Hills and elevated Rangamati Surface, and were redeposited along the 
foot of the  Matiali Hills. The Samsing Surface is also affected by the movement 
along the tectonic line to the north of Matiali, though the amount of the displacement 
of the surface is smaller than that of the higher surfaces, suggesting a rather 
continuous movement of the tectonic line,
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   There are two steps of river terraces below the Rangamati Surface on the 
banks of the Chel river at the foot of the Gorbathan Surface. The higher terrace 
surface on which Fagu Tea Estate factory is located, lies at the height of 60  in 
above the present river bed. The surface is characterized by huge gneissic boul-
ders as big as 3 m in diameter without being covered with red soil. The boulder bed 
occupies the uppermost part of the surface and does not exceed 9 m in thickness. 
Below this boulder bed lies the finer boulder gravel bed which consists of sub-
rounded and rounded gneissic boulder gravels ranging from 5 cm to 50 cm in 
diameter. In places, the base rock of phyllite is exposed near the base of the 
terrace scarp. The surface is 500 m wide at an inclination of 2°-3° downstream. 
The surface continues outhward, increasing its width and decreasing its height 
below the Rangamati Surface. The difference in height between the Higher River 
Terrace and the Rangamati Surface becomes as small as 1.5 m downstream. As 
mentioned above, the distinct difference in the surface soil helps to distinguish the 
two surfaces. The Higher River Terrace surface is covered with black humus and 
brown soil beds. The Middle Terrace is smaller in scale than the higher one and is 
composed principally of gneissic boulders up to 2  m in diameter. It stands 25  rn 
above the present river bed and 35 m below the higher terrace. Gorbathan market 
is situated on the Middle River Terrace. The deposits of the terraces become 
smaller when the river debouches from the mountain decreasing its transport power 
and forming a wider and gentler surface. The surface loses its relative height 
from the lower surfaces and finally merges into the lowest terrace or the alluvial 
plain toward the south. The development of the Middle Terrace, unlike the Higher 
Terrace, is not so extensive in the mountain area. The lowest surface in the area 
is recognized as alluvial plain, which at places is terraced slightly above the present 
river bed. Though the surface is very low, the flood water does not cover the surface, 
unless it is extremely high. The surface is formed by braided river, and boulders 
and gravels are spread on it though their size is much smaller than that of the 
higher terraces. 
   West of the Chel river, the occurrence of the geomorphic surfaces is greatly 
different from that to the east of the Chel river (Fig. 19). The older and higher 
surfaces which compose the main topography in the re-entrant are not found here. 
Two older surfaces are identified in the vicinity of Sukna along the Hill Cart Road 
to Darjeeling and in the small re-entrant o the east of the Balasan river. The 
Hill Cart Road climbs along the top of the ridge which is a part of the dissected 
fan surface shown in the restored map (Fig. 16). The ridge is between 150 m and 
300 m in height and is composed of angular to rounded gravels. The deposits of 
this ridge were derived from the steep slopes of the Lower and Sub-Himalayas and 
are of quartzite, gneiss, Siwalik sandstone tc. They are deeply  weathered, iron-
A aeomorphoIogy of the  Foot-gills of the Himalayas 
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     Fig.  19 Compiled cross-profiles of the western part of North Bengal Foot-hill 
oxidized and reddish in colour. In the re-entrant o the east of the Balasan river, 
the plateau-like surface with its highest points on the southern margin, stands up 
at a height of 400 m and relative height of 180 m from the plain. The surface is 
constituted by huge boulders of micaschist and gneiss overlying the Siwaliks. The 
surface seems to be tilted northward and bounded by a steep slope to the north 
which is situated on the Main Boundary Fault. The southern margin of the 
surface is also marked by a steep escarpment. The location of the escarpment 
coincides with the extension of the Himalaya Front Tectonic Line. 
   3 Correlation of the  surfaces: The writer used all availablecharacteristics of
the geomorphic surfaces, deposits and stratigraphy as the criteria to correlate the 
surfaces in the study area. The surfaces have been deformed by crustal move-
ments and their relative heights differ from place to place. The continuity of the 
surfaces is also disturbed by crustal movements as well as disintegration by 
dissection, therefore it cannot be fully used as reliable key for correlation. The 
writer is aware of the importance of the surface soil as key for the correlation. 
The correlation is rather easy where the geomorphic surfaces have been formed 
in sequence within a small area. 
   4 Distribution of the geomorphic  surfaces: As a matter of convenience the 
writer divided the study area into several sections separated by the Himalayan 
rivers to describe the geomorphic surfaces. They are as follows (Fig.  20). 
   a) Nagrakata section between the Daina and  Jaldhaka rivers 
   b) Kumai section between the  Jaldhaka and Murti rivers
   c) Matiali section between the Murti and Neora rivers
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  Sketch of upwarped Nagrekata Block with tectonic escarpment and depression 
the north (Seen from Samsing Tea Garden)
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                    Fig. 22 N-S cross-profile of Nagrakata Block 
the present  Jaldhaka river near Nagrakata Tea Garden. Red  soil (2.5YR 5/6) 
covered with  lm thick black humus bed, develops extensively overlying the younger 
fluvial deposits 5 6 m thick chiefly composed of quartzite and gneiss boulder 
gravels. The younger fluvial deposits rest on the older thick boulder gravel beds 
which are cross-bedded, weathered and consist of Darjeeling gneiss, quartzite and 
Siwalik sandstone boulder gravels. The angularity of the older bed materials is 
higher than that of overlying younger boulder gravels. The surface though 
entrenched by insequent streams, maintains its flatness in the central portion and 
inclines gently southward, emerging into the lower surfaces (Fig. 22). Judging 
from the profile of the surface and the present insequent streams which probably 
were consequent ones  initially, it is considered that the different amount of crustal 
movement deformed the surface. In the eastern section of the surface, the surface 
soil has been removed by denudation of the streams at places, and instead of the 
upper boulder gravel bed, the wash deposits form the surface like that of the 
Rangamati Surface at the type locality. Observing the successive and regular 
high "cut terraces" of this area, Godwin-Austen (1868) suggested that the surfaces 
were formed by marine action. However, this flatness of the surface in the central 
part of the block is believed to be due to the upwarp movement mentioned by 
Heim and Gansser (1939). The present writer agrees with the latters' idea but their 
correlation of this surface to their Middle Terrace, i.e. the present writer's Samsing 
Surface, does not seem to be acceptable because of the lack of characteristic 
Samsing boulder bed and its well-preserved fan-shaped surface on the block. The 
writer believes that the surface is correlated to the Rangamati Surface because of 
its topographical characteristics and its deposits. The extent of surface disintegra-
tion and the amount of crustal dislocation of the surface seems to support the 
present writer's correlation. The flat-topped surface abuts on the small hill 
called  Thota Pahar' which stands 45 m above the surface at the northeast corner 
of the block. This small hill is made up of angular to rounded boulder gravels 
with gneissic sand matrix. The gneiss, Siwalik sandstones and even quartzite 
boulder-gravels are decomposed and the matrix sands are reddish in colour. No 
huge boulders are found among the deposits. The same type of hill is seen on the 
other bank of the Ghatia river in Bhutan. These small hills may be correlated to the
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Matiali Hill  Surface. These small hills as well as the main surface are terminated 
by the steep cliff of the E-W direction in the north. This escarpment is about 6 km 
long and has a relative height of 60 m above the floor of the depressed block. There 
are diagnostic features of tectonic scarp as well as geological evidence. The 
escarpment runs straight at the right angle to the general trend of the river 
courses. On the escarpment is exposed the same deposits that constitute the 
Nagrakata block. The escarpment dips over  30° north in response to the incli-
nation of the boulder gravel bed and is slightly cut by gullies but their head-ward 
erosion has not reached the surface. This escarpment will be called "Thaljora 
Cliff." At the foot of the Thaljora Cliff in the southern part of downthrown block, 
are seen fine deposits which consist of fine sand and silt embedding plant fossil-
bearing clay beds. They are overlain by the fluvial gravels of the Jiti river from 
the north and the talus from the  Thaljora Cliff. These deposits of the clay beds 
are too fine to be usual Foot-hill deposits close to the mountain and are pro-
bably lucastrine or swamp deposits. Therefore, it is considered that the Thaljora 
Cliff has disturbed the channels of the streams and that a small lake or swamp 
was formed at the foot of the cliff. The Nagrakata block surface continues to 
Ghatia Tea Estate block to the east. The river terraces are well developed on the 
right bank of the Ghatia river which has separated the Nagrakata block from 
Ghatia block (Fig.  23). Figure 24 is a typical cross-section of the Ghatia river 
terraces on the right  bank. The terraces can scarcely be seen on its left bank, 
indicating the eastward shifting of the river course due to the estward tilting of the 
area. The relative height of the terraces from the present river bed is greater 
upstream than downstream and the terrace surfaces converge to the south of the 
Nagraka block. The older surface dips more than the younger, finally submerg-
ing into the alluvial plain. Along the Jaldhaka river, huge gneissic boulders form 
several steps of river terraces. These terraces are distributed mainly on the 
left bank in Bhutanese territory where foreigners are restricted from entering by 
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                                                                           Fig. 23 Sketch of the river terraces on the right bank of the Ghatia
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terraces with their remarkable continuation into
the border regulation. These terraces continue in the Foot-hill zone though at 
places they are dislocated along the tectonic lines. The most distinguished river 
terrace stands 90-120 m above the present river bed and has a downward gradient 
of  3° (Fig. 25). The terrace surface diverges into two levels near the outlet of 
the river from the mountain. The surface at the higher level is affected by the 
Main Boundary Fault (Fig.  26). It is quite difficult to trace the continuation of 
the surfaces at these two levels because they converge upstream as well as down-
stream. The writer treats these two surfaces as one surface. This main terrace 
surface in the Jaldhaka valley corresponds to the High River Terrace in the Foot-
hill zone, as the surface extends continuously and consists of thick fresh gneissic 
boulder bed without the mantle of red soil on the top, showing the most ubiquitous 
development amongst river terraces. The Jiti Tea Estate surface on the down-
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Lower Himalayas. Rango village is located on the flat-topped spur high above 
the highest river terrace of the  Jaldhaka. The mode of  occurrence, altitude and 
relative position of this surface suggests that the spur may be a relic of the 
Gorbathan Surface in this area. The main river terrace of the  Jaldhaka is not 
well established on the right bank in the valley section. However, this surface 
appears as the main surface in the Kumai section in the Foot-hill zone. The sur-
face is raised up about 50 m above the present river bed of the  Jaldhaka near the 
outlet from the mountain. The relative height of the surface is, as a rule, reduced 
downstream, although it is suddenly terminated by the steep escarpment about 
14 km south of the mountain front. The escarpment isthe eastern extension of 
the Chalsa Cliff and has a relative height of 20 m above the plain. The notable 
feature on this surface is the northward facing scarplet, to the north of the escarp-
ment mentioned above. The scarplet is about 7-8  111 high and runs in the E-W 
direction. There is a marshy land at the foot of the scarplet which is drained 
by a stream draining insequently to the general inclination of the surface. This 
means that the scarplet is not an erosional cliff by the  Jaldhaka river but a tecton-
ic cliff. It seems that there is some connection between the positions of this 
scarplet and of the salient of the surface in the south beyond the Chalsa Cliff. The 
surface on which the director's bangalow of Kumai Tea Estate is located, has the 
same altitude as Samsing Surface across the Murti river and consists of the same 
type of huge gneissic boulders. There is also a small mound on the surface which 
is equivalent o the Matiali  Surface. These surfaces are constricted to the north 
of the steep cliff which can be traced from Matiali Cliff running parallel to the Main 
Boundary Fault. Below the Higher River Terrace on the right bank of the 
 Jaldhaka, follows the multi-stepped river terraces which converge and submerge 
into the alluvial plain, along the extension of the Chlasa Cliff. On the left bank of 
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 Fig. 27 Relationship among the river terraces along the Murti river 
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the Murti river, the Middle River Terrace appears with peculiar deposits mainly 
composed of small flat phyllite gravels which gradually reduce in size southward 
and finally change into fine greenish sand beyond the Chalsa  Cliff. Figure 27 
shows the relationship among the phyllite gravel terrace and other terrace surfaces 
along the Murti river. 
c Matiali section 
   Figure 28 illustrates the conceptional cross-profile of  Matiali section from 
the north of Samsing to Bharadighi Tea Estate in the south. The Lower Himalayan 
slopes descend to the Foot-hill with several fault steps which were formed by the 
boundary thrusts among the solid rocks of the Sub- and Lower Himalayas (Fig.  29). 
As described before, the Samsing Boulder Surface is divided into two levels. The 
higher surface which appears as a flat-topped ridge projecting southward has a 
slightly undulated surface owing to the deformation by the crustal movements 
along the thrusts mentioned above. The flat-topped ridge is terminated by the 
E-W directed scarp whose position coincides with one of these thrusts. This 
thrust along which the Daling phyllite overrides the gravel beds is seen with wide 
shatter zone on the left bank of the Neora river. It is noteworthy that the Lower 
Himalayan rocks are more disturbed than the boulder gravel beds around the 
contact zone. This may mean that the thrust has an earlier origin, and that the 
boulder gravel bed was thrust over only by the last phase of the movements of 
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the Main Boundary Fault (Fig. 30). The huge boulders on the flat-topped surface 
are not seen on the foot-wall due to the cover of younger fluvial deposits and 
therefore it is presumed that the amount of the displacement along the thrust 
at the last orogenic phase is more than the relative height of the escarpment 
which is over 40 m. The lower surface of the Samsing Boulders is not disturbed 
severely  by this thrust, and stretches its surface southward, till it banks up the 
older gravel surface i.e. the Rangamati Surface or abuts on the Matiali Hills. But 
it does not mean that there is a time gap in the formation of two levels of Samsing 
Surface, because the tectonic line seems to turn its direction toward the north along 
the eastern boundary of the higher surface (Fig. 41). North of the Matiali Hills, the 
Rangamati Surface  counter-dips 1-2° north as shown in figure 31. This surface is 
more dissected than the Samsing Surface and Samsing Boulders could not overlap 
the former surface completely where the former had been raised high up. The 
Rangamati Surface, in turn, abuts on the  Matiali Surface and is then displaced 
along the escarpment at the southern edge of the Matiali Hills (Fig. 28). This 
escarpment continues toward the east and even the Samsing Surface is dislocated 
along the escarpment which turns its direction to N60°E and reaches Kumai Tea 
Estate in the east. The Matiali Hills consist of fragments of the higher surfaces 
i.e. the Matiali and Rangamati Surfaces, which have been raised up to the north of 
the escarpment. The height of the escarpment differs from place to place according 
to the surface displaced (Fig. 32). The relationship among the above mentioned 
surfaces and their deposits is seen along the streams dissecting the Matiali Hills. To 
the south of the Matiali Hills there is a surface which is extensively  developed, 
increasing its altitude southward till it is thrown down abruptly along the Chalsa Cliff. 
The northern portion of this surface is covered with the younger deposits, however 
its southern portion is covered with red soil. The surface is composed of gravel
86 T. NAKATA
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31  Northward tilting Rangamati Surface to the north of the Matiali Cliff, overlapped 
by the Samsing Boulder Surface in the north
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                  Fig. 32 Sketch and cross-section of Matiali Hills 
and sand bed with stratification and assortment, overlain by angular to  sub-
rounded gravel bed with dirty sand matrix which is probably redeposited by 
surface wash. This surface is correlated to the Rangamati Surface. Dissection 
of the surface is in an advanced stage in its southern portion. The Kurti river has an 
antecedent gorge through the so-called anticlinal ridge at the top of the Chalsa  Cliff, 
 forming the small river terraces on both sides of its course (Fig.  33). Unlike the 
Matiali Cliff the frontal slope of the Chalsa Cliff is fringed by several steps of the 
terrace surfaces as mentioned by Heim and Gansser (1939). Figure 34 illustrates 
the Chalsa Cliff which has been formed by warping and partly faulting. The 
 flat-topped Rangamati Surface  was downwarped steeply at an angle of 35°and 
the gravel bed dips as much as the escarpment faulted at places. Slight erosion 
modified the upper part of the Chalsa Cliff. The surface on which Chalsa Raiwaly 
Station is located extends for about 5 km southward between the Murti and Neora 
rivers. On the right bank of the Murti river the Higher River Terrace increases 
its relative height from the river bed toward the Chalsa Cliff and suddenly dips 
southward at the cliff. Same phenomenon is observed on the Middle River
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Terrace which is composed of phyllite gravels to the north of the cliff. The Middle 
River Terrace is also traced southward in the plain as the low-lying river terrace 
built by fine phyllite sand. Along the Neora river, the Higher River Terrace also 
increases its relative height from the river bed toward the south like the Rangamati 
Surface above, but never inclines northward, contrary to what Heim and Gansser 
observed. Only the Rangamati Surface at Sathkya Tea Estate dips about  1° 
northward. After reaching its highest point at the Chalsa Cliff, the Rangamati 
Surface dips southward at an angle of 25°. The Higher River Terrace dips at an 
angle of  70 and fringes the Rangamati Surface at the skirt of the cliff. Therefore 
the Chalsa Cliff is considered to pass laterally from  fault scarp in the east into 
monoclinal scarp in the west. Though the older surfaces disappear along the 
Chalsa Cliff, the younger iver terrace formation continues outhward in the form 
of elevated alluvial plain. To the south of Chalsa Railway Station, the Higher 
River Terrace is mainly composed of coarse sand beds which are rapidly changed 
in their facies in response to sudden decrease in the gradient of the stream beds and 
increase in spread of stream water from the confined river courses to the north of 
the Chalsa Cliff. The terrace surface reappears at Bharadighi Tea Estate about 
7 km to the south of Chalsa. Sudden reappearance of the surface is due to not 
only avoidance from the erosion by the rivers but also the differential crustal 
movement in the alluvial plain which is suggested by the existence of an escarp-
ment running somewhat in the E-W direction to the north of the surface. 
There is an unusual E-W directed branch of the Daina river on the eastward 
extension line of the escarpment, suggesting the effect of the recent crustal 
movement in this area. 
   Considering the asymmetrical topographic and geological features around the 
cliffs, the Chalsa and Matiali Cliffs may well be called "Flexture Cliff" with faults 
in places, caused by block movements along the tectonic lines underneath, rather 
than limb slopes of an anticlinal ridge formed by the horizontal stress. The 
northward dipping of the surfaces coincides with that of the Siwalik rocks in the 
 adjacent areas indicating that continuous northward tilting of the area has been 
taking place in general since the Siwaliks were formed. 
d Soongachi Section 
   The areabetween the Neora and Mal rivers is unique in the development of 
the river terraces. The portion occupied by the Rangamati  Surface is small in 
this section (Fig. 35). The younger surfaces urround the Rangamati Surface up-
stream as well as downstream as the older surface counter-dips toward the 
mountain and downwarps toward the alluvial plain. River terrace arrangement 
shows that the area has been affected by the same type of crustal movement as the 
eastern sections. The older the terrace the steeper it is, is the rule of the longi-
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Fig. 35 River terraces on the right bank of the  Neora river around Soongachi
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36 Longitudinal profiles of the river terraces 
showing terrace convergence on the  Himalaya 
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Front Tectonic Line and
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Neora  river, 
counter-dip
tudinal profile of the terrace surface on the Chalsa Cliff, and the terrace conver-
gence phenomenon is clear as illustrated in figure 36. The Chalsa Cliff becomes 
less steeper in the west. From the mode of the river terrace distribution, it is 
suggested that the present Mal river course was fixed only after the formation of the 
Higher River Terrace of the Neora and old Mal rivers,  for while the Higher River 
Terrace was being formed, the Mal river joined the Neora river near Nakhti Tea 
Estate and the headward erosion of a gully which was the initial phase of the 
present Mal river, was reaching the confluence of two rivers. The Middle River 
Terrace was the highest river terrace formed by the present course of the  Mal. 
e Rangamati section 
   The LowerHimalayan slopes on which the Gorbathan Surface is formed are 
chopped by the thrusts and descend to the Foot-hill zone in the shape of fault steps 
in this section. The Mission Hill and the ridge to the south of the hill are consid-
ered as fault steps. The former hill has the same structure as the Gorbathan Surface 
consisting of huge gneissic boulders on the shattered phyllite, while the latter is 
composed only of the same type boulders. Such fault steps do not exist in the 
west, indicating eastward ivergence of the tectonic lines from the Main Boundary
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Fault at the foot of Gorbathan. The  Rangamati Surface extends outhward for 8 
km from the foot of the Gorbathan Surface, reducing radually in altitude and sub-
merges finally into the alluvial plain with rather steep slope at the western end of 
the monoclinal-fault cliff of Chalsa. The Rangamati Surface and Higher River 
Terrace continue southward beyond the extension line of the Chalsa Cliff and do 
not seem to be very much disturbed by the movements of the cliff as the Chalsa 
Cliff itself becomes quite obscure in the west. 
f Bagrakot section 
   The boundary between the mountain and Foot-hill zone is well marked by the 
Main Boundary Fault which is clearly exposed along the banks of the Chel and 
Patharjora rivers and the fluvial boulder gravels are overridden by the Lower 
Himalayan phyllite along the fault. In some places, the minor thrust is seen 
between the older and the younger alluviums (Fig.  37). The old and higher sur-
faces are not recognizable in this section. The elevated surface of Patharjora Tea 
 Estate is a relic of a fan surface which is presumably correlated to the Higher River 
Terrace because of the absence of red soil on its surface and because of the displace-
ment of the surface along the Main Boundary Fault like the Higher River Terrace 
surface at the foot of Gorbathan Surface. On the right bank of the Gish river near 
the confluence of the Tista river, the development of the wide flat surface is very 
conspicuous. The structure of the surface is illustrated in figure 38. The surface
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Fig. 37 Main Boundary Fault on the left bank of the Patharjora
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 Fig, 38 Structure of the river terrace on the right bankof the  Gish  river 
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0
 near its  con-
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is exclusively formed by coarse deposits accumulated by the Gish and its tributaries 
near the mountain, but in the south the coarse deposits are covered with thick fine 
sand beds deposited by the Tista. To the south of this surface, there was a 
wide low surface which was washed away by the deluge in 1968. This low surface 
overlaps the Higher River Terrace at the foot of the Siwalik mountain. Along 
the left bank of the Tista river toward its outlet from the mountain is developed 
the Middle River Terrace below the Higher River Terrace. No unusual surface 
configuration caused by the crustal movement has been recognized around the 
outlet. 
g Tista section 
   The main terrace of the Tista river occupies a wide area on its right bank. 
The terrace is made up of thick white fine sand beds like that on the left bank, 
overlying the older sand and gravel bed which is slightly consolidated. This 
surface can be traced as higher river terrace composed entirely of thick fine sand 
along the Tista gorge in the mountain. This accumulation river terrace stands 
60-70 m above the present river bed in the gorge but it suddenly decreases in 
 height to 45 m where the river emerges out from the gorge into the plain. The 
surface gently descends outhward and merges into the alluvial plain near  Jalpai-
guri. The fine sand beds are over 20 m thick near the Tista river and becomes 
thinner in the outer area of the surface, covering the older deposits which are 
postulated to be correlated to the Rangamati Surface deposits. The mode of 
occurrence of this surface resembles that of the main river terrace of the Jaldhaka 
though the facies of their deposits differ completely according to the characteristics 
of each river. The main river terrace of the Tista is also correlated to the Higher 
River Terrace. Though the surface is dissected by the Mahanadi river and its 
tributaries, yet the gully erosion from the cliff along the Tista river has not 
modified the surface very much. At the foot of the Siwalik mountains, the 
Mahanadi river formed a small alluvial  fan which may be correlated to the main 
terrace surface of the Tista. 
h Sukna section 
   As described before, the Hill Cart Road between Sukna and the point of 300 
m above sea-level where the real mountain zone starts, travels on the fiat-topped 
ridge constituted by decomposed quartzite gneiss and Siwalik sandstone gravels 
which were covered with red soil (5YR 5/8). The surface inclines steeper than other 
surfaces in the area to the east of the Tista. The degree of preservation of the 
surface, development of the surface soil, decomposed deposits etc., suggest hat 
the Sukna Surface is correlated to the Rangamati Surface or an even older surface. 
On the right bank of the Mahanadi river around its outlet, the mountain slopes 
are fringed by the Higher River Terrace which can be traced as the depositional
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               Fig. 39 River terraces of the Mahanadi near its outlet 
surface in its upper drainage basin in the Lower  Himalayas. It is not known 
whether the cause of the sudden termination of this surface at the foot of the 
mountain is due to tectonic movement or stream erosion (Fig. 39). 
i  Pankhabari section 
    The Pankhabari Surface in the Pankhabari Re-entrant is surrounded by the 
alluvial fan surfaces of the Balasan and its tributaries. The surface is formed in 
the same manner as the Higher River Terrace Surface of the Mahanadi. The 
depositional surfaces which are made up of the huge gneissic boulders in the upper 
basin of the Balasan are considered as the counterpart of these fan surfaces at the 
Foot-hill zone. The fan surfaces are covered only with black humus indicating their 
age. The surface inclines  1° southward and is recognized as the higher alluvial 
plain in the south. The streams in the Foot-hill flow down toward the southeast. 
This phenomenon may be explained by the tilting of the area toward the east, 
because the higher altitude of the Foot-hill zone in the west cannot be attributed 
only to the stream deposition of the Mechi, for the river is not  sufficiently big 
enough to supply the materials to form a depositional surface higher than other 
areas along the Foot-hills. 
 j Panigata section 
   The main surface in this section which is correlated to the Higher River 
Terrace is fringed by lower river terraces of the Balasan and Mechi rivers. On 
the right bank of the Balasan, these lower river terraces are seen in two levels 
descending toward the present river course and this terrace distribution suggest 
the gradual eastward shift of the river course, supporting the idea of the eastward 
tilting of the area. These lower surfaces are erosional terraces formed after the 
major depositional phase during which the Higher River Terrace was constructed. 
   To summarize, the mode of distribution of the geomorphic surfaces has been
under strong control of the constant revival of the movement along the tectonic
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lines. The major geomorphic surfaces in the area are considered as depositional 
ones which can be traced back to the accumulation terrace surfaces in the mountain 
area, indicating effects of the climatic change on the surface development. 
Therefore, it is suggested that the mode of the recent crustal movement can be 
known  by the examination of the tectonic cliffs and the height of the geomorphic 
surfaces with careful analysis of surface characteristics. 
   5 Crustal movements of the study  area: It has become clear by the previous 
discussions on the surface distributions that the geomorphic surfaces have been 
deformed by the crustal movements which are usually associated by geological 
evidence. One of the geomorphic indications of the crustal movement is the 
dislocated Rangamati Surface which appears as the flat-topped surface of Nagra-
kata, Matiali, Soongachi and Rangamati sections. Figure 40 shows the amount 
of the vertical displacement elucidated from the relative height of Rangamati 
Surface from the present river beds. It can be known from the figure that the 
upheaval movement has been registered mainly in the re-entrant to the east of the 
Chel river. Generally, the displacement is largest along the tectonic lines
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 Fig. 40 Amount of upheaval movement elucidated from the altitudes of the Rangamati 
     Surface in the eastern part of North Bengal Foot-hill (Figures in feet) 
decreasing gradually northward and rapidly southward, supporting the idea of the 
existence of the tilted blocks underneath. To the west of the  jaldhaka river, mode 
of the displacement of the surface differs from that to the east of the river, The 
maximum upheaval movement is recorded near the  Thaljora Cliff and in the central 
part of the Nagrakata block. The amount of the upheaval movement is reduced 
suddenly toward the north and is gradually minimised toward the south in the 
Nagrakata section. In Matiali section, there are two distinct E-W directed 
scarps, the southern one of which was regarded as an anticlinal ridge by  Heim and
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Gansser. These scarps are located along the extensions of the  major tectonic lines, 
i.e. the Himalaya Front Tectonic Line and a branch of the Main Boundary Fault. 
As already described, the Chalsa and Matiali Cliffs have been formed by the constant 
revival of the movements along these tectonic lines. Figure 36 is the longitudinal 
profiles of the river terraces across the former tectonic line. One can never overlook 
the tendency of the changes in the relative heights of river terraces from the present 
river bed that increase toward the tectonic line and then suddenly decrease beyond 
this line. This tendency is more prominent in the higher surfaces. Though Heim 
and Gansser (1939) have presented a sketch of the folded terraces which dips 2-3° 
northward, the present writer has confirmed that such northward inclination is not 
recorded on the river terraces. The degree of the deformation of each terrace seems 
to be proportional to the relative age among the terraces and these river terraces 
are more deformed in the section where the older surface is raised up more by the 
tectonic activities. Thus the history of the crustal movements has been well 
recorded in the deformed geomorphic surfaces in the area to the east of the Chel 
river. On the other hand, it is rather difficult to deduce the mode of the crustal 
movements in the area to the west of the Chel river, because the continued 
subsidence in the Foot-hill plain seems to have submerged the older geomorphic 
surfaces, the key of crustal movements, below the younger surfaces. Only the 
Sukna and Pankhabari Surfaces are the remaining older surfaces but they occupy 
very small portions in the area. The latter surface is elevated about 180 m with 
the steep E-W directed scarp along the Himalaya Front Tectonic Line. No 
younger surfaces are clearly disturbed by the movements along the tectonic line. It 
seems that the re-entrant has experienced the same type of block movement hat 
uplifted the Sub- and Lower Himalayan zones in the adjacent area, as assumed 
from the cross-sections of the area (Fig. 19). The boundaries of the block move-
ments seem to coincide with the boundary thrusts among the Himalayan rocks. 
   The spatial arrangement of the tectonic lines illustrated in figure 41 helps to
know the mechanism and relationship among the tectonic lines. Each tectonic 
line is regarded as morphogenic-tectonic line. The Main Boundary Fault and 
Himalaya Front Tectonic Line run parallel to each other, keeping a constant width 
of the Sub-Himalayan zone to the west of the Chel river. This zone shows the 
same characteristics of the crustal movement. Sudden disappearance of the 
Siwalik zone along the right bank of the Gish river suggests the existence of a 
tectonic line in the NNE-SSW direction but no geological evidence has been found 
along the line. To the east of the Chel river, especially to the east of the Neora 
river, the Main Boundary Fault retreats northward forming a deeper e-entrant 
along the  Jaldhaka  river. The ramification of the Main Boundary Fault which 
originates at Gorbathan, extends along the Matiali Cliff and reaches Kumai. The
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Fig. 41 Tectonic map of North Bengal Foot-hill and its surrounding mountains 
   MBF: Main Boundary Fault  HFTL: Himalaya Front Tectonic Line 
 1 Siwaliks 2 Main Boundary Fault 3 Himalaya Front Tectonic Line 4 Tectonic 
   escarpments (Arrow showing the  direction of the surface inclination) 5 Direction of 
   major valleys 6 Direction of major ridges.
tectonic line seems to continue as the E-W directed escarpment which displaced 
the uppermost river terrace of the Jaldhaka on the left bank of the river in the 
east. Though the geological investigations have not revealed the existence of the 
Siwaliks to the east of the  Jaldhaka, it is the writer's assumption that this tectonic 
line joins the Main Boundary Fault where the Jiti river emerges from the mountain 
and that the Siwaliks exist under the fluvial deposits in the triangular area bounded 
by the two tectonic lines and the  Jaldhaka river. 
   The Himalaya Front Tectonic Line is also clearly traced along the Chalsa Cliff in 
the southern portion of the re-entrant. As described before, this tectonic cliff 
appears as monoclinal-fault scarp in the south and forms northward tilted blocks 
in the north. This line branches in the east and the northern branch can be traced 
as a scarplet in the Higher River Terrace on the right bank of the  Jaldhaka, while 
the southern branch occurs as a small salient, before it disappears on the right 
bank of the Jaldhaka river. The conspicuous E-W directed escarpment near 
Bharadighi, though modified by the lateral erosion of the rivers, and the peculiar 
E-W flowing branch of the Daina river are considered to have been formed by 
the counter activities of the tectonic line against hat of the Chalsa Cliff where the
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latter attains the maximum displacement. The Chalsa Cliff turns into the gentle 
monoclinal slope in the south of the Nagrakata block. The northward facing 
 Thaljora Cliff is considered to have been formed by the counter activities of the 
tectonic line against he Main Boundary Fault and its associates in the north to 
the east of the  Jaldhaka river. Thus it can be said from the arrangement of the 
tectonic lines that the crustal movements of the area  are closely controlled by the 
two major tectonic lines, the Main Boundary Fault and Himalaya Front Tectonic 
Line. 
   The deformations of the geomorphic surfaces have resulted from the constant 
revivals of the block movements of the solid Sub- and Lower Himalayan rocks 
along the tectonic lines below the the Quaternary deposits for it is otherwise rather 
difficult to understand that the deformation could have been attributed to the 
lateral pressure because such pressure cannot be transmitted very  far through the 
unconsolidated Quaternary deposits to cause deformations of their surface in a 
large area, and besides no solid masses can be found in the south which could have 
generated any lateral pressure against hat of the Lower Himalayan masses. The 
presence of the Himalaya Front Tectonic Line in the south of the re-entrant as 
the direct extension of the Siwalik front, suggests that the main portion of the 
Siwaliks still exists below the  extensive Quaternary deposits in the re-entrant. 
Gentle counter-dip of the geomorphic surfaces toward the mountain in the re-
entrant can be considered as a result from the recent phase of the tectonic move-
ments of the Sub-Himalayas which formed the northward dipping monoclinal ranges 
of the Siwaliks in the west. The northern part of the re-entrant has been affected 
by the Main Boundary Fault and its diversion and the boundary thrusts among 
the Lower Himalayan rocks, being deformed more severely than by the Himalaya 
Front Tectonic Line. Along the right bank of the Gish and the Jaldhaka rivers 
is assumed the existence of N-S directed tectonic lines which extend across the 
major tectonic  lines, though no geological evidences have been obtained.  Major 
displacement of the Siwaliks may have taken place on the tectonic line along the 
Gish river, forming the initial outline of the re-entrant. The mode of the crustal 
movements on the right bank of the  Jaldhaka river differs from that on its left 
bank indicating the effect of the assumed tectonic line. 
   6 Geomorphic history of the area: The geomorphic history of the study area 
is summarized as  follows: 
   1) After the sedimentation of the Siwaliks, they were folded and tilted 
toward the north the and thrust over by the Lower Himalayan rocks. The southern 
limit of the Siwaliks was also confined by a tectonic line. In the process of forma-
tion of the Sub-Himalayan zone, the re-entrant was formed tectonically by the 
crustal movements that occurred differently in places. It is quite difficult to
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explain the absence of the Siwaliks in the re-entrant by erosion  followed by the thrust 
over the erosional gap, because the Himalayan rivers are not extraordinarily mighty 
in the section where the Siwaliks are missing and the Siwaliks are still in existence 
around the outlets of the  Jaldhaka and Murti rivers. Therefore, the differential 
tectonic movement within the Sub-Himalayas eems to be responsible for the 
formation of the re-entrant (Formation of the outline of the re-entrant). 
   2) Following the considerable uplift of the Himalayas,the rivers cut their 
courses on the southern slopes of the Lower Himalayas. The accumulation phase 
of the rivers started in the Foot-hill zone depositing boulders and gravels forming 
the Gorbathan  Surface. 
   3) After the deposition of the over 100 m thick boulder gravels the Main 
Boundary Fault made a renewal of its activity, raising the Gorbathan Surface in 
the Lower Himalayas while the surface was depressed in the Sub-Himalayan zone. 
Along the Main Boundary Fault near Gorbathan, the associated faults dislocated 
the depositional surface forming fault steps. The Mission Hill and the ridge below 
the hill are regarded as fault benches (Formation of the Gorbathan Surface). 
   4) The upheaval of the Lower Himalayas rejuvenated the streams causing 
the denudation in the mountain again and deposition along the piedmont zone. 
Accumulation of boulders, gravels and sands continued in the piedmont area 
 overlying the depressed Gorbathan Surface boulder gravels and resulted in the 
formation of extensive alluvial fans at the  Foot-hill zone. 
   5) The Main Boundary Fault acted again in the same direction as the 
previous movements. Along the branch of the fault extending from the Mission 
Hill toward the east, the displacement of the depositional surface took place marking 
the first phase of the Matiali Cliff. The initial stage of the  Thaljora Cliff coincided 
with this disturbance. The Lower Himalayas seem to have been undergoing a
process of uplift through this disturbance (Formation of Matiali Hill). 
   6) There was an erosional phase through and after the crustal disturbance, 
which was recorded by the unconformity between the Matiali Surface deposits and 
the overlying deposits, and by separation of the Matiali Hills by stream dissection 
from an original uplifted  zone. There are finer deposits which contain micro-
fossil flora, marking the unconformity above the Matiali Hill deposits along the 
Neora river. 
   7) The  depositional phase commenced again and streams spread boulders 
and gravels widely along the Foot-hills forming extensive alluvial fans. The 
 major valleys in the Lower Himalayas were also filled with these deposits, though 
they are much coarser than that in the Foot-hills. The depositional surface is 
recognized as scattered small terrace surfaces high above along the Jaldhaka river 
and can be traced back to the uppermost drainage basin indicating that there
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was some effect of the climatic changes in the mountain area on the formation of 
the surfaces. During this depositional phase, the Rangamati Surface, the most 
extensive surface, was formed (Formation of the Rangamati Surface). 
   8) The displacement occurred along the Himalayan Front Tectonic Line 
deforming the Rangamati Surface. As a result the Chalsa Cliff was constructed and 
is seen as monoclinal scarp in the west and steep fault scarp in the east. The cliff 
was not so high when it was first formed, and the lower part of cliff was added 
later by the renewed tectonic movements. The  Matiali Cliff and the southern slope 
of the Gorbathan Surface also recorded the renewed movement, he former being 
steeply warped and along the latter the Lower Himalayan rocks thrusting over the 
fluvial deposits. The  Thaljora Cliff experienced the major displacement during 
this crustal disturbance associated with the formation of the  fault trough to the 
north. 
   9) Following the previous tectonic movement while the dissection  of the 
displaced surfaces were not much proceeded yet, the conspicuous Samsing Boulders 
were derived from the Neora and Murti river basins. The extremely coarse 
boulder beds were spread over only in the vicinity of Samsing, forming the fan-
shaped depositional surface. The peculiar characteristics of the boulder beds show 
that the boulders were not transported by normal fluvial processes. It is presumed 
that the huge amount of boulder production within a short period occurred in 
the mountain probably due to the sudden upheaval of the Darjeeling gneiss zone, 
and that the solifluctional process carried down the boulders and deposited them 
within a limited area. This depositional surface was also displaced along the 
Matiali Cliff (Formation of the Samsing Surface). 
    10) Relatively long erosional phase followed the preceding phases. The 
rivers entrenched eeply the surfaces uplifted by this time and gully erosion on 
the surfaces commenced from the tectonic cliffs. The surface deposits of the sur-
faces were iron-oxidized and coloured in red during this period. 
    11) The Himalayan rivers received huge amount of loads which were produced 
in the mountain area due to climatic deterioration. The huge boulders filled up 
the  Jaldhaka and other rivers and thick sand beds in the Tista valley, construct-
ing the younger surfaces below the older surfaces in the Foot-hills. Thus this 
period is marked by the universal development of depositional surfaces at the 
outlets of the Himalayan rivers. This Higher River Terrace appears as elevated 
alluvial plain with much finer deposits to the south of Himalaya Front Tectonic 
Line (Formation of the Higher River Terrace). 
    12) The climatic amelioration afterthe preceding depositional phase and the 
change of the erosional level caused by the crustal movements, resulted in the 
rejuvenation of the rivers once again. The main tectonic lines still continued
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their activity in the same way as they had  acted. The terrace convergence along 
the Chalsa Cliff, i.e. the older surfaces merging into the younger surface southward, 
is an evidence of the continued crustal movement. In Kumai section the Higher 
River Terrace was deformed sharply along the eastern extension of the Chalsa 
Cliff. To the south of Chalsa, Bharadighi Tea Estate surface which is corre-
lated to the Higher River Terrace, is considered to have been deformed along the 
counter tectonic line against he Chalsa Cliff. 
   13) The Middle River Terrace wasformed in the process of the dissection 
of the Higher River Terrace. This terrace must have been corresponding to a 
phase of climatic change or to a comparatively stable period of crustal move-
ments. Though the deposits of the Middle River Terrace are not so thick, it can 
be presumed, considering the continuous tectonic movements of this area, that 
there has been a small depositional phase during which the river deposition nega-
tivated the down-cutting and formed small depositional surfaces as observed in 
Bhutan Foot-hill. The Middle River Terrace has also been affected by the 
crustal movement at places, including the terrace convergence along the Chalsa 
Cliff. Along the Murti river the Middle River Terrace appears as a depositional 
terrace composed mainly of phyllite gravels. The terrace was formed just after 
the sudden increase of loads from the shattered Daling phyllite zone, when one of 
its tributaries reached and eroded the shattered zone (Formation of the  Middle 
River Terrace). 
   14) The Lower River Terrace Surface occupies the widest area in the plain. 
It consists entirely of younger alluvial deposits and is slightly higher than the 
present river bed but the surface is seldom submerged by flood. It may have 
been built during the extraordinary high flood level of the Recent period (Forma-
tion of the Lower River  Terrace). 
   15) Completing the  formation of the landforms of the area, the rivers 
reached the present level but the river courses are not settled yet at some places 
changing their courses during the flood periods. 
   The geomorphic history of the areato the west of the Chel river is slightly 
different from that to the east of the river, especially in its early history. The 
Sukna Surface was formed in place of the Rangamati Surface and the Pankhabari 
Surface in place of the Samsing Surface.
     GEOMORPHOLOGY 
   Dun type Foot-hills are the 
zone of the Central Himalayas,
CHAPTER III 
OF THE DUN TYPE FOOT-HILLS 
most common feature along the Sub-Himalayan 
including Nepal and Kumaon Himalayas. Dun
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is a longitudinal tectonic depression developed between the detached outer ranges 
of the Siwaliks and steep slopes of the Lower Himalayas to the north. Duns 
extend parallel to the main structures of the Sub-Himalayas. In this type of hill 
section, the loads brought down by the Himalayan rivers are accumulated mainly 
inside the longitudinal valleys forming the alluvial fans and river terraces. There 
is no re-entrant in the Sub-Himalayas and the Siwaliks always form frontal ranges 
in front of the Duns or Lower Himalayan slopes. Dun is not one continuous 
depression but is separated into several individual Duns by the Piedmont type 
Foot-hills in between. There must have been differences in the mode of crustal 
movements in these two types of Foot-hills and the differences may be reflected 
on the characteristics of geomorphic surfaces. 
   Three areas have been chosen for the field investigation from the Kumaon 
Himalayas (Fig. 42). They are Kota Dun, Dehra Dun and  Pinj  ore Dun from the 
east to the west. Kota Dun is selected as a representative of the Duns which are 
located in the transitional zone to the Piedmont type Foot-hill. The geological 
structure of Kota Dun is well studied and shows close relation with the surface 
relief. Dehra Dun is one of the most typical longitudinal valleys in the Sub-
Himalayas. It is located between the Ganges in the east and the Jamuna in the 
west. The northern boundary of the Dun is marked by steep slopes of the Lower 
Himalayas composed of several thrusts. Pinj  are Dun is located near the Siwalik 
re-entrant of Punjab. This Dun is much smaller in size than other Duns and is 
not drained by any  major Himalayan rivers but yet the typical terrace develop-
ment is seen in the Dun. 
A Geomorphology of Kata Dun and Nainital Foot-hill 
   Among the Dun type Foot-hills, Kota Dun and Nainital Foot-hill area is 
selected as a sample of the transitional area from the Piedmont type Foot-hill to 
Dun type Foot-hill (Fig. 43). The geology of the area has been studied by 
Middlemiss (1890) and Heim and Gansser (1939). Middlemiss carried out a detailed 
investigation on Geology of the Sub-Himalayan zone in this area. He remarked 
that the structure of the Siwaliks is directly reflected on the undulation of the 
landsurface, though he did not classify the Dun gravels from the Siwaliks. 
   The field investigation by the present writer has been devoted to the search 
for the relation and effects of the crustal movement of the recent geological period 
on the development and deformation of the geomorphic surfaces in the area. 
   1 Outline of the topography and geology of the study  area: The study 
area lies in the eastern part of the Kumaon Himalayas in Uttar Pradesh State, 
about 250 km northeast of New Delhi. The Lower Himalayas of this area have 
their higher portion of an altitude of 2500 m within 12 km from the plain. The
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 Fig. 44 Summit level map around Nainital (Figures in feet)
general trend of the main ridges above the Foot-hill zone is NE-SE, parallel to 
the Main Boundary Fault (Fig. 44). The Sub-Himalayan zone extends to the 
south of the Lower Himalayas, with the width of 10-25 km bounded by the usual 
Main Boundary Fault in the north. The Sub-Himalayas composed of the Lower 
Siwaliks are extremely high as the Siwalik ranges and attain about 1,600 m to 
the south of Nainital. The Sub-Himalayan zone becomes narrower toward the 
east as the Upper and Middle Siwaliks disappear. The position of the Main 
Boundary Fault is known by the prominent NW-SE directed river courses namely 
the Gola and Kosi rivers. The Upper and Middle Siwaliks form the wide low-
lying Foot-hill section in the western part of the study area. Figure 45 illustrates 
the drainage system of this area. The  major stream courses in the Lower Himalayas 
are subsequent to the geological structure which runs in the NW-SE direction. 
In the Nainital area, the famous Kumaon lakes are also distributed in this direction 
(Thomas, 1952). In the Sub-Himalayan zone where the Siwaliks are directly 
exposed, the dendritic pattern is predominant and its density is high. On the 
other hand, the parallel pattern dominates in the area where new alluvial deposits 
cover the Siwaliks. It is a peculiar tendency that most of the streams in Kota 
Dun form the antecedent gorges through the uplifted ridges near the plain. No 
one can overlook the straight escarpments which border the southern edge of the 
uplifted ridges, running in the WNW-ESE direction parallel to each other (Fig. 
46). These escarpments are warped cliffs as investigated by Middlemiss. To the 
north of the escarpments, wide flat geomorphic surfaces are well developed, occu-
pying the  major part of Kota Dun. It is noteworthy that the elevated geomorphic 
surfaces are distributed in the northern portion of the Dun and do not extend 
southward beyond the southern margin of the frontal ridges. In the plain area, the 
development of the multi-leveled geomorphic surfaces is not recognized.
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eliminating valleys
   2 Classification and distribution of the geomorphic  surfaces: 
area is conveniently divided into three sections for the purpose 
description of the landforms as  follows: 
   a) Kosi river section alongthe Kosi river 
   b) Kota Dun section between the Kosi and Baur rivers 
   c) Nainital Foot-hill section to the east of the Baur river
The field study 
of explanatory
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a Kosi river section 
   On the right bank of the Kosi river below Garjura, the river terraces can be 
traced continuously till its outlet into the plain, though the terraces can be recog-
nized as scattered small surfaces above Garjura. The terraces are classified into 
three steps according to their height. The conceptional cross-section of these 
terraces is shown in figure 47. These terraces are composed of  subrounded and 
rounded gravels and boulders which measure up to  1  m across, resting on the 
Siwaliks unconformably. The terrace deposits are considerably thick and become
                                                        100 
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 Fig. 47 Typical cross-section of the Kosi river terraces 
 HT: Higher River Terrace  MT: Middle River Terrace  MT: Lower River Terrace 
over 15 m thick in places. The Higher River Terrace in the area is well preserved 
and attains the maximum relative height of about 100 m above the present river 
bed. The relative height of the terrace increases evidently downstream. The 
surface is detached from the mountain in the west by a small stream originating at 
the Fhul Tal. The terrace surface terminates abruptly at the southern margin of 
the Siwalik ranges. The Middle River Terrace is encountered about 40 m below 
the Higher River Terrace and distribution of the former resembles that of the 
latter. The relative height of the Middle River Terrace is also increased down-
stream but the southern extension of the terrace surface is eroded by the river 
before it reaches its outlet into the plain. The Lower River Terrace is recognized 
as small patches of surfaces in the Sub-Himalayan zone. Around the outlet, the 
surface appears as an alluvial fan and merges into the alluvial plain to the south. 
The maximum height of the terrace does not exceed 15 m above the present river 
bed. 
   Figure 48 illustrates the height distribution of the river terraces and Siwalik 
ranges along the Kosi river. The relative height of each surface increases down-
stream indicating the crustal movements which causes tilting of the area toward 
the mountain. The sudden termination or reduction of the altitudes of  these 
terraces at the outlet where they attain the maximum relative heights, indicates 
that the  axis of the crustal movement is located along the southern margin of the
Geomorphology of the Foot-Hills of the Himalayas 
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 Fig. 48 Longitudinal profiles of the river terraces along the Kosi river 
 FIT: Higher River Terrace  MT: Middle River Terrace  LT: Middle River Ter-
     race AL: Alluvial Plain 
Sub-Himalayas. Judging from the mode of the deformation of these surfaces,  thi 
tilting has been continuing through the formation of these river terrace surfaces 
The Lower River Terraces gradually converge into the plain indicating less  effec 
of the crustal movement on the younger surfaces than the older ones. Thi 
terrace development on the left bank of the river is poor and instead the stream: 
from the Sita Bani Hill form the younger alluvial fans which can be correlated  t( 
the Lower River Terrace, judging from their marginal height. The high  surf  ac( 
on the left bank near the outlet is considered to be a remnant of the Higher Rive: 
Terrace. 
b Kota Dun section 
   Kota Dun is a low lying longitudinal depression from 500 to 700 m  ii 
altitude extending in the NW-SE direction for 20 km between the Kosi and  Bau 
rivers. The Dun is 12 km wide fringed by a series of small hills near the  plan 
in its eastern portion and becomes narrower westward separated by the Sita Ban 
Hill from the plain. As noticed and illustrated by Middlemiss (1890), the  corres 
pondence of the Siwalik structure to the present surface feature around Kota Dui 
is remarkable, though Middlemiss did not pay much attention to the  surf  acl 
forming materials. These materials can be distinguished from the Upper Siwalil 
Boulder Conglomerates by their mode of deposition, facies, degree of decomposition 
relation to the geomorphic surface, etc. The geomorphic surfaces in the Dun an 
classified into five levels according to their altitude, deposits, surface soil,  mod( 
of dissection, etc. Figure 49 is a generalized cross-section of the eastern part o 
the Dun. The Lower Siwalik sandstones form the rather steep mountain law 
to the north of the Dun. The small hills to the north of Chuna Khan rise  steep13 
from the plain with relative height of GO  m or more. Along the southern  slope: 
of the hills, the deposits mainly composed of consolidated boulder gravels 
steeply southward. At the foot of these slopes runs a low escarpment  extendirq 
in the same direction of the southern margin of the hills, indicating the  recen. 
tectonic origin of the escarpment by the movement accompanied by the  activit3 
along the southern margin of the hills. The  flat wide  surface covered with red soi 
over 3 m thick on its top spreads to the north of the hills and  forms the  oldes.
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geomorphic surface in the area. The surface-forming deposits are not clearly 
distinguished from the deposits forming the small hills . The geomorphic relation 
between this surface and the hills is in unconformity . The surface is also terminated 
abruptly along the tectonic line to the south of the hills . The dissection of the 
surface proceeded to a considerable extent . The surface inclination is unusually 
steep along the eastern extension of the southern margin of the Sita Bani Hill
, 
suggesting the effect of the crustal movement in the east. This surface is named 
as "Dechauri Surface" after its type locality . The younger surface occupies the 
northern part of the Dun. This surface is not mantled by red soil and consists of 
much finer deposits constituted mainly by flat and small limestone and phyllite 
gravels which, in turn, overlap the older surface deposits. The preservation of 
the surface is better on the right bank of the Baur than the left bank of the Dabka , 
because the former area is mainly composed of limestone gravels which are 
consolidated considerably . The deposits tend to become thicker northward . The 
displacement of the surface is observed near the northern border of the Dun . On 
the right bank of the Baur at Syat , the surface is uplifted about 50 m in the north 
along the NW-SE directed tectonic line which the present writer considers as the 
marker of the boundary between the Lower Siwaliks and buried Upper Siwaliks below 
the surface forming materials. On the  upthrown block are recognized three levels 
of surfaces. The counterparts of the two higher surfaces are buried under the 
younger surface on the downthrown block in the south. To the north of Kota Bagh 
is seen a small escarpment parallel to the boundary of the Lower Siwaliks . In the 
western part of the Dun, the southern extension of the surface is blocked by the 
steep northern boundary of the Sita Bani Hill which was initially formed by 
crustal movement. The surface-forming deposits are over 10 m thick at places 
and isolate the older surfaces in the Dun. From henceforth this younger surface 
is referred to as "Kota Bagh Surface ." 
   Along the Baur river on its right bank are formed several river terraces which
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are roughly grouped into two levels. The higher terraces are wider and stand  30-
50 m above the present river bed. They are composed of coarser and more rounded 
materials than the Kota Bagh Surface, indicating that they have been formed 
through fluvial process. The lower terraces are much smaller in scale and do not 
exceed 15 m in height from the present river bed. Along the left bank of the 
Dabka river, the lower terraces are seen to the west of Kota Bagh and below 
Pawalgarh, and they disappear to the south of the western extension of the  Chuna 
Khan Cliff. 
   The mode of distribution of the geomorphic surfaces uggests the tendency 
of the crustal movements in this area. The older surface is distributed in the 
southern portion and the younger one in the northern portion of the Dun and 
the older deposits are overlain by the younger toward the north. It can be con-
sidered that the amount of uplift in the southern part of the Dun between the 
formation of the older surface and the younger one, was big enough to prevent he 
cover of the younger deposits over the older surface. In other words, the 
formation of the younger  surfaces has taken place in the area where the amount of 
uplift was comparatively small. Therefore the surface arrangement in the area 
suggests that the northward tilting with the warped cliff in the south has been 
continuing since the formation of the small frontal hills. This tendency agrees 
with the crustal movements known by the inclinations of the Siwaliks. 
c Nainital Foot-hill section 
   The southern slopes of the Sub-Himalayas rise rather suddenly from the 
plain fringed by alluvial fans at their foot. The materials which formed these 
alluvial fans have been derived mainly from the disturbed zones near the Main 
Boundary Fault where its sub-thrusts initiate massive landslips which are con-
sidered as one of the causes of formation of the Kumaon Lakes (Thomas,  1952). 
The alluvial fan constructed by the Gola river is the most extensive one in this 
section. This fan consists of boulders and gravels of the Siwalik sandstone, and 
quartzite and sandstone of the Lower Himalayan zone. The facies of the deposits 
are more or less same as those of the present river bed. The boulders measuring 
as big as 1 m across make up the surface which is not covered with soil and is not 
dissected by gullies. The fan surface can be traced as river terraces upstream in 
the mountain, which suggests that the fan formation mainly took place when the 
excess loads were supplied in the upper valleys. The Kaladhungi river is forming 
an extensive fan at present. Absence of the higher surface in front of the Sub-
Himalayas in this section may be one of the indications of the subsidence in the 
plain. No unusual surface deformations have been observed on these fan surfaces. 
   The geomorphic surfaces described above are correlated and mapped as shown 
in figure 50, according to the mode of their development, characteristics of their
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deposits, surface soil, etc. 
   3 Tectonic movements of the area: Figure 51 shows major tectonic lines 
which can  be detected from the deformation of geological structure and geomorphic 
surfaces. It is quite clear that the upheaval movements have been taking place 
to the north of the tectonic lines. The movement along the Himalaya Front 
Tectonic Line is not so prominent in the east, i.e. Nainital Foot-hill section. The 
tectonic line diverges into four parallel tectonic lines  westward, although the one 
to the north of Chuna Khan does not continue westward beyond the Kosi river, 
forming a salient in the plain beyond the general southern margin of the Sub-
Himaeayas in the study area. Therefore, it is considered that the Himalaya 
Front Tectonic Line is splintered near its diverging point. As the Himalaya 
Front Tectonic Line diverges westward, the Sub-Himalayan zone expands itself 
although its altitude decreases. As described above, the counter-dip movements 
toward the mountain have been elucidated from the vertical and spatial arrange-
ments of the geomorphic  surfaces along the Kosi river and in Kota Dun (Figs. 48 
and 49). The surface distribution around Kota Dun resembles that around Matiali 
in North Bengal Foot-hill, hinting that the same  type of the crustal movements 
occurred in both areas. 
   4 Geomorphic history of the study area: Geomorphic history of the area 
can be briefly described as  follows: 
   1) After deposition of the Lower Siwaliks, the tectogenic movements occurred 
and the structural outline was decided.
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    2) The detritus was carried down from the mountains uplifted by the renewed 
 crustal movement and the depositional surface was formed at the foot of the 
 mountain. 
    3) Along the tectonic line to the north of Chuna Khan, the upheaval 
movement ook place forming the narrow ridge to the north of the tectonic line. 
The Sita Bani Hill was also surrounded by the same detritus and was uplifted 
during the same period. 
    4) The erosional phase followed the above depositional phase and the narrow 
ridge was separated by the dissection of the streams. 
    5) The depositional phase commenced again in the area and the wide 
Dechauri Surface was formed. As the crustal movement along the above men-
tioned tectonic line continued in the same manner, the dissection of the surface 
started from the Chuna Khan Cliff, while the younger deposits were covering 
the  down  warped Dechauri Surface in the north. The Middle River Terrace was 
 formed during this period along the Kosi river. The subsequent displacement of 
the terrace surface occurred at the outlet of the river along the Himalaya Front 
Tectonic Line. 
    6) The erosional phase with temporary aggradational phases took over the 
depositional phase and the Kota Bagh Surface was entrenched by the major 
streams, and the lower river terraces were formed below it. The crustal movement 
along the Himalaya Front Tectonic Line and  Chuna Khan Cliff continued as 
recognized by the terrace convergence along the Kosi river. 
   7) On the other hand, to the south of the HimalayaFront Tectonic Line, 
the subsidence has been taking place and hence the older surfaces have been covered 
with the younger deposits. As a result, the lower terraces and present alluvial plain 
occupy most of the area there. 
B Geomorphology of Dehra Dun 
   1 Outline of the topography and geology of the  area: Dehra Dun is located 
in the northwestern part of Uttar Pradesh State between the Ganges in the east 
and the Jamna in the west, stretching in the NW-SE direction for 90 km with a 
maximum width of 25 km (Fig. 52). Separated from the Sub-Himalayan zone by 
steep tectonic slopes, the Lower Himalayan ranges stand 2,000 m above the Dun. 
The Mussoorie ridge attains a height of over 2,500 m within 10 km from the Dun 
bottom, extending in the E-W direction oblique to the direction of the Dun (Fig. 
53). To the north of this ridge the NE-SW ridge from the Bandarpunch forms 
the main divide between the Ganges and  Jamna. The snow-clad Higher Hima-
layan ranges are glaciated and major branches of the Ganges and Jamna arise 
from their slopes.
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Fig. 53  Summit  level map of Dehra Dun and its vicinity (Figures in feet)
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Table 1 Geological succession around Dehra Dun (After Auden 1937)
Formations
i
Siwalik
Murree 
Nummulitic 
Tallimestone and  calc grift
Tal      -Upper Tal quartzites      L
ower Tal shales 
      Upper Krol dolomites,  1,s, and shales 
Krol Krol red shales 
       Lower Krol  1.s. and shales 
         Infra Krol slates 
        Upper  Balaini boulder bed and 
Balaini dolomites 
{ 
         Lower Balaini boulder bed 
         Balaini slates 
Nagthat 
Chandpur
Simla slates, possibly equivalent to the 
 Chandpur series, although different lithology. 
         Dolerites
Approximate 
 maximum 
 thickness 
  in feet
 16,000
200
 4,500 
 2,000 
 3,000 
 1,000
 2,000
 3,  000 
 4, 000?
Probable age
Pleistocene 
Upper Miocene 
Lower Miocene 
Eocene 
Upper 
Cretaceous 
Cretaceous 
 Jurassic 
Trias 
Permian
 Talchir (Uralian)
Devonian 
Lower 
Palaeozoic and 
 Pre-Cambrian
Late Tertiary
Conformity Unconformity
 Each Himalayan zone is separated by thrusts. Stratigraphical order of the 
geology in the study area is as shown in table  1. The northern boundary of the 
Dun is marked by a series of thrusts, most of which are parallel to the Main 
Boundary Fault. The Lower Himalayan rocks are clearly separated from the 
Siwaliks by the Main Boundary Fault, but in places the Lower Himalayan rocks 
directly thrust over the Quaternary deposits along the northeastern boundary 
of the Dun (Jalote 1966). Many workers remarked regarding the difficulty in 
distinguishing the surface forming boulder gravel beds from the Siwalik Boulder 
Conglomerates  (Medlicott 1864, Mallet 1875, Middlemiss 1890). It is, however, 
possible to distinguish them from each other by precise observations of their 
facies, structure and topographical relationships. For example, the Upper Siwalik
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Boulder Conglomerates are usually composed of more assorted and well-bedded 
gravel beds consisting chiefly of well-rounded quartzite boulder gravels. The 
Upper Siwalik Boulder Conglomerates are more  disturbed tectonically and their 
structure is not directly reflected on the geomorphic surfaces. On the other hand, 
the so-called Dun gravels are younger boulder gravels which form flat surfaces 
at several evels. They are less assorted, ill-bedded and less disturbed tectonically. 
Even if they are deformed by crustal movements, their deformation directly 
results in the deformation of the geomorphic surfaces above. The sediments 
derived from the steep Lower Himalayan slopes are coarse xcept those from the 
shatter zone of the thrusts and those deposited uring tectonically calm periods. 
The well-dissected Frontal Range of the soft Siwalik formations discharges numer-
ous small streams o that the lateral undulation of the confluent fans at the foot 
of the ranges is very small. The rivers from the Lower Himalayas are much 
mightier than those from the Siwalik ranges. The former construct extensive 
fluvial surfaces at the foot of the steep tectonic scarps. 
    Two major rivers, the Ganges and Jamna, flowinto the Dun forming series 
of river terraces  along their courses at both the eastern and western end of the 
Dun. Water in the Dun is drained only through the  antecedent gorges cut by 
these two major rivers. There are four different types of drainage patterns resulting 
from differences in geology and topography (Fig. 54). In the plain, the streams 
emerging from the Siwalik ranges, display coarse texture and rough drainage due 
to the gentle inclination of the alluvial fan surfaces on which most of the rivers 
flow intermittently. Parallel drainage pattern is the most typical in this zone. 
The streams are well spaced on the fans and join each other about 10 km to the 
south of their outlets from the Siwalik ranges. There are two triangular areas 
characterized by the dendritic pattern with dense drainage in the plain. These 
areas are located higher than the surrounding alluvial plain, showing their older 
origin. In the Siwalik  ranges3) the drainage pattern reflects the geological struc-
ture. The southwestern part of the detached Siwalik range is characterized by 
trellis pattern because of the monoclinal structure of the Siwalik sandstones in 
the area. The main divide in this Siwalik range between the drainage systems of 
the plain and the Dun is located along the crest near the northern boundary of 
the range. The streams flowing southward in the Frontal Range form antecedent 
courses through other higher ridges to the south before they emerge into the plain 
(Fig.  53). Several types of drainage pattern are displayed in the Dun because of 
the heterogeneous geomorphic haracteristics of the surfaces. The older surfaces 
are more dissected and the difference in their drainage texture from that of the 
  3) The drainage system in the Siwalik ranges i not shown in figure 54.
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   Fig. 54 Drainage system in  Dehra Dun
 younger surface is clear. This helps in the classification of the surfaces and their 
correlation. The main divide inside the Dun between the Ganges and Jamna 
catchment areas, lies in the central part of the Dun. The stream courses running 
parallel to the main tectonic lines in the Lower Himalayas are one of the geomor-
phic manifestations of their structure. 
   The outline of the boundary of the Dun is marked by the parallel arrangement 
of the major  tectonic lines which are considered to be responsible for the formation 
of the initial shape of this longitudinal structural depression. Even the southern 
margin of the Siwalik Frontal Range is parallel to the Main Boundary Fault. The 
streams flowing into the Dun have furnished it with fluvial geomorphic surfaces. 
The original shapes of these geomorphic  surfaces are restored in figure 55. It is 
clearly shown that the topography of the Dun is characterized mainly by the 
confluent and composite fans built by the streams from the northern slopes, except
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Fig. 55 Restored surface map of Dehra Dun, eliminating valleys less than half a mile wide 
   (Figures in feet)
along the  major rivers which have formed the river terraces more prominently. 
The height of the floor of the Dun ranges from 300 m to 900 m at places. The 
Dun has been considered as a synclinal depression (Medlicott 1864) but several 
isolated  Siwalik outcrops  encountered in the Dun forming small hills and their 
structures, do not always support the above idea. 
   2 Classification and correlation of the geomorphic  surfaces: Surrounded by 
the hills and mountains of the Sub- and Lower Himalayan rocks,  Dehra Dun has 
been furnished with several levels of the geomorphic surfaces formed by the 
streams from the surrounding area. The central part of the Dun is located at the 
most remote area from the stream erosion so that the geomorphic surfaces are well 
preserved at various levels. This area is selected as a type locality for the classi-
fication of the surfaces (Fig. 56). 
   The Lower Himalayan slopes incline steeply over 30° and are distinctly 
separated from the Siwalik slopes by thrusts. The Siwaliks occupy the area of the 
detached Frontal Range as well as the hills at the foot of the Lower Himalayas in the 
north. The Siwalik hills are well dissected and display the differential erosional 
topography namely cuesta and hogbag. In some places the hills are  located below 
the flat surfaces which are stratigraphically upper, because the depositional 
surfaces are more resistant against he dissection due to high permeability of the 
coarse Dun gravels causing "inversion of topography". The highest surfaces are
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of the Dehra Dun
 10Km
seen on the top of the Siwalik hills such as the Rajpur,  Golwari and Kalanga Hills 
in the northern part of the area where the oldest Dun gravels are overlying the 
disturbed Siwaliks. The surfaces have been dissected and separated into small 
patches. The height of the surface is over 200 m above the lower surfaces. Thick 
boulder gravel beds including huge boulders as large as 2 m across near the top, 
compose the surface. These small surfaces are considered to be relics of a wide 
surface in the early history of the Dun formation. Though they have been affected 
by crustal movements and displaced into different altitudes, they have been freed 
from complete destruction by erosion and tectonic movements. The deposits rest 
almost horizontally on the Siwalik sandstone in one place and the Siwalik Boulder 
Conglomerate in the other. This surface  will be called "Hill-Top Surface". 
   Below the Hill-Top Surface between the  Rajpur and  Golwari Hills extends an 
undulating surface covered with red soil (Fig. 57). This surface is composed of 
thick deposits which are mainly constituted by small, angular to subangular 
gravels of sandstones,  phyllite, limestones, etc. The deposits are either consolidated 
by calcarious material or otherwise weathered. The surface is dissected eeply by 
streams which form narrow gorges like Robber's Cave in the consolidated eposits. 
The surface terminates with gentle slope in the south merging into the younger sur-
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Fig. 57 Typical N-S cross-section of the central part of Dehra Dun between 
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faces. This slope extends in the E-W direction and coincides with the extension of 
the southern limit of the Siwalik exposures at the foot of the  Golwari Hill to the 
west. This surface will be called "Upper Dun Surface." 
    The deposits of the Upper Dun Surface are covered with that of younger surfaces 
unconformably and the red soil on the top of the Upper Dun Surface is found as 
fossil soil on the unconformable boundary. This younger surface is the most 
extensively developed surface in the northern part of the Dun. The surface also 
consists of thick gravel beds which filled up the dissected valleys in the Upper Dun 
Surface. The facies of the deposits are more or less same as the older deposits but 
they are less consolidated and weathered. The surface develops below the Upper 
Dun Surface and covers the latter at the foot of the steep Lower Himalayan slopes. 
The surfaces is less dissected and extends its area further south beyond the southern 
limit of the  Siwalik outcrops in the northern part of the Dun. Though the 
headward erosion of the gullies reached at the upper part of the surface, the 
flatness and continuity of the surface is maintained. This surface will be 
designated as "Middle Dun Surface". 
   Dehra Dun town is situated on the wide fan surface which is developed below 
the Middle Dun Surface. This surface can be recognized as the lowest alluvial 
fan of the  major branches of the Ganges and Jamna rivers in the central part of 
the Dun. The surface has its apex where the tectonic movement caused the break in 
the equilibrium of the longitudinal profile of the rivers along the southern margin of 
the Siwaliks in the northern part of the Dun. The surface consists of boulder gravel 
beds which do not exceed  6 m in thickness, covering the finer deposits of the Middle 
Dun Surface. Though the deposits are not so thick, the surface is quite extensive 
and flat indicating that the surface was formed during the period when the base-
level was somehow more stable after the formation of the tectonic escarpment
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upstream, so that the streams should swing their courses spreading the  boulder 
gravels in the form of wide alluvial fans. Considering the present condition of the 
rivers which have formed these surfaces, it is appropriate to regard the surface as 
depositional one and to name it "Lower Dun Surface". Along the Son river, this 
Lower Dun Surface appears as the main river terrace which is composed of thick 
boulder gravel beds. The geomorphic unconformity is observed between the 
Middle Dun Surface and this main river terrace. The terrace surface is the highest 
river terrace below the higher Dun  Surfaces and hence is classified as  "Higher River 
Terrace". Below the Lower Dun Surface along the Tons river are found small 
surfaces of lower river terrace. The deposits of the surfaces are boulder gravels not 
exceeding 9 m in thickness which resemble that of Higher River Terrace. It seems 
that there was a short depositional phase or, at least, rather stable period of 
river floor after the entrenchment of the river course up to the level of the base of 
the terrace deposits. This surface is called "Middle River Terrace". There is 
the lowest surface which stands  6 m above the present river bed. This surface is 
product of the braided stream courses and the pattern is still recognizable on it 
in places. The surface will be called "Lower River Terrace". This surface merges 
into alluvial plain in the plain area to the south. From the detached Siwalik 
Frontal Range, many intermittent streams carry down gravels and boulders from 
the Upper Siwalik Conglomerates zone, forming confluent piedmont fans. These 
streams are still changing their courses on the fan surfaces. Such fan surfaces are also 
seen at the foot of steep tectonic slopes covering the older surface at present in the 
northern portion of the Dun. Hence the surface will be named "Recent Alluvial
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Fan". The present river channels 
have wide flood plain and braided pat-
tern changing always at floods. The 
high flood level sometimes exceeds 
the altitude of the lowest surfaces. 
    Correlation of the above classified 
 surfaces in the study has been mainly 
done by the surface continuation 
and the height correlation. The 
mode of the development, extent of 
dissection of the surfaces and their 
deposits were also helpful. Difference 
in the surface soil is also used for the 
purpose. 
   3 Distribution of the geomor-
phic surfaces: The geomorphic sur-
faces classified above are unevenly 
distributed in the study area owing 
to the differences in the nature of the 
rivers concerned and the crustal move-
ments that have taken place (Fig. 
 58). For the purpose of the  explan-
atory description of the landforms, the 
study area is divided into six sections 
as follows (Fig.  59)  :
   a) Ganges River section, the  Fig. 60 
       area the Ganges river is 
      directly responsible for the
       formation of the landforms
   b) Eastern Dun section, between the Chadna 
   c) Central Dun section,  between the Son  an 
   d) Western Dun section, between the  Nun-To 
        Terraces 
   e) Jamna-Giri section, the area  the Jamna 
       for the formation of the main landforms. 
   f) Siwalik Range section, the  Siwalik  Front 
        area 
a. Ganges river section 
   The Ganges river emerges from the Lower  Hi:
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                  Fig. 61 Cross-profiles of the Ganges river terraces
                     R:  Rishikesb. S:  Shampur Ra: Raiwala. 
of the Dun at Rishikesh. The river course has been pushed eastward by its 
tributaries from the central part of the Dun. Through the Siwalik Frontal Range, 
the river flows in the antecedent gorge which has its narrowest portion near the 
outlet into the plain. The development of the river terraces is not distinct in 
this gorge. The terrace surfaces are generally modified by erosion and deposition 
of the tributaries. The terrace topography is prominent on the right bank of the 
river between the Chadna Rao and Son river, since the river floor has been shifting 
eastward leaving the older ones in the west (Fig.  61). The Higher River Terrace 
is most widely formed among the Ganges river terraces and the railway line runs on 
this terrace surface from Rishikesh to Raiwala. The western limit of this terrace 
is marked by the ragged low cliff which is the lower margin of the dissected older 
fan surface formed by the Jakhan and Chadna Raos. The terrace surface is 3 km 
wide between the Chadna Rao and Son river and its relative height above the pre-
sent river bed decreases downstream from 35 to 25 m. The terrace surface is 
modified by a fan surface which was formed by the Chadna Rao. This fan surface 
merges into the terrace surface and the composition of the terrace deposits uggests 
this relationship. The Higher River Terrace is not well defined in the Lower 
Himalayan zone near  Lachimanjhola due to the development of a fan surface which 
covers the river terrace surface. To the south of the confluence of the Son and 
Ganges, this terrace surface suddenly becomes narrow and this is chiefly due to 
the presence of the more resistant base rocks, i.e. the Upper Siwaliks. The terrace 
surface is composed of boulder gravel beds  unconformably overlying the Siwalik 
Conglomerates which dip N50°W,  43°N, that is the general trend of the Upper 
Siwaliks in the surrounding area. There is no terrace development further down-
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stream on the right bank of the Ganges and this can be explained by the erosion of 
the river that has been shifted westward by the tributaries  from the Frontal Range 
on its left bank. On the other hand, the Higher River Terrace is found on the 
left bank on the Lower Siwaliks, being covered atop with the younger alluvial 
deposits from the tributaries. 
   The main terrace is flanked by the still higher  surfaces around Raiwala which 
stands over 45 m above the present river bed and is undulated and dissected. 
This surface may be correlated to the Middle Dun Surface. At the foot of the 
Lower Himalayas on the left bank of the Ganges, opposite to Rishikesh, a dissected 
high surface which may be correlated to the Middle or Higher Dun Surface is 
recognized, though it is covered with thick slope deposits. As soon as the Ganges 
enters the Dun, it forms a series of the lower terraces on its right bank. The 
terrace surface on which the southern part of Rishikesh town is situated, is chiefly 
composed of thick boulder bed overlain by 2 m thick fine sand bed. Near the 
confluence of the Chadna Rao, the boulder beds are contaminated by the deposits 
brought down by the Rao. The surface is about 15 m high above the present 
river bed at this point. Near Lachimanjhola, this surface can be traced on the 
left bank and huge boulders as big as 2 m across resting on the Lower Himalayan 
rocks exposed at the base, form the terrace surface. The thickness of the deposits 
is over 12 m, indicating the depositional origin of the surface. This surface 
should be correlated to the Middle River Terrace. The Lower River Terrace is 
formed on the slip-off slope of the river and covered with thick fine sand bed. 
The height of the surface does not exceed 10 m above the present river floor. 
   No prominent ectonic disturbances can be recognized on the terrace surfaces, 
except the discontinuity of the terrace  surfaces into the plain from the Siwalik 
gorge. Probably, the sudden termination of the surfaces is partly due to 
movement at the tectonic line running along the southern margin of the Siwalik 
Frontal Range, but no evidence has been found to corraborate this. 
b Eastern Dun section 
   This section occupies the Dun area between the Chadna Rao and Son river 
where no direct influence of the major Himalayan rivers can be traced. In this 
section emerge three  major branches of the Ganges namely the Chadna, Jakhan 
and Son from the Lower Himalayas. The Lower Himalayan slopes which extend 
in the NW-SE direction, directly face the Dun and the slopes consist of a series of 
thrusts displacing the geomorphic surfaces. The surface displacement is clearly 
observed on the slope near the outlets of the Jakhan Rao into the Dun. To the 
north of Thano, the scarp runs in the E-W direction and displacement of the 
main fan surface of the area takes place along the scarp (Fig. 62). The thrust 
which brought the Lower Himalayan rocks directly on the fan-forming materials
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has a shallow angle of  10-15° here. Amount of the vertical displacement along 
the thrust is at least 75 m after the formation of the main fan surface. 
   The main fan surface on the right bank of the  Jakhan Rao is composed of 
thick gravel beds which are chiefly constituted by small subangular to subrounded 
sandstone gravels from the Lower Himalayan slopes. This fan surface is correlated 
to the Middle Dun Surface. The surface soil was washed down and is found at 
the lower portion of the fan. The dissection of the surface by many parallel 
running consequent gullies is more prominent on the western portion than the 
eastern portion because the latter is not backed by the steep Lower Himalayan 
slopes which supply the former with water for gully formation. Between the 
Chadna and Jakhan Raos, the same type of fan surface extends downstream, 
reducing its relative height and is bounded by the Higher River Terrace of the 
Ganges in the south. Like the above mentioned fan surface, this surface, too, is 
composed of the same type of deposits which become much finer downstream. 
The upper part of the fan is covered with younger alluvial materials. The surface is 
fringed by river terraces and lower fan surfaces consisting of coarser fluvial 
deposits than that of the Middle Dun Surface, along the  Jakhan. and Son. The 
classification of the terrace surfaces on the left hank of the Jakhan is difficult 
because the boundaries are not clear among the  terraces downstream where the 
higher surfaces merge into the lower ones. The Higher River Terrace surface of the 
Jakhan which has a relative height of over 50 m near the outlet from the 
mountains rapidly loses height and is finally covered with the lower terrace surfaces 
downstream. The wide flat surface between the Son and Jakhan rivers is correlated 
to the Higher River Terrace which is the counterpart of the main river terrace 
of the Son river on its right bank. The deposits of the terrace surface are  Con-
siderably thick and coarse and cover the older surface materials, showing the same 
type of relationship as observed between the deposits of the main Ganges terrace
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and their base. Since no prominent upheaval movement is taking place in the 
southern part of this section, both the Son and Jakhan rivers  form the wide low-
lying surfaces overlying the higher ones and, at places, small patches of the higher 
surfaces are isolated among the lower ones. 
c Central Dun section 
   The diagram (Fig. 56) illustrates the geomorphology of the Central Dun 
Section which is composed of the multi-storied surfaces formed  by the Tons, Son 
and their tributaries. The area is located in the central part of the Dun where the 
major tributaries of the Ganges and Jamna share their catchment area. In other 
words, the area is situated near the main divide of the drainage system in the 
Dun, so that the general elevation of the Dun valley is highest and the preservation 
of the surface is better than in other parts because of its remote location from the 
falls of the base levels caused by the major rivers. The Lower Himalayan slopes 
in this section are as steep as  35° and the multi-stepped steep slopes are the 
geomorphic manifestations of the  Krol Thrusts which in places overthrust he Dun 
gravels directly. These thrusts change their direction near Rajpur from E-W to 
N-S. At the foot of the Kalanga Hill are exposed the Lower Himalayan rocks overly-
ing the Dun gravels, separated from the Lower Himalayas by the Son river (Fig. 
63). The Siwaliks appear either as piedmont hills of the Lower Himalayas along 
the northern border of the Dun or as isolated ones surrounded by the Dun gravels 
such as the Nagsid  Hill in the  south. The Lower Siwalik formation shows the north-
dipping cuesta topography along the foot of the Lower Himalayan slopes.  As 
described before, the southern limits of the Siwaliks in the northern part of the Dun 
correspond to the tectonic lines along which the dislocations of the geomorphic 
surfaces have taken place. The
uplifted Siwalik formations in 
the northern portion of this sec-
tion are  unconformably covered 
with the boulder beds containing 
boulders as huge as 2 m across 
and the depositional  surface of 
these boulder beds has been 
dissected into small patches, ap-
pearing as the Hill-Top Surface. 
The most conspicuous characteris-
tics of the deposits are that they 
are mainly composed of quartzite 
and sandstone boulders and of 
less limestones which in turn are
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the main materials of the lower surfaces in this section. The Hill-Top Surface is seen 
as the top surface of the Rajpur and  Golwari Hills, and the highest surface of 
the  Kalanga Hill and the deposits often exceed 30 m in thickness. At the foot of the 
Lower Himalayas between the two Siwalik outcrops, the Rajpur and Golwari Hills, 
is preserved the Upper Dun Surface which is generally composed of consolidated 
limestone gravel beds. This surface is deeply dissected by the parallel flowing 
streams, displaying Karst topography as represented by Robber's Cave. The 
deposits of the surface are over 60 m thick on the Siwaliks and also at places on 
the older boulder beds which may be correlated to the deposits of the Hill-Top 
Surface. Where the angular to subrounded gravels are not cemented, they are 
weathered and covered with red soil. The size of these gravels is much finer than 
that of the Hill-Top Surface. The Upper Dun Surface has been disturbed by the 
crustal movements which took place along the Main  Boundary Fault and the 
boundary faults in the  Siwaliks. To the  north. of Rajpur, the Main Boundary 
Fault appears between the Lower Himalayan rocks and the Dun gravels 
dislocating the geomorphic surface  (Jalote 1966). Figure 64 shows the geological 
relationship around Rajpur. The Dun gravels overlain by the phyllite are not 
those which form the Upper Dun Surface but the still older ones covered with the 
surface-forming deposits of the Upper Dun Surface. The Main Boundary Fault 
extends along the northern boundary of the Dun and its outcrops are observed at 
several places. The dip of the thrust surface varies from  10° to  65'NE. The 
counterparts of the surface on the upthrown block of the Lower Himalayan rocks 
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             Fig. 65 Sketch of the Lower Himalayan slopes around Rajpur 
are not well preserved ue to severe dissection, though many truncated spurs 
are recognzied on the upthrown Lower Himalayan slopes (Fig. 65). Two E-W 
directed escarpments are seen on the Upper Dun Surface between the Rajpur and 
Golwari Hills. The one to the north has, at the most, a relative height of 35 m 
and both the surfaces on the upthrown and downthrown blocks are covered with 
red soil and composed of the same type of small gravels, consisting mainly of 
limestone and sandstone (Fig. 57). At the foot of the northern escarpment is
found a thrust between the Siwalik sandstone and the Dun gravels and the thrust 
plane dips about 50°N. At the eastern side of the Rajpur Hill on the extension of 
the  escarpment, he thrust appears between the Lower or Middle Siwaliks and 
the Upper Siwaliks. The other escarpment to the south extends parallel to the 
northern one and is about 25 m in height. The Upper Dun Surface gently 
inclines southward on the right bank of the Tons river to the north of the 
Cantonment and the deposits dip 12° southward being covered with the deposits 
of the Middle Dun Surface in the south. The Tons river flows into the E-W 
directed gorge along the foot of the gentle slope. The location of this tectonic 
slope seems to coincide with the hidden margin of the southern extension of the 
Upper Siwaliks in this area. 
   The Upper Dun Surface is covered with the younger gravel beds near the foot 
of the Lower Himalayan slopes as well as downstream and the younger surface is 
less dissected and maintains a wider surface. The facies of the deposits do not 
differ much from those of the Upper Dun  Surfaces, though the younger deposits are 
finer at their lower horizon. The thickness of the deposits is over 20 m overlying 
the older deposits unconformably. It is clear that there was an erosional phase 
between the depositional phases of the Upper Dun and Middle Dun Surfaces which 
is known from the distinct unconformity in the buried red soil as observed along 
the Bindal river (Fig. 66). The size of the deposits tends to reduce southward 
mainly in response to the reduction of the surface inclination. Along the Rispana 
 river, the Middle Dun Surface continues from the Lower Himalayas to the Siwalik 
hills of the Nagsid. The surface is located slightly above the present river bed but
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 Fig. 66  Unconformity between Upper Dun Surface and Middle Dun Surface deposits seen 
     along the Bindal  Nadi, Dehra Dun 
the texture of the drainage on the surface is equally fine and dense as that along the 
Bindal river. No abnormal surface configuration has been recorded on the Middle 
Dun Surface in this section. The deposits of this surface which consist of less 
limestone gravels, are less consolidated than those of the Upper Dun Surface. 
   The Tons and Rispana rivers have built the wide alluvial fans extending 
about  10 km southward, on which are located Dehra Dun town and the 
Forest Research Institute. The fanglomerate beds overlying the Middle Dun 
Surface deposits are thin and roughly sorted. The surfaces are dissected by the 
gullies from the southern margin but they still maintain their original flatness and 
width. The apexes of these fans are located at almost the same altitude and 
position which are considered to have been decided by the crustal movement along 
the eastern extension of the escarpment that deformed the Middle Dun Surface in 
the Western Dun section. The relative height of the Lower Dun Surface above the 
present river bed varies along each river because the erosional level and condi-
tion of the rivers differ from each other. The Lower Dun Surface develops as 
the main river terrace of the Son river (Fig. 67). The surface is located 15 to 25 m 
above the present Son river and the boulder gravel beds over 6 m thick cover the 
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           Fig. 67 Typical cross-section of the Son main river terrace 
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Middle Dun Surface deposits, forming a wide flat surface on the right bank of 
the river. Though the terrace loses its altitude downstream, the terrace surface 
has been uplifted about 10 m downstream along the E-W directed line which  may 
have been connected to the tectonic movements bordering the northern limit of the 
Upper Siwaliks to the east of the Nagsid  Hill. The underground water seeps along 
this line on the river bed of the Son. 
   Chibber (1951, 1953) classified the river terraces along the Nun river into three 
steps. But his description regarding the terraces i  obscure and he did not map the 
extension of  those terraces. The terraces below the Lower Dun Surface  seem to 
have been formed in response to the temporary level of the major rivers. Such 
terraces are found along the main tributaries but are not prominent along the 
Bindal and Rispana rivers since the latter have not been sensibly adjusting their 
levels to that of the main tributaries. Along the Tons river below the Dun Surfaces 
are some small patches of the terraces with thin terrace deposits. The writer 
classified these terraces into two levels and correlates them to the Middle and 
Lower River Terraces. Though most of the streams are dissecting the geomorphic 
surfaces in the area, the upstream of Bindal river to the north of Rajpur is active 
to build a fan surface at present with the materials supplied from the shatter 
zone of the Krol Thrusts (Nossin 1967). 
   The peculiar development of the geomorphic surfaces on the Kalanga Hill, 
whose base is composed of the Lower Himalayan rocks, should not be overlooked. 
The Main Boundary Fault runs along the western foot of the hill and the recent 
activity of the thrust is clearly observed on the  bank of the streams which 
dissect the hill (Fig. 63). The characteristics of the deposits and the surface soil 
suggest a correlation of the surfaces, namely the highest surface on the hill to the 
Hill-Top Surface, the wide surface around Uli village to the Upper Dun Surface and 
the high river terrace of the Son river to the Lower Dun Surface. The former two 
surfaces are truncated by the Main Boundary Fault to the north of Raipur, where 
the wide shatter zone in the Lower Himalayan rocks is observed on the uplifted 
block. The existence of the thick old deposits along the present Son river indicates 
that the river course was fixed in the early time of the Dun formation in the area 
and alternative deposition and erosion have taken place along the course, forming 
several evels of the river terraces through the activities of the Krol Thrusts. 
d Western Dun section 
    The Lower Himalayan slopes are fringed by the  Siwaliks continuously along 
the northern part of this section, forming northward dipping monoclinal ridges. 
The distribution and height of the ridges seems to be controlled by the crustal 
movements along the Main Boundary Fault and its associates. The most 
extensively developed surface in this section is the Middle Dun Surface formed as
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alluvial fans by the Nun, Suarna and Sittle rivers. The surface is well dissected by 
consequent gullies whose effects reach uppermost part of the surface but the 
flatness of the original surface still remains. The relative height of the surface from 
the present river bed is bigger upstream and smaller downstream. Red soil mantles 
the surface in the south, while the younger surface-wash deposits cover the surface 
in the north. The surface is formed by deposits less than 30 m thick overlying the 
older deposits. The surface-forming deposits consist mainly of unconsolidated 
sandstone, quartzite and phyllite gravels as they were brought down from non-
limestone area. 
   The recent crustal movements have disturbed the Middle Dun Surface along 
several E-W extending tectonic lines in the northern part of this section. The 
Lower Himalayan slopes display fault steps to the north of Donga and Kothi 
villages. This clear fault topography is encountered to the north of the Main 
Boundary Fault and each fault step is parallel to the Main Boundary Fault. 
Around Kothi village are exposed the Siwaliks dipping  50-80° northward and 
the shatter zone between the Siwaliks and the Lower Himalayan rocks. The 
southern surface of the Lower Siwalik hill is steep and extends parallel to the Main 
Boundary Fault. The steep slope is a tectonic one whose geological evidence is 
found at its foot (Fig. 68). To the south of this steep slope, a small depression lies 
between this Siwalik outcrops and the low escarpment which seems to have been 
formed by the counter movement against the major tectonic movement in the 
north. The geological evidence of the counter activity of the escarpment is seen 
on the banks of a tributary of the Sittle where the Siwalik sandstones thrust over 
the Dun gravels from the south at an angle of 50°. Thus, this small depression is
considered as a small rift between two thrusts in the Siwaliks (Fig. 68). The 
writer considers that the surface in the depression, though it is covered with younger 
surface wash materials, is correlated to the Middle Dun Surface. The trough 
continues for 20 km from the Jamna to the Nun river and its eastern extension is 
recognized as the E-W trend of the river courses. The low-lying hills of the 
Upper Siwalik Conglomerates extend southward but they are terminated about 
4 km to the south of the major boundary of the Lower Siwaliks. The line 
connecting the southern margins of the Upper Siwalik outcrops, is also parallel to 
the Main Boundary Fault, indicating its tectonic origin. In fact, the Upper 
Siwalik Conglomerates dip as steep as 75°S at the southern margin of the hills and 
 suddenly disappear southward till they reappear on the northern flank of the 
Siwalik Frontal Range. The presence of the escarpment on the Middle Dun Surface 
along this boundary suggests that the tectonic movement has continued after the 
formation of the surface. The Middle Dun Surface is displaced vertically 6-12 m 
along the escarpment and the deposits are also deformed as much as the surface
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  Fig. 68 Cross-section of a small rift to the north of Bilsan village, Western Dun Section 
inclines i.e.  20-30cS. This escarpment does not extend westward beyong the 
Suarna river. 
   On the top of the Siwalik hills, are found flat-topped ridges at places. The 
thick undisturbed boulder gravel beds observed around Paunda village leaves 
an unsolved question whether the beds belong to the Upper Siwaliks or the old 
Dun gravels. The beds may have been deposited as the main body of the Hill-
Top Surface, because they exhibit a condition of rough sedimentation which 
resembles that of the Dun gravels though their composition resembles the Upper 
Siwaliks. The deposits correlated to that of the Upper Dun Surface are buried 
below the  Middld Dun Surface deposits and the former, in turn, overlie the Siwaliks 
unconformably. The relation of the surfaces and their deposits in this section 
is illustrated in figure 69. 
   The Lower Dun Surface appears as the Higher River Terrace along the Suarna 
and Sittle rivers. These river terraces originate around the place where the 
southern-most escaprment on the Middle Dun Surface is located, and the terrace 
surface is also dislocated vertically about 2-3 m along the extension of this 
escarpment. The terrace surface stands about  50 m above the present river bed 
where the terrace appears upstream and gradually becomes lower downstream 
(Fig.  70). The terrace deposits are about 10 m thick and consist of coarser boulder 
gravels than that of the Middle Dun Surface. 
   The Middle River Terrace is encountered below the Higher River Terrace but 
the former overlaps the latter downstream. The terrace convergence and 
telescopic arrangement of the surfaces uggest hat the greater amount of the
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69 Schematic cross-section of the western part of Dehra Dun 
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Fig. 70 Sketch of the landform along the Suarna Nadi, western part of Dehra Dun
upheaval movement is taking place in the northern portion of this section than in 
the southern portion. The Lower River Terrace Surface is lying slightly higher 
than the present river bed, preserving the braided pattern of the former stream 
course on it near the confluences of the Suarna and Sittle rivers with the Assan 
river. 
e Jamna  Giri section 
   The western corner of the Debra Dun is drained by the three major rivers 
namely the Jamna, Tons and  Giri which have formed the main geomorphic surfaces 
in this section. The boundary between the Lower Himalayan rocks and the Siwa-
liks changes its direction into NE-SW at the outlet of the Jamna river bounding the 
western extension of the Dun. The general trend of the Siwaliks is also changed in 
accordance with that of the Main Boundary Fault. The Siwalik sandstones form 
the gentle hills in front of the steep Lower Himalayas on the right bank of the 
Jamna but they disappear toward the west. The Middle Dun Surface occupies wide 
area where the Siwalik is apparently missing below Ambaya village. The steepness 
of the Lower Himalayan slopes is more prominent where the Siwaliks are absent
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....,,im.,1_"1 called Vikasnagar. Though he clas-
sified the terraces into five steps, Fig. 72 River terraces along the Jamna and 
yet he did not map them so that it  Giri rivers in Dehra Dun
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is rather difficult to evaluate his classification accurately. However, it seems that his 
classification is more or less same as that of the present writer except on that of 
the  higher terraces. On the left bank of the Jamna above Vikasnagar town is the 
high flat surface which stretches eastward for about 3 km. This terrace is composed 
of fresh boulder beds which cover the fine deposits of the Middle Dun Surface in the 
marginal area, and the surface, in turn, is covered with the Middle River Terrace 
deposits of the  Sittle in the south. Hence the terrace surface can be correlated to the 
Higher River Terrace. This terrace can be traced upstream up to the outlet of the 
Jamna. The height of the Higher River Terrace above the present river bed is 50 m 
and this does not change from its outlet to the confluence with the Tons. The 
terrace surface is suddenly widened below the confluence due to the eastward shift 
of the then Jamna river course by strong inflow from the Tons. On the right bank 
around Haripur, the Higher River Terrace is composed of sandstone and quartzite 
boulder gravels ranging as big as 1 m in diameter. The deposits are over 50 m 
thick in places. The Higher River Terrace is subdivided by the low erosional cliff 
below Jiwangarh Grant. The Lower part of the surface is about 5-7 m lower 
than the upper one. The boundary cliff runs downstream forming a concave 
curve toward the present river course. The lowered surface of the Higher  Ri  ver 
Terrace is encountered just below the confluence. Therefore, it is proper to 
consider that the temporary erosional level caused by the Tons river after the 
climax of the depositional phase of the Higher River Terrace, was recorded as the 
lowered surface of the Higher River Terrace. On the right bank of the river below 
the confluence, the Higher River Terrace becomes wider where the Siwalik forma-
tions are wanting. The surface is modified by alluvial deposits pread from the 
outlets of the gullies which are dissecting the Middle Dun Surface below Amboya. 
This Higher River Terrace is correlated to the surface to the east of the Siwalik 
 hill on the right bank of the  Giri river, which is encountered below a wide flat 
surface. Judging from the height of the surface and its thick deposits, this wide 
flat surface is considered to have been constructed uring the depositional phase of 
the Middle Dun Surface, though the dissection of the surface is much less than that 
of the other sections. 
    The relative height of the Higher River Terrace is, as a rule reduced gradually 
downstream (Fig. 73). The terrace surface is again interrupted  by:the development 
of the intermediate surface below the confluence of the  Giri, Jamna and Assam 
rivers. The Paonta town is located on this intermediate surface and it is con-
sidered that the same fluvial process may have worked to build the surface, as 
assumed in the case around the Tons confluence. The intermediate surface at 
Paonta is cut into the Higher River Terrace deposits as three southward descending 
small steps, recording the shift of the old river course toward the present course.
      Geomorphology of the Foot-Hills of the Himalayas 
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  Fig. 73 Longitudinal profiles of the river terraces along the  Jamna river. 
     H: Higher River Terrace HL: Higher River Terrace (LoweredIntermediate Sur-
     face)  M: Middle River Terrace  L: Lower River Terrace 
Though the erosional process must have been more concentrated in the gorge across 
the Siwalik Frontal Range, the river could not form the intermediate surface at 
temporary levels due to the hard base rocks exposed. In the gorge through the 
Siwalik Frontal Range, small surfaces of the Higher River Terrace have been 
formed on the right bank of the  river. The relative height of the terrace decreases 
downstream, but the terrace continues to the southern margin of the range on the 
right bank, fringing the foot of the range for 4 km westward. Its southern 
extension is terminated suddenly by the escarpment parallel to the foot of the 
range, suggesting the tectonic origin of the escarpment.4) 
   The Middle River Terrace  Surface below the Higher River Terrace can be 
traced from the outlet of the Jamna from the Lower Himalayas, to the confluence 
with  Giri. The terrace is distributed in the straight entrenchement cut into the 
Higher River Terrace. The terrace cliffs between these two terrace surfaces extend 
straight and parallel to each other on both the banks of the river, indicating that 
the Jamna river course was not disturbed by the Tons while it engaged in 
rather linear down-cutting before the accumulation of the Middle River Terrace 
deposits. The deposits are less than 10 m thick and the relative height of the 
terrace above the present river varies from 30 to 10 m upstream to downstream. 
This  surface is protected by an outcrop of the consolidated boulder gravel beds 
which form a small mound at the confluence of the Jamna and  Giri. The  Middle 
River Terrace disappears downstream where the intermediate terrace develops 
around Paonta, and reappears as small patches of the surface in the gorge through 
the Siwalik Frontal Range. 
   The Lower River Terrace is seen on the slip-off slopes of the river, forming 
the  non-cyclic terraces above the present river bed. 
f Siwalik Frontal Range section 
   The Siwalik Frontal Range extends for 80 km in the NW—SE direction, 
  4) The escarpment could be of erosional origin as the Jamna river might have kept its 
      course along the escarpment i  he process of fan formation. However the surface 
     inclination ofthe alluvial plain on the right bank of the  Jamna does not provide any 
      evidence for this idea.
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arching slightly toward the Lower Himalayas. The range is well dissected by the 
streams which form the piedmont fans along its foot. Few evidences have been 
obtained for the classification of geomorphic surfaces in this section because 
most of the old surfaces are buried below the younger surfaces. The materials 
forming the gentle fan surfaces at the foot are mostly well-rounded quartzite 
gravels derived from the Upper Siwalik Boulder Conglomerates zone of the range, 
so that their roundness i too high as gravels brought down by small streams in a 
short distance. The main divide of the drainage system of the range lies near its 
northern border. Therefore, the streams toward the plain travel enough distance 
to attain a graded condition inside the range, and then enter the plain spreading 
fine deposits and form gentle alluvial fan surfaces which gradually merge into the 
alluvial surface southward. On the other hand, the streams toward the Dun 
carry down coarser materials and accumulate them suddenly, forming the steeper 
fan surfaces at the northern foot of the range. 
   About 10 km to the south of the range, the higher surfaces are observed above 
the low-lying alluvial plain. These surfaces are classified into two levels according 
to their relative height, extent of dissection and surface soil. The surface to the 
east of Biharigarh is composed of thick sand beds, and is raised up about 25 m 
above the present river bed. This well-dissected surface due to extensive gully 
erosion is covered with red soil. The higher surface to the west of  Biharigarh 
remains flat though it is dissected considerably. These surfaces exist as triangular 
portions which escaped from the total dissection and deposition of the present 
streams. The area might have been  displaced by the upheaval crustal movement 
before the dissection. The writer tentatively correlates these surfaces to the 
Higher Dun Surface and Middle Dun Surface respectively. 
   4 Crustal movement of the study  area: The tectonic lines recognized 
geomorphologically around  Debra Dun are summarized in figure 74. The tec-
tonic disturbances have been heavier in the northern part of the Dun than the 
southern part, and the  western part than the eastern part. Most of the tectonic 
lines extend parallel to the Main Boundary Fault, indicating the strong effects of the 
activities of the latter on the former. The geological as well as geomorphological 
evidences of their recent activities have been obtained as described above. The 
tectonic lines parallel to the Main Boundary Fault disappear where the Siwalik 
outcrops are missing in front of the Lower Himalayar slopes in the eastern part of 
the Dun. Though Heim (1938) considered that the Siwaliks had been eroded away 
before the overthrusting of the Lower Himalayan rocks in the eastern portion of 
the Dun forming "Relief thrust", it would be more appropriate to consider that 
the initial outline of the area was decided mainly by the crustal movements which 
brought the Siwaliks under the Lower Himalayan rocks. The mode of the crustal
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 Dun
movements having taken place in this part is different from that in the western part 
of the Dun where the recent tectonic movements in the Siwaliks are actively 
deforming the  landsurfaces. The boundaries of the Dun and Siwalik Frontal 
Range are also almost parallel to the Main Boundary Fault, not to the general 
trend of the Siwaliks, indicating that the later activities of the Main Boundary 
Fault which followed the initial deformation of the Siwaliks, decided the outline 
of the study area. 
   The continuous tectonic activities have deformed the geomorphic surfaces 
and their recency is registered in the tectonic escarpments on the surface as young 
as the Lower Dun Surface. Most of the escarpments face southward and have the 
upthrown blocks in the north. However, there are two escarpments which  face 
 northward and one of them is sited to the north of Bilsan village in the western 
Dun section. This escarpment is a product of the counter-thrust activity against 
the major thrust in the Siwalik sandstones to the north. The fault depression is 
a sort of rift and it is 0.5 km wide and 20 km long along the southern boundary 
of the Lower Siwaliks in the northern part of the Dun. The other escarpment is
located to the northeast of the Nagsid Hill. This escarpment faces directly the 
steep Lower Himalayan slopes, extending parallel to each other, suggesting that a 
certain relationship exists between the activity of the Main Boundary Fault to 
the north and that of the escarpment to the south.
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   The geomorphic surfaces in the northern part of the Dun incline more steeply 
than the present river beds. The older surfaces have been subjected to the greater 
amount of uplift near the Lower Himalayan slopes, while the surface convergence 
takes place downstream indicating the subsidence of the southern part of the Dun. 
The telescopic arrangement of the geomorphic surfaces that is the younger surfaces 
have been added in front of the older ones in the central part of the Dun also 
suggests that heavier upheaval movement has been taking place near the northern 
border than in the southern part of the Dun. 
   Figure 73 shows the altitude of the river terraces along the  Jamna river. It 
is not so easy to detect the mode of the crustal movements from the vertical 
arrangement of the river terraces in this area because many inflowing tributaries 
modify the terrace surfaces. However, the mode of the crustal movement which 
is deduced from the arrangement of the surfaces in the Dun as stated above can 
be supported by the vertical arrangement of terraces as a whole. The presence of 
multiple geomorphic surfaces in the Dun, i.e. along the foot of the Lower Hima-
layas, and the scarcity of these surfaces along the foot of  the Siwalik Frontal Range 
are accordant with the continuing upheaval in the former area and the subsidence 
in the latter area. 
   One of the latest crustal movements occurred in  1905 when the  Kangra 
earthquake happened along the Main Boundary Fault. One of the epicenters was 
located along the northern border of the Dun and the mode of crustal movement 
resulted from the earthquake was detected by the re-survey of the bench marks 
after the quake as shown in figure 75 (Middlemiss 1910). It shows that the Dun 
area was relatively uplifted than the Lower Himalayas and Ganges Plain. The
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movement in the Dun area opposes that known from the deformation of the 
geomorphic surfaces as well as that known from general cross-section of the area 
which must have been formed by the accumulation of the crustal movements of 
the geological periods. Therefore, the movement caused by the earthquake is 
considered to be a temporary, compensative activity of the usual crustal move-
ments which have been taking place in the Dun. However, the  upwarping of the 
axis of the Siwalik  Frontal Range was recorded by a recent levelling (Survey of 
India, 1950). Therefore, further examination of the levelling across the Himalayan 
Foot-hills is necessary to know the tendency of the present crustal movement in 
detail. 
   The Himalaya Front Tectonic Line is obscurely reflected on the topographic 
surfaces though the outline of the southern margin of the Siwalik Frontal Range 
obviously suggests the effect of this tectonic line. The sudden termination of the 
Higher River Terrace of the Jamna and the truncated small terrace surface near 
Mohan on the tectonic line, are examples which may indicate the recent move-
ment of the tectonic line. 
   Judging from the geological and geomorphological evidences described above, 
it is more likely that the Dun has been formed as a fault angular depression  rather 
than a geosynclinal depression generally accepted as an initial structure of the 
Dun. 
   5 Geomorphic history of Dehra  Dun: Geomorphic history of  Dehra Dun is 
summarized as  follows: 
   1) After deposition of the Lower and Middle Siwaliks, there must have been 
considerable orogenic movements which deformed them before the deposition of 
the Upper Siwaliks chiefly composed of quartzite Boulder Conglomerates. Guess-
ing from the facies of the Boulder Conglomerates, they are assumed to have been 
brought down for a considerable distance by rather large rivers. There could not 
have existed then any steep Lower Himalayan slopes as those seen at present, 
otherwise it would have been near impossible for the development of the river 
system which could have brought down the Boulder Conglomerates. The crustal 
movements after the deposition of Upper Siwaliks were still tectogenic ones and 
the initial shape of the Dun was not yet formed. 
   2) After deformation of the Upper Siwaliks, a denudation phase took place. 
This denudational phase was followed by the depositional phase through the process 
of initial formation of the Lower Himalayan slopes by the activities of the Main 
Boundary Fault. The coarse boulder beds on the Hill-Top Surface were produced 
and the outline of the Dun was decided during this period (Formation of the 
initial shape of the Dun and deposition of the old Dun  gravels). 
   3) The major denudational phase took place and then the revived activities
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 along the Main Boundary Fault and its associates occurred, exposing the Lower 
 Himalayan rocks on the steep slopes of the upthrown block and  uplifting the Hill-
 Top Surface in the northern part of the Dun. As a result, the materials derived 
 from the steep Lower Himalayan slopes filled the erosional valleys and constructed 
 the depositional surface chiefly composed of limestone gravels at the foot of the 
slopes (Formation of the Hill-Top Surface). 
    4) The constant renewal of themovement along the tectonic lines continued. 
To the north of Dehra Dun town was raised up the depositional surface now 
recognized as the Upper Dun Surface which is well preserved because of the 
calcareous cementation of the materials. The deposits of the Upper Dun Surface 
are seen below the younger deposits in other parts (Formation of the Upper Dun 
 Surface). 
    5) The Upper Dun Surface was subjected to the crustal deformation along 
the Main Boundary Fault and its associates. Along the Main Boundary Fault 
the old Dun gravels and deposits of the Upper Dun Surface were thrust over by 
the phyllites of the Lower Himalayas near Rajpur. The surface was deformed 
also between the Rajpur and  Golwari Hills along the two associated tectonic lines 
which mark the discontinuities in the Siwaliks. 
 6) The dissection of the surface commenced during the deformation of the 
Upper Dun Surface and there was enough time gap for the development of red soil 
on the dissected surface before the formation of the younger surface. The red 
soil is now seen as buried soil in the unconformity between the deposits of the 
Upper Dun Surface and those of the younger surfaces at places. 
    7) The most extensively developed Middle Dun Surface was constructed by 
the thick sand and gravel beds which were derived from the more uplifted Lower 
Himalayan slopes, filling the dissected valleys in the Upper Dun Surface. The 
surface overlaps the  higher surface at the foot of the slopes in the central Dun 
section (Formation of the Middle Dun Surface). 
   8) The Middle Dun Surface has also experienced the tectonic disturbance 
and warm climatic phase after its formation, indicated by the tectonic escarp-
ments and red soil development on the surface. 
   9) The Lower Dun Surface was formed below the Middle Dun Surface as 
river terraces or alluvial fans in accordance with the level of the Higher River 
Terrace of the two major rivers, the Ganges and  Jamna. There was no long 
erosional phase between the formation of the Middle and Lower Dun Surfaces. 
Around Dehra Dun town the surface was formed as alluvial fans in front of the 
Middle Dun Surface below the southern most E-W directed tectonic  line, complet-
ing the telescopic development of the Dun Surfaces. On the other hand, the 
Lower Dun Surface was built as river terraces below the tectonic line along the
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major tributaries. The continuation of the Higher River Terrace with considera-
bly thick deposits is well preserved along the major river courses. The effect of 
the crustal movement is not evident on this surface, except in few cases. There-
fore, it is suggested that the formation of the Lower Dun Surface and Higher River 
Terrace resulted from the factor  controlling broader area rather than from local 
environmental one, presumably the climatic condition (Formation of the Lower 
Dun Surface and Higher River  Terrace). 
   10) Around the confluences of the major tributaries and the Ganges or 
 Jamna, the Higher River Terrace is modified by the tributaries. The manner of 
the modification differs according to the condition of the rivers. At certain places 
a tributary has supplied excessive  load and covered the river terrace of the major 
rivers as seen around the confluence of the Chadna Rao and the Ganges, while 
another tributary, with increased erosional capacity has formed an intermediate 
surface below the terrace as observed around the confluences of the Tons and  Giri 
with the Jamna. The Higher River Terrace can be regarded as accumulation 
terrace, judging from the thickness of its deposits  (Formation of the Intermediate 
River  Terrace). 
   11) The Middle River Terrace was formed below the Higher River Terrace 
after considerable entrenchment by the rivers in the latter surface. The distribu-
tion of the terrace surface suggests that it was built as a result of slight aggradation 
in the entrenchment. The terrace surface is subdivided into small steps on the 
left bank of the  Jamna where the river slipped off. Therefore, it is proper  to 
consider that the terrace was formed during a relatively stable period of the river 
bed in the process of the down-cutting, due to the temporarily supplied excess 
loads (Formation of the Middle River  Terrace). 
   12) The Lowest River Terrace and Alluvial Plain Surface conclude the 
development of the multiple geomorphic surfaces in the area, though they are 
still exposed to the danger of submergence during severe floods. 
   Thus the geomorphology of Dehra Dun has been formed by the intricate 
superimposition of the alternate depositional and erosional phases, caused by the 
climatic changes and crustal movements. 
C Geomorphology of Pinjore Dun 
 Pinjore Dun is a typical longitudinal structural depression in northwestern 
India. It is small in scale but has conspicuous fluvial geomorpic surfaces dislocated 
by the crustal movements along several tectonic lines running parallel to the Nahan 
Thrust which is a boundary thrust diverging from the Main Boundary Fault on the 
bank of the Jamna in the east. The field investigation has been carried out in 
the eastern part of the Dun, in order to clarify the characteristic geomorphic
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developments and crustal movements. 
   1 Outline of the topography and geology of the study  area: Figure 42 
shows the location of the study area which lies near the main divide between the 
Indus and Ganges drainage systems. The  water of the area flows into the Indus 
river and the outer margin of the Foot-hills of the area near the divide attains a 
higher altitude than other areas. This altitude is about 360 m above sea-level 
and exceeds other areas by  90-120 m. Figure 76 is the summit level map of the 
area and displays the framework of the topography. Five distinguished geomor-
phic zones are known from the north to the south as  follows: 
   1) High mountains of the Lower Himalayas 
   2) Tertiary hilly mountains of the Sub-Himalayas 
   3) Longitudinal depression 
   4) Detached Siwalik Frontal Range 
   5) Alluvial lowland of the  Indo-Ganges 
   The southern slopes of the Lower Himalayas are composed of the Krols which 
thrust over the Lower Tertiary Dogshai and Kasauli, and Subathus along the Main 
Boundary Fault (Auden 1934). The Lower Tertiary  nicks are separated from the 
Lower Siwaliks by the Nahan Thrust and the former form the higher Sub-Hima-
layan zone which reaches over 1,800 m in altitude and the latter about 1,200 m. 
This thrust can be traced geomorphologically as the NW-SE directed steep slopes 
and the stream courses. The southern margin of the hilly mountains of the Lower 
Siwaliks extending in the NW-SE direction also suggests the presence of the 
tectonic line along it. The longitudinal depression lies between the Lower Siwalik 
hill and the detached Siwalik Frontal Hill in the south and is 8 km across and 
45 km long till it meets Soan Dun in the northwest. It is noteworthy that the 
width of the Dun is similar and its boundaries extend parallel to each other and 
to the Nahan Thrust. 
   The drainage system of the Dun and its adjacent area is shown in figure 77. 
The streams in the Dun belong either to the Sutlej or Ghanggar drainage system 
whose divide is located in the southeasten part of the Dun. The density and 
pattern of the drainage differs from place to place. The older surface is more 
dissected and has a  dendrite pattern. On the other hand, the younger surfaces 
have less dense drainage system, exhibiting a parallel pattern. 
   The restored surface map (Fig. 78) displays the outline of the topography in the 
Dun. The Dun is occupied by confluent and composite fans built by the streams 
from the Tertiary mountains in the north. No prominent surface has been formed 
on the slope of the Siwalik Frontal Range. In the Ghanggar gorge through the 
Frontal Range, the river has formed terraces on its right bank. 
   2 Classification of the geomorphic  surfaces: The geomorphic surfaces in
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Fig. 79 Block-diagram of the southern part of Pinjore Dun
the  Dun, the Ghaggar gorge and the plain are illustrated in figure 79. There are 
southward projections of the hills into the Dun on the left bank of the Kausalia 
river and their western limit is marked by a series of small mounds extending in 
the N-S direction on the flat fluvial surface on the right bank of the Kausalia. They 
consist of rather hard sandstones of the Siwaliks. The arrangement of these small 
mounds uggests that the straight ectonic line runs across the Dun in the N-S  direc-
tion. 
   To the southwest of Kalka town is seen a high surface which has been 
dissected considerably by the streams with radial drainage pattern. The
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surface xtends from a height of 670 m in the north to 540 m in the south and forms 
the main divide in the Dun. Although the Siwalik  rocks') are found near the top 
of the surface at places, it is chiefly composed of sandstone boulders which measure 
as large as  1 m in diameter. The surface forming boulder gravel beds are over 50 m 
thick in certain outcrops. The surface is terminated rather abruptly by the 
escarpment parallel to the general trend of the Dun. The writer will name this 
surface "Kalka Surface". 
   Between  Jhajulla and Kausalia rivers spreads an extensive flat surface on 
which Pinjore village and the famous  Pinjore Garden are located. This surface is 
less dissected than the Kalka Surface by gullies cutting in from the southern margin 
of the surface. This surface is  clearly dislocated along the two tectonic escarp-
ments and is subdivided into three levels of surfaces. The heights of the 
escarpments at the  Pinj  ore Garden6) and to the north of  Pinj  ore village are 10 m 
and 30 m respectively. The materials forming the surface have more or less 
similar facies everywhere and are mainly made up of sandstone boulders and 
gravels. The relative height of the surface from the Kausalia river bed is far 
bigger than that from the Jhajulla i.e. the former is at least three times as high as 
the latter due to the difference in the erosional level of each river. This surface 
will be called  "Pinj  ore Surface" hereafter. 
   The Pinjore Surface has been covered with younger deposits during the 
following small depositional phase, because of the high erosional level along the 
Jhajulla, while the down-cutting continued along the Kausalia. Kalka town is 
located on the surface of the younger deposits, 8  in above the present river bed. 
The surface which will  be designated as  "Jhajulla Surface", overlaps the Pinjore 
Surface to the northwest of Pinjore village and it has not been much dissected. 
Another lower surface, utilized as paddy field, stands only 2  in above the present 
Kausalia river bed. 
   In the gorge portion of the Ghaggar, four steps of river terraces  are observed 
on its right bank (Fig. 80). The highest errace is about 70 m above the present 
river bed near the southern fringe of the Siwalik Frontal Range. The terrace 
has deposits over 12 m thick mainly composed of weathered subrounded sandstone 
gravels ranging up to 20 cm across. The terrace surface is dissected severely and 
separated into fragmental surfaces. The surface will be called "Ghaggar First 
River Terrace" hereafter. The second terrace is the best developed, being 1 km 
wide and rising about 60 m above the present river bed. Sandstone boulders and 
gravels measuring up to as 1 m across constitute the terrace deposits and their 
   5) Strike and dip of the beds are  N40'W,  60°N, which are parallel to the directionofthe 
        Dun. 
   6) The main step in the Garden was constructed from the tectonic escarpment.
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   Fig.  80 Sketch and typical cross-section of the Ghaggar river terraces in the gorge through 
      the Siwalik Frontal Range, seen from its left bank 
thickness reaches over 10 m at places, showing that the surface was formed during 
a depositional phase. The wide terrace surface is subdivided into two levels with a 
low cliff in between. The lower surface is 4 m below the higher one and is narrow. 
The cliff is not continuous and the subdivided surfaces converge ach other in the 
south. Therefore these two surfaces are considered to have been built during 
one morphogenic period and can be treated as one surface. The third terrace 
stands about 20 m above the present river bed and can be directly correlated to the 
Pinjore Surface in the Dun across the  Jhajulla river. The terrace becomes wider 
downstream but to the north it can be recognized only as small patches. The 8 m 
thick huge boulder beds lying unconformably on the Upper Siwaliks are covered 
with sand beds on the top. 
    These three higher terraces have been clearly disturbed by the crustal 
movements. The first terrace suddenly disappears along the NW-SE directed 
escarpment about 1 km to the northeast of the plain. Along this same escarp-
ment is displaced the second terrace which is again abruptly terminated along 
another NW-SE directed escarpment extending from the outer margin of the Siwa-
lik Front Range. The third terrace also is dislocated along this escarpment. 
The fourth terrace is encountered below the third one, but it does not occupy a 
wide area. Continuous development of the river terraces on the right bank of the 
river indicates the eastward shift of the river during the formation of the terraces. 
   3 Correlation of the geomorphic  surfaces: To correlate the geomorphic sur-
faces in the study area the following criteria are  applied: 
   1) Surface continuity 
   2) Mode and extent  "of surface dissection 
   3) Extent of tectonic disturbances on the surface 
   4) Characteristics of surface materials 
   5) Relative position of surfaces in the vertical arrangement 
   As a result of the correlation, figure 81 is compiled by the present writer 
as a geomorphological map of the study area. 
   4 Distribution of the geomorphic  surfaces: The Kalka Surface is
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distributed in a rather limited part of the Dun, though it occupies a wide area near 
the main divide in the Dun to the south of Kalka. The eastern boundary of this 
wide surface seems to coincide with the position of the tectonic line running in 
the N-S direction as can be postulated from the direction of the Ghaggar gorge 
and the series of small isolated hills in the Dun. The southern extension of the 
surface is  •also restricted by the escarpment running in the NW-SE direction. The 
escarpment extends eastward, dislocating the Pinjore Surface with the upthrown 
block in the north and downthrown block in the south. The Pinjore Surface is 
extensively formed and well preserved in the Dun. The surface can be traced both 
into the mountains and through the Ghaggar gorge. To the north of  Kalka town 
along the  Jhajulla river, the river terraces correlated to the  Pinj  ore Surface which 
has been disturbed by tectonic movements along the Nahan Thrust are seen on
 Fig.  82 Tectonic 
   Dun and its
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 0  lines detected from the deformation of the geomorphic surfaces in  Pinjore 
vicinity K: Kalka P: Pinjore
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both sides of the river. The Pinjore Surface decreases in height from the north to 
the south, displaying the fault step topography around Taksal Railway Station. 
The surface is also dislocated along the tectonic line which marks the northern 
boundary of the Dun to the north of Kalka. 
   The  Pinj  ore Surface is directly correlated to the third river terrace in the 
Ghaggar gorge. Assuming from the relative position of the second terrace to the 
third terrace of the Ghaggar, the Kalka Surface above the Pinjore Surface may be 
correlated to the former terrace. The  Pinj  ore Surface is well developed to the east 
of the Kausalia river and is deformed along the eastern extensions of the tectonic 
lines mentioned above. The  Jhajulla Surface is widely developed where it overlaps 
the older surface, otherwise it is only recognizable as small terrace surfaces along 
the river courses entrenched below the  Pinj  ore Surface. The alluvial plain fringes 
the higher surfaces along most of the river courses. Along the Kausalia river, 
aggradation is taking place and therefore the alluvial plain is overlapped by the 
present river deposits. In the eastern part of the study area, aggradation is 
occurring on the older surface, displaying the telescopic development of the 
geomorphic surfaces. 
 5 Crustal movements of the study area: The crustal movements of the 
study area are characterized by the activities along the regularly spaced and 
parallel-running tectonic lines (Fig. 82). The Nahan Thrust which brought he Lower 
Tertiary rocks over the Lower Siwaliks, is the main tectonic feature in the area. 
The outcrops of the thrust are observed around Taksal but the strike and dip of the 
thrust could not be recorded as the rocks are highly shattered. The thrust and 
other tectonic lines run parallel in the NW-SE direction and are spaced at about 
3 km intervals. The activities along these tectonic lines have continued after 
the formation of the Pinjore Surface. Along the N-S directed structural lines 
in the Dun, no displacement of the surfaces is seen, suggesting that the arrangements 
of the Tertiary hills in the Dun had been  decided before the beginning of Dun-form-
ing movements. However, the fact that the location of the Tertiary hill seems to 
have had some connection with the sudden bend of the Siwalik Frontal  Range in 
the south, should not be overlooked. The usual Himalaya Front Tectonic Line is 
also marked by the NW-SE directed escarpment which terminates the southern 
extension of the river terraces higher than those of the fourth one. This 
escarpment extends further west truncating the  Ghaggar Second River Terrace 
which fringes the foot of the Siwalik hill. The tectonic line seems to continue to 
the southern margin of the hill across the Ghaggar. The width of the Dun and 
that of the Siwalik Frontal Range is more or less equal and their peripheral lines 
are parallel not only to each other but also to the Nahan Thrust, suggesting a
strong control by the subsurface structure on the geomorphic arrangement.
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 Fig. 83 Longitudinal profiles of the major ivers and geomorphic surfaces 
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   The longitudinal profiles of the main streams in the study area and the 
altitudes of the geomorphic surfaces along their courses are illustrated in figure 83 
which shows that the counter-dip movement toward the mountain has been taking 
place along the Ghaggar gorge. As the base of the  fluvial deposits is not seen in the 
southern part of the Dun, the subsidence seems to have continued in this area. 
The tendency of the movement of the Dun floor is not detected from the vertical 
distribution of the surfaces. The knick points of the streams coincide with the 
position of the tectonic lines. The telescopic arrangement of the geomorphic sur-
faces in the eastern part of the Dun is an indication of more upheaval movements 
near the mountain than in the central part of the Dun. The existence of the 
older surface further south in the Dun indicates that a considerable amount of 
uplift movements has been taking place there compared to the central part. 
 6 Geomorphic history of  Pinjore Dun: Geomorphic history of the area 
is briefly summarized as  follows: 
    1) After the sedimentation ofthe Lower Siwaliks, crustal movements occurred 
and the Tertiary hills from which the Upper Siwalik deposits were derived, was 
formed. 
   2) The crustal movement took place deforming the Upper Siwaliks (Pinjore 
stage). The outline of the Dun with the Siwalik Frontal Range was formed. 
   3) The water in the Dun was drained through the Ghaggar gorgewhich may 
have been trenched along the tectonically weak zone at the bend of the Frontal 
Range. The Ghaggar First Terrace was formed in the early stage of the forma-
tion of this antecedent gorge. 
    4) During the firstdepositional phase, the wide Kalka Surface was formed. 
The surface was dislocated by the crustal movements and was dissected uring 
the following erosional phase. 
    5) The  Pinjore Surface was  constructed uring the subsequent  depositional 
phase and the surface was displaced along the parallel-running tectonic lines in 
the Dun and the Himalaya Front Tectonic Line. 
    6) The dissection of the surfaces followed the renewed tectonic movements.
 600T 
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In this erosional  phase, the Jhajulla Surface was formed during the temporary 
depositional phase. No distinct crustal disturbance has affected the surface there-
after. 
   7) The alluvial plain fringed the elevated older surfaces and concluded the 
surface development in the area. 
                     CHAPTER  IV 
  GEOMORPHOLOGY OF THE RE-ENTRANT TYPE FOOT-HILLS 
   Toward the north of the Sutlej river in  Punjab, the low-lying Sub-Himalayan 
zone suddenly widens and reveals gentle undulations of longitudinal ridges and 
 valleys, in accordance with the eastward retreat of the Main Boundary Fault form-
ing the Punjab Re-entrant (Fig. 42). The Beas river flows down across rather 
complicated structures of the Tertiary rocks such as several synclines and 
 anticlines with strike faults (Gill 1951). The landform along the Beas river has 
been investigated to clarify the geomorphic haracteristics of this type of Foot-
hill. 
A Geomorphology along the Beas river 
   1 The outline of the topographyand geology along the  Beas: The Beas is 
one of the principal tributaries of the Indus and is about 480 km long and it 
meets the Sutlej in the plain. It rises at the snouts of the glaciers at Beas Khud 
and the Rohtang Pass at an altitude of over  4,000 m in the northern end of the 
Kulu valley. In the upper stream, it descends teeply in the glaciated Kulu 
                                                                                                                                                                           r. 
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  Fig. 84 Longitudinal profile of the Beas river
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valley in the N-S direction and turns westward at Pandoh cutting the antecedent 
gorge until it finally pours into the Sub-Himalayan zone at Mandi. The river bed 
lowers to about 750 m around Mandi (Fig. 84). The zigzag course of the Beas in 
the Sub-Himalayan zone follows the geological structures at places while it crosses 
them at other places. The major branches of the Beas flow obsequently as well as 
subsequently, showing a prominent rectangular drainage pattern in the  Middle and 
Lower Siwalik rocks. The river generally flows in the northwest direction and 
forms antecedent gorges where it cuts across the longitudinal ridges. The major 
tributaries of the Beas from the steep southern slope of the Dhaola Dhar descend 
through the Kangra valley. The river floor of the Beas is wide in the Upper Siwa-
liks and narrow in the Middle and Lower Siwalik ridges. The Tertiary hill zone 
varies from 600-2,000 m  in altitude and its maximum width reaches over 90 km 
at the Beas section (Fig. 85). The Beas emerges into the plain at a height of 300 m 
near Pathankot. The river terraces have been constructed along the river in the 
Sub-Himalayan zone indicating considerable amount of crustal movements during 
the recent geological period. Geology of the area is illustrated in figure 86. The 
Lower Himalayas along the Kulu valley are composed of the Pre-Cambrian and 
Cambrian rocks. The granite and acid intrusive rocks extending from the Dhaola
152 T.  NA  KATA
Dhar occupy the uppermost catchment of the Kulu valley. Separated by the 
Main Boundary Fault which arches eastward, the folded and faulted Tertiary rocks 
interwoven by pre-Siwaliks form the wide Foot-hill zone. The western part of 
the Foot-hill is occupied by the Upper Siwaliks which form two anticlinal ridges 
and a synclinal depression i  between. The southern margin of the second ridge 
from the plain is bounded by the Soan Thrust and signs of recent activity along the 
thrust have been geologically  detected. (Jalote 1962). The structure of Nadaun 
Dun was studied in detail by Gill (1951). He remarked that there are three major 
deformation zones of the Siwaliks i.e. the open folding, steeply north dipping 
monocline and strike faults zones. Though the general trend of these zones is 
NW-SE in the western part, this trend changes toward the east maintaining a 
direction parallel to the Main Boundary Faults. The geological structure is closely 
reflected on the arrangements of the ridges and valleys in the Sub-Himalayan zone. 
The terrace development along the Beas is rather poor but can be traced below 
Utpur in the Sub-Himalayan zone. 
   2 Classification and correlation of the river  terraces along the midstream 
of the Beas: The river terraces along the  Beas river between  Mandi and Hazipur 
can be roughly divided into three groups, i.e. the  "Higher, Middle and Lower." 
Figure 87 illustrates the schematic ross-section of these terraces.
 ••••-•  KO SOIL 
 .0414°  TEFiRACE  GRAVELS 
.0 ,GRANITE BOULDERS 
\\\  BED.  ROCKS
 M2
 mi
H3
AL
H2
H1
150
100
50
              Fig. 87 Schematic cross-section of the Beas river                                                            vtilterraces 
   The higher group of the terraces of the Beas is  recognized on its right bank 
opposite Sundol. It is subdivided into three levels viz.  H1, H2 and H3. The 
mantle of red soil is a common characteristic feature among these terrace  surfaces. 
The higher group of the terraces have been much dissected and scattered except 
that of the lowest level. As the terrace deposits seldom exceed 10 m in thickness the 
terraces are considered to be erosional ones. Terrace deposits are mainly composed 
of quartzite, sandstone boulders which seem to have been derived from the Upper 
Siwalik Boulder Conglomerate. The lowest level is distinguished by the huge
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granite, gneiss boulders which were considered to be glacial in origin (Theobald 
 1874). The maximum size of the boulders is 3 m across and they are mainly found 
around the confluences of the rivers from the Kangra valley. The boulders are 
mixed with smaller boulder gravels carried down by the Beas. The configuration 
of the depositional surface and facies of the deposits do not favour the idea of their 
glacial  origin. 
   TheMiddle Terrace group is encountered about 30 m below the Higher Terrace 
group. The higher Middle Terrace  (M1) stands about 50 m above the present 
river bed. Though the surfaces are dissected and separated by small tributaries to 
a considerable xtent, they maintain their original flatness. The composition of 
the terrace deposits do not differ much from that of the Higher Terraces, though the 
granite boulders and gravels are found in lesser proportion in the terrace 
deposits. However, the granite boulders are still well recognized on the terrace 
surfaces around the confluences of the tributaries from the Kangra valley. They 
are considered to have been derived mainly from the deposits of the higher 
surface in the Kangra valley and were mixed with quartzite and sandstone gravels 
of the Beas river deposits. The lower Middle Terrace (M2) is about 15 m below 
the higher Middle Terrace  (M1) and is generally much smaller in scale. The 
terrace deposits resembles that of higher terraces but the granite boulders and 
gravels are rather rare among them. The Middle Terraces can be considered as 
erosional terraces based on the thickness of their deposits. 
   The Lower Terrace can also be subdivided into two levels of surfaces. They 
are small in spatial and vertical extension. The facts that a recent high flood level 
reached about 11 m above the normal water level at Tira  Suj  anpur and that the 
river has very wide floor of over 1 km at places, should be considered while 
classifying these surfaces. Therefore a fluvial surface composed of slip-off and 
under-cut sides varying widely in height is formed during a morphogenic period. 
The prominent alluvial fans on the southwestern slope of Nadaun Dun, are 
formed by the tributaries from the Upper Siwalik Conglomerate ridge i.e. the Barwain 
ridge. These fans are mostly composed of quartzite and sandstone gravels and 
boulders brought down directly from the ridge behind. These Alluvial Fans are 
classified into two levels according to their continuity with the river terraces 
and extent of their dissection. 
   The continuity, height distribution and mode of dissection of the surfaces, and 
the characteristics of the terrace deposits and surface soil, are used as the criterion 
for the terrace correlation. This correlation was carried out mainly through field 
work but it proved a difficult task because of the large scale of the area. 
   3 Distribution of the terrace  surfaces: The horizontal extension of the 
river terraces varies from place to place mainly in accordance with the change
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in the geological structure (Fig.  88). The midstream of the Beas in the Re-
entrant is divided into five sections according to the mode of terrace development as 
 follows: 
   a) Mandi-Banwar section 
   b) Banwar-Tira Sujanpur section 
   c) Tira Sujanpur-Nadaun section 
   d) Nadaun-Pang section
   e) Pang-Hazipur section 
 a Mandi-Banwar section 
   The river flows down in the incised meandering valley across the eastward 
dipping Dharmsala (Lower Miocene to Oligocene) which is disturbed by several 
parallel-running thrusts  (Mathur et  al.  1964). The river terraces in this section are 
poorly developed. Around Mandi town are recognized three levels of the river 
terraces. The Higher Terrace (H3) is located about 100 m above the present river 
bed and can be traced back into the gorge in the Lower Himalayas above Mandi, 
where the terrace consisting of consolidated limestone boulder gravels perches on 
the  steep slope of the gorge. The high terrace at Pandoh may be correlated to 
this terrace. Mandi town is situated on the upper level of the Lower Terrace 
around the confluence formed by the Beas and one of its tributaries. In the 
gorge below  Mandi, small patches of terrace surfaces are seen at several evels near 
the junctions of the tributaries. 
b  Banwar-Tira Sujanpur section 
   The Beas river entersthe wide Upper Siwalik zone where the gentle undulation 
of the Siwaliks forms a syncline and an anticline (Mathur et  al. 1964). The river 
flows down crossing the structure and forms the incised meandering course 
upstream of Sundol, and a wide flat valley floor downstream of this point. Above 
Sundol, the Middle Terrace  (M1) is continuous and prominent but the Higher 
Terraces are seldom encountered here. The mode of terrace developments below 
Sundol is rather contrary to that above this point. On both banks, the river has 
left relics of the former river floors at several levels and the surface continuity is 
disrupted by the tributaries. Several steps of the Higher Terrace Surfaces are 
distributed on the right bank of the river opposite Sundol. The highest surface 
 (H1) is raised up about 200 m from the present river bed around Shri Murk. The 
terrace deposits are 10 m thick and are composed of rounded quartzite boulders 
measuring 30 to 50 cm in diameter. This surface cannot be traced either down-
stream or upstream. Huge granite boulders are found around the market of Shri 
Murk below the  H1 surface. The market is located on a surface which seems to 
have been constructed by a tributary from the Kangra valley. As  these granite 
boulders are also  found on the lower river terraces below the  higher surfaces around
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the confluences of the tributaries from the Kangra valley and are not seen on the 
proper river terrace of the Beas, it is hardly agreeable to consider that these 
boulders had been deposited through extensive glaciation along the Beas valley 
and its tributaries, as suggested by Theobald (1874). The facies of the terrace 
deposits indicate their fluvial origin. The wide flat surface covered with red 
soil is recognized around Upper Lamba village about 170 m above the present river 
bed. The characteristic huge boulders are not found in the terrace deposits here. 
The surface (H2) is dissected by gullies, but they do not modify very much the 
surface. Around Suko village on the right bank of the Beas is encountered the 
terrace surface (H3) about 100 m above the present river bed. The huge granite 
boulders mixed with other fluvial gravels constitute the rather thick terrace 
deposits near the confluence of the Mand and Beas rivers. This surface is undulated 
by dissection which has taken place on the thick unconsolidated terrace deposits 
of over 20 m thick at places. The upper Middle River Terrace  (M1) is one of 
the best developed terrace surface in this section. The height of the surface is 
about 55 m above the present river bed. In general, the terrace deposits are not 
so thick and the red soil is not seen on the surface. The granite boulders are 
mixed in the terrace deposits as described by Theobald (1874). The surface on 
the left bank of the river is often covered with younger alluvial materials carried 
down by small streams from the background hills, so that it is quite  difficult to 
measure the elevation of the former river bed in the field. The lower Middle 
Terrace (M2) is not prominently distributed in this section except around Bagehrah 
and Alampur where the Beas river made small swings modifying the  M1 surface. 
Lower Terrace Surface (L) has not been clearly formed in this section but is found 
mostly as alluvial fans at the confluences in response to the lowering level of the 
Beas river. The flood plain is wide and undulated considerably as the present 
water level varies greatly between the rainy and dry seasons. 
c Tira  Suj  anpur-Nadaun section 
   The Beas river flows down in the incised meandering valley across the anti-
clinal structure of the Middle and Lower Siwaliks with Gumbhar Thrust (Jawala-
mukhi Thrust), forming the antecedent gorge (Gill 1951, Matur et  al. 1964). Among 
the terraces, the  M1 surface is continuous from Tira Sujanpur to Syhol, but it 
disappears toward the highest crest of the Lower Siwaliks. The H2 surface 
around the confluence of the Negal and  Seas rivers is mainly made up of the 
huge granite boulders. These terraces reappear downstream below the Gumbhar 
Thrust around Sil village. There is some problem in the correlation between the 
terraces upstream and those downstream of the thrust across the river. The 
predominant  M1 surface seems to reduce in its relative altitude rather sharply at 
the thrust. The terrace surface around Nadaun may be correlated to the M2
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terrace. 
d Nadaun-Pang section 
   The Beas enters Nadaun Dun and flows along the longitudinal Siwalik 
structure in the SW-NE direction. The terrace formation is rather poor in the 
Dun although the Lower Terrace surfaces are extensively formed on the slip-off 
slopes of the Beas. The large portion on the left bank is occupied by Alluvial 
Fans from the ridge composed of the Upper Siwalik Conglomerate. These alluvial 
 fan  surfaces are divided into two levels which are correlated to the  M1 and L 
terrace surfaces. As the Beas river course has been pushed northeastward by the 
extending alluvial  fans, the terrace surfaces may have been buried below these 
fans. The lower Middle Terrace (M2) with rather thick deposits is the most 
prominent surface on the right bank. The Higher Terraces converge to each other 
and it is not easy to distinguish them in this section. Toward the Pang gorge, 
small patches of the terrace surfaces are recognzied at several levels. 
e Pang-Hazipur section 
   The Beas enters the wide northern extension of Soan Dun and flows in 
braided courses till it emerges into the plain near Pathankot. The terraces 
are seen as small patches on the right bank. Most of the elevated surfaces are 
dissected alluvial fans constructed by the tributaries from the Upper Siwalik hills. 
They are truncated and fringed by the Lower River Terrace, except a few which 
merge into the terraces. The Lower Terrace (L) increases in height toward the 
plain till it is displaced along the NNW-SSE escarpment to the west of Hazipur 
town. This escarpment extends in the same direction from the foot of the outer-
most Upper Siwalik hills. 
   4 Crustal movements of the area suggested by the vertical distribution of the 
river  terraces: The longitudinal profiles of the Beas river, its river terraces and the 
section of the summit level along the river are illustrated in figure 89. The 
section of the summit level is the outline of the relief resulted from the long time 
crustal movements in the area. The relative altitude of each terrace decreases 
downstream and generally the higher terraces are more inclined than the lower 
ones, indicating that greater upheaval has been continuing upstream. The general 
eastward dipping of the Siwaliks and summit level does not correspond to the 
tectonic movements during the recent geological period. The rather abrupt 
reduction of the terrace heights is observed around the Gumbhar Thrust and its 
position can be pointed out on the summit level. Though Gill (1951) considered 
that the thrust activity in the area had occurred before the folding of the Ter-
tiaries the writer observes that the thrust activity has been continuing after the 
folding considering from the recent activity recorded in the terrace arrangment. 
The recent activity of the Satlitta (Soan) Thrust located to the west of Pang Dam
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 site has been reported (Jalote 1962). Jalote estimated the throw of the thrust 
 movement from the displaced terrace  surfaces7). As some doubts are left in his 
 correlation of the surfaces, the amount of the movement may not be correct but it 
 is quite possible that the movement has been continuing along the thrust after 
 the formation of the highest terrace. However, the recent tectonic movement 
 cannot be detected from the deformation of the lower terrace surfaces along the 
thrust. Geological evidence also shows that the thrust movement affected the  
.older terrace deposits but not younger ones which form the lower terrace surfaces 
on the right bank of Sohan Khad (Jalote  1962). The direct evidence of the 
recent crustal movement on the geomorphic surface can be observed along the 
northern extension of the western margin of the Frontal Range. The Lower Ter-
race surface is vertically dislocated along the escarpment running in the NW-SE 
direction and the surface in the Foot-hill zone is elevated about 10 m from the 
plain. The highest point of the uplifted surface is situated around Hazipur town 
which is located on the northern extension of the Janauri anticlinal axis. Due to 
the recent upheal around the northern part of the Frontal Range, the Beas could not 
flow directly into the plain and has been pushed northward till it reached the area 
out of this crustal movement. In general, the crustal movements in the Re-
entrant type Foot-hill of the Beas river section are rather calm except along the 
major tectonic lines. The Beas river makes rectangular bends for the  most parts 
from NE-SW direction to NW-SE direction on these tectonic lines forming the 
zigzag course and the same tendency is observed along the Sutlej river. There-
fore the right lateral movement could be postulated along these tectonic lines. 
   5 Relationship of the river terraces along the Beas river with the  fan surfaces 
in the Kangra basin and the glacial and glacio-fluvial topography in the Kulu 
 valley: 
a Fan surfaces in the Kangra basin 
   There has been an unsolved question on the origin of huge granite boulders 
called  `eratics' by Coulson (1938) which form fan-shaped landforms in the 
Kangra basin at the foot of the Dhaola Dhar range. As remarked by Medlicott 
and Theobald, it is rather difficult to explain the distribution of these boulders 
through the ordinary fluvial process (Medlicott 1864, Theobald 1874). They 
tried to attribute the origin of the boulders to glacial processes, though there are 
no recorded geomorphic evidences of glaciations on the present landforms. 
   The present writer tentatively classifies the geomorphic surfaces distributed in 
the Kangra basin into four  levels. Figure 90 shows a cross-section of the 
  7) According to the height of these surfaces on the upthrown block (Hanging wall), the 
      surfaces may be correlated tothe Higher Terrace group of the present writer.
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surfaces along the Pathankot-Mandi road around Rajol to the south of Dharamsala. 
The oldest and highest surface, though it is not shown in this section, is en-
countered as a flat-topped ridge extending southward from Dharamsala. This 
ridge is composed of rather small deeply weathered gravel boudlers of high 
angularity. 
 K  BUS 
 KBM  S . 50  R  AJO  L"LS 
                                                                            - • 
                                                                   US 
 1r) 
 1500   m 
                  Fig. 90 Cross-profile of the Kangra Basin Surfaces
 KBUS: Kangra Basin Upper Surface KBMS: Kangra Basin  Middle Surface 
     KBLS: Kangra Basin Lower Surface. 
   The higher surface below the ridge, which will hereafter be called "Kangra 
Basin Upper  Surface" consists of 10 m thick huge granite boulders of over 2 m in 
diameter, resting on the Upper Siwaliks and overlain by thick red soil which is 
subjected to the gully erosion forming small  badland topography at places. The 
Kangra Basin Upper Surface stands about 30 m above the present stream bed and 
has a fan-shaped surface. The middle surface, i.e. "Kangra Basin Middle Surface" 
occupies an extensive area of the Kangra basin. The surface stands about 20 m 
above the present stream bed and is composed of smaller granite boulders than 
that of the higher surface. This surface is covered with thick sand beds and is 
not much dissected by gully erosion. These  huge granite boulders are subangular 
to subrounded and are mixed with smaller breccia. As mentioned before these 
boulders have been derived directly from the steep southern slopes of the Dhaola 
Dhar. The "Kangra Basin Lower Surface" is situated at a height of about 5 to 
15 m above the present stream bed. The materials forming the Lower Surface 
are more rounded and sorted, indicating the effects of fluvial process in their deposi-
tion. This surface is neither dissected nor covered with sand bed. 
    The writer assumes from the geomorphic configuration and mode of deposition 
of the materials that the process of the formation of the two higher surfaces is 
probably through solifluction-debris flow caused by sudden growth of the 
Dhaola Dhar range due to the tectonic movements as in the Samsing Boulder 
Surface though the latter is distributed in the limited area. The fluvial process 
may have played an important role in the formation of the Lower Surface. 
    An attempt to correlate these fan surfaces to the river terracesof the Beas is 
made on the basis of their surface characteristics as these surfaces were not traced 
and correlated irectly. The Kangra Basin Upper, Middle and Lower Surfaces may
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 main riser below this tread is partly encountered  as
  be correlated to the H3,  M1 
  and L Terraces of the Beas 
  respectively. 
  b Glacial and glacio-fluvial 
  topography of theKulu valley 
     The Kulu valley lies in the 
  N-S direction at an altitude of 
 1,000-2,000 m north of the 
  gorge above Mandi. The valley 
  underwent the process of glacia-
 tion in the past and this process 
 is still taking place in the 
 uppermost parts of the valley. 
 Evidences of the former glacia-
 tions are found in the truncated 
 spurs and hanging valleys to 
 the north of Manali (Bose 1961). 
     The present writer has 
 found terminal and lateralmo-
 raines, hanging valleys, trun-
 cated spurs, treads and risers 
 along the Solang Nadi from the 
 Beas Khud glaciers and the Beas 
 river from the Rohtang Pass to 
 the confluence of these rivers 
 (Fig.  91). The prominent mo-
 raine topography is preserved 
 along the Solang Nadi as two 
 rows of lateral morainesnear 
 Palchan and a terminal moraine 
 around the confluence. The 
 recent recession of the glaciers 
 have been recorded as young 
 terminal moraines in theupper-
 most part of the Solang Nadi. 
 On the other hand, the erosional 
river from the Rohtang Pass. 
 it is seen around  Marhi. The 
 the Rahala Falls. Two levels
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of hanging valleys above a lower tread around Kothi may represent wo past 
glaciations. 
    These prominent glacial landforms can not be traced below Manali but instead 
are seen extensive coalescent fans fringing the valley sides in the northern part 
of the valley. The fan surfaces which inclines about  5-7° in average are composed 
of subangular gneissic boulders measuring up to 5 m across, resting on finer more 
rounded glacio-fluvial deposits accumulated by the main stream. These gneissic 
boulders seem to have been derived from the glaciated areas of the tributaries 
and have been brought down by torrents. These fan surfaces are deeply dissected 
only by the same tributaries which formed the surface so that preservation of the 
surfaces is rather remarkable. Along the main stream two steps of small river 
terraces have been formed below the fan surfaces by the stream. 
    On the other hand in the southern part of the Kulu valley below Kulu, 
development of the above mentioned type of fan is not conspicuous. The highest 
surface (Surface I) stands over 150m above the present stream bed and occupies the 
southern-most part of the valley. The surface is composed of thick boulder 
beds which are supposed to be  glacio-fluival in origin and they are covered with 
talus-colluvial deposits forming considerably inclined fan-shaped surface. The 
middle surface (Surface  11) stands over 100 m above the present stream and is 
composed of angular phyllite and granite boulders, forming fan-shaped surface. 
The present writer assumes from facies of the deposits that the surface has been 
formed through the periglacial process which took place on the steep valley walls. 
This type of surface occupies considerable area on both banks of the main stream 
below Bhuntar. The lower surface (Surface  1) is encountered as alluvial fans 
around the confluences of the major tributaries and it may be the counterpart of 
the glacio-fluvial fan surface of the tributaries upstream. 
   The Kulu valley with rather straight andsmooth valley walls is wider than 
that downstream and no bed rocks are exposed along the present stream course. 
The development of higher surfaces is most prominent in the southern most 
part of the valley. These findings suggest that the older glaciation was more 
extensive than the younger ones and that the Kulu valley was once over-deepened 
by glaciation and was filled up with valley-fills up to the southern end of the 
valley. 
   It is necessary to carry out further field investigation adequately to clarify 
the geomorphology of the valley. However, the writer would like to make an 
attempt at a tentative correlation of the geomorphology in the Kulu valley to 
the river terraces along the Beas from the stratigraphical point of view. 
   The Surfaces I  ,  ,  IQ and Glacio-fluvial fan, and River terraces below the 
fan surfaces in the Kulu valley may be correlated to the H2, H3,  M1 and L ter-
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races of the Beas respectively. 
                      CHAPTER V 
                            Conclusion 
 In the previous chapters, the writer revealed the characteristics of the 
geomorphic surfaces and considered the geomorphic history and crustal movements 
of the various type localities of the Himalayan Foot-hills. The writer intends to 
correlate these geomorphic surfaces beyond the boundary of each field study 
area, in order to discuss the regional characteristics of the morphogenic process 
and/or to know the common environmental conditions which have acted in 
favour of the formation of the geomorphic surfaces through the Himalayan Foot-
hill zone. The recent crustal movements elucidated from the displacements of the 
geomorphic surfaces will be analyzed in connection with the  major geological 
structures of the Himalayas and adjacent areas. 
A Correlation of the geomorphic surfaces along the Himalayan Foot-hills 
   The tentative correlation of the geomorphic surfaces through the Himalayan 
Foot-hills is shown in Table 2. The criteria for the correlation in each field 
study area are utilized for the correlation through the Himalayan Foot-hills. 
Among the criteria, the surface soil colour has been most effectively applied. The 
older surfaces tend to be covered with the more reddish soil with higher chroma 
than the younger  surface. Figure 92 shows the relation between the geomorphic 
surfaces and the surface soil colours in the Assam, North Bengal and Dehra Dun. 
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           Fig. 92 Relationship between geomorphic surfaces and soil colours
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The lowest surfaces on which red  soils) (2.5YR, 5YR) has developed are the Lal  Beti 
Surface in Central Bhutan Food-hill, Rangamati and Samsing surfaces in North 
Bergal, Middle Dun Surface in Debra Dun, Dechauri Surface in Kota Dun, 
Kalka Surface in  Pinjore Dun and lower Upper River Terrace in Beas River Basin. 
These surfaces are, in general, wide depositional surfaces moderately dissected 
by gullies. They can be correlated to each other through the Foot-hills and used 
as the key surface for correlation. The extent of the surface dissection isalso helpful 
in the correlation. The rate of surface dissection is, however, controlled by many 
factors e.g. surface inclination, surface material, vegetation, surface run-off, whose 
effects are difficult to evaluate quantitatively. The surface dissection is roughly 
classified into five stages shown in Table 3. 
   The systematic arrangement of the terrace sequence which is seen among the 
younger river terraces below the red soil covered surface made the correlation 
           Table 3 Stages of surface dissection along the Himalayan Foot-hills
Stage
 D4
 Do
D2
 Dl
 Do
Degree of surface 
   dissection
Completely 
decomposed and 
isolated
Dissected severely 
and separated
Moderately 
dissected  and 
modified
Initial gully 
erosion commenced
No gully erosion 
recognized
Surface appearance
Isolated as small 
fragmental patches 
of surfaces on the 
top of the hills
Separated, undulat-
ing surfaces
Continuation of 
the flat surface 
found
Wide, flat surface 
maintained
Original surface 
preserved
Corresponding geomorphic 
   surfaces along the 
 Himalayan  Foot-hills.
Gorbathan Surface, 
Matiali Surface  (NB) 
Hill-Top Surface (DD) 
 111 River Terrace (BR)
Sukna Surface (NB) 
Dechauri Surface  (KD) 
Upper Dun Surface (DD) 
Kalka Surface (PD) 
H2 River Terrace (BR)
Rangamati Surface (NB) 
Kota Bagh Surface (KD) 
Middle Dun Surface (DD) 
H3 River Terrace (BR)
Lal Beti Surface (BF) 
Higher River Terrace (NB) 
Lower Dun Surface and 
Higher River Terrace (DD) 
Pinjore Surface (PD)
Alluvial Plain 
Lower River Terrace
BF-Central Bhutan 
KD-Kota Dun and 
 PD-Pinjore Dun
 Foot-hill NB-North Bengal Foot-hill 
Nainital Foot-hill DD-Dehra Dun 
   BR-Beas River Basin
8) For the reading of soil colour, The 
   Agriculture, Government of Japan, 
   has been used.
Standard 
 which is
Soil Color 
based on
Chart edited by Ministry of 
the Munsell Soil Color Chart,
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easy. The highest one is prominently depositional which can be traced into the 
moutains along the major rivers. The intermediate one is the commonly 
encountered small surface below the higher terrace with considerable thickness of 
deposits as its scale. The lowest one at very low level retains the old stream 
patterns thereon. These three are usually recognized in a systematic order in 
field study areas and may be, therefore, correlated to each other. To correlate  the 
higher surfaces above the key surface is rather difficult. The deposits and their 
stratigraphical relation to the younger surfaces' deposits are used as the subordinate 
means for correlation of the older surfaces. 
   As shown in table 2, the surfaces correlated to each other are mostly 
depositional surfaces which are thought to have been formed during the major 
depositional periods, resulting from the environmental change in the Himalayan 
ranges. The two major depositional terraces, i.e. the lowest red soil covered surface 
and the next underlying one are traced along the  major streams into the moutain. 
Such depositional phases are considered tohave been caused by the climatic changes 
during the glacial period. The erosional phases among the depositional phases
Table 4 Results of Pollen analysis (by K. Hibino)
Locality
North Bengal
(1) On the left bank 
  of the Neora River 
   near Chalsa
(2) Jiti Tea Estate 
below Thaljora  Cliff
Dehra Dun  
 On the right bank of 
 Jamna near Herbertpur
Beas River  
 On the left bank of the 
 Beas near Dhadasiba
 Stratigraphical horizon
Marsh deposit 
between the 
Matiali Surface 
and Rangamati 
Surface deposits 
Lake deposits below 
the Higher River 
Terrace gravels
Marsh deposit 
below the Jamna 
Higher River 
Terrace deposits 
Clay lenses 
below the deposits 
of Alluvial Fan 
Surface correlated 
to  MI Surface.
Pollen 
found
and spore 
in samples
Gramineae 
Shiia 
 Pinus 
Lycopodiaceae 
Polypodiaceae 
 Corylus 
Rosaceae 
 Lycopodiaceae 
Polypodiaceae 
Gramineae 
 Pinus 
Gramineae 
Carex 
Pinus
Pinus 
Polypodiaceae 
Gramineae 
Alnus
9) Results of the tentative microscopic findings by Mr. K. Hibino, are given in Table 4.
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are recorded as the unconformities among the deposits as seen in Central 
Bhutan and North Bengal Foot-hills, and Dehra Dun. The fine deposits which 
contain the fossil plant organics are found in the fine deposits just above the 
unconformity. The pollen analysis9) of the fossil material has not been done statisti-
cally, and further analysis is expected to provide the data to deduce the climatic 
condition of the area at that period. The red soil is considered as a product formed 
during the period of warm climate. Therefore, the old depositional surfaces 
covered with red soil must have experienced a warm interglacial period in the 
past, during which the surfaces were entrenched by streams on account of the 
changes in  fluvial process following the climatic change. 
   It is rather difficult to assume that the depositional phases corresponded to 
the sudden intermittent uplifts of the Himalayan ranges, causing severe denuda-
tion which might have resulted in the discontinuous deposition along the Foot-
hill zone, because the  landforms which indicate the intermittent uplifts of the area, 
e.g. erosional terraces, have not been commonly recognized in the Himalayas. 
The Himalayan rivers seem not to have reached their baselevel of erosion in the 
Lower and Higher Himalayas where the amounts of upheaval movements have 
surpassed that of denudation, except in the over-deepened glaciated valleys. There-
fore, it is appropriate to consider that intermittent depositional phases along the 
Himalayan Foot-hills are the result of climatic change, except in some particular 
cases, although the Foot-hill zone is essentially a depositional rea. 
   Judging from the above mentioned evidences, the writer presumes that the last 
major depositional phase, during which the Higher River Terrace in North Bengal 
Foothill, Lower Dun Surface and Higher River Terrace in Dehra Dun, Pinj ore 
Surface in Pinj ore Dun and correlative surfaces in other areas were formed, can 
be attributed to the last maximum glaciation in the ranges, as the surfaces have 
not experienced the interglacial warm climate which produced red soil. 
Another depositional phase, during which the other common major depositional 
surfaces covered with red soil, such as the Rangamati Surface in North Bengal 
Foot-hill, Middle Dun Surface in Dehra Dun, Kalka Surface in Pinjore Dun and 
correlative surfaces in other areas were formed, can be correlated to the glacial period 
prior to the last one. The development of red soil on the buried unconfomity 
and stratigraphical relation of the surface materials uggest hat there has been 
an erosional phase between these two major depositional phases and that the 
erosional phase can be related to the last interglacial period. Further higher 
and/or older depositional surfaces have been noticed in some areas. Their deposits 
are extremely thick in places forming the base of the younger deposits. The 
Matiali Surface in North Bengal Foot-hill and Upper Dun Surface in Dehra Dun 
are terraced but, in some other areas, they are recognized as buried surface with red
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soil in the unconformity below younger surface deposits. Though the older surfaces 
cannot be traced into the mountain, it is not unreasonable to relate the surfaces 
to the still older glacial period and the red soil on them to the following interglacial 
period. 
   If an attempt is made to correlate these glacial and interglacial periods, to the 
glaciations in the Alps in the light of previous works (De Terra 1939, De Terra et 
 al. 1939, Flint 1957), the  liViirrn, Riss and Mindel Glacial periods may, from the 
stratigraphical point of view, be the  countparts of the glaciations in the 
Himalayas from the younger to the older as described above. 
B Neotectonics along the Himalayan Foot-hills 
 1 General tendency of the crustal movements of the Himalayan ranges and 
the basements of the Indo-Gangetic  plain: As remarked in the previous chapters, 
the distribution of the geomorphic surfaces is not ubiquitous through the Foot-
hill zone. Generally speaking, the multi-cyclic development ofgeomorphic surfaces 
are seen in the Sub-Himalayan zone and mono-cyclic surface in the plains, 
indicating that upheaval movements have been taking place in the former area and 
subsidence in the latter. The multi-cyclic surfaces seem to have been formed 
by the superimposition of aggradation by climatic change and upheaval crustal 
movement of the areas, as illustrated in figure 11. The boundary between the 
upheaval and subsidence area is clearly marked by the Himalaya Front Tectonic 
Line, both sides of which two structural units, i.e. the Himalayan ranges and the 
basements of the Indo-Gangetic plain, have reversed crustal movements that are 
distinctly reflected to the Quaternary tectonic movements throughout the 
Himalayan Foot-hills except Central Bhutan Foot-hill. The Main Boundary 
Fault is the more distinct boundary both in geological and morphological sense. 
The pre-Tertiary rocks constitute the Lower Himalayas with considerably high 
altitude to the north of the Main Boundary Fault and the Tertiaries constitute the 
low-lying Sub-Himalyas to the south, except in the Northwestern Himalayan Foot-
hills as seen in Pinjore Dun and Beas River Basin. The altitudes of the two units 
on both sides of the Main Boundary Fault differ as much as 2,000 m. It is well-
known that the major earthquakes in India concentrate in or along the Foot-hills 
of the Himalayans i.e. probably on the thrust plane of the Main Boundary Fault 
(Gutenberg and Richter 1949). The depth of the hypocenters tends to increase 
northward in accordance with the depth of the Fault plane. The isoseismal lines of 
some major earthquakes along the Main Boundary Fault had longitudinal axes 
along the Fault. This indicates that the most active crustal movements have 
been happening along the Himalayan Foot-hills in the recent geological period. 
   2 Geomorphic structures of the  Himalayas: To clarify the recent
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morphogenic movements of the whole Himalayan zones, summit level maps cover-
ing the parts of the Western and Eastern Himalayas have been prepared. The 
pattern of  major straight valleys and ridges, and discontinuous zones of altitude 
in the neo-orogenic zone are considered to be attributed to the crustal movements. 
A map of geomorphic structure was compiled based on the arrangements of the 
above mentioned major topographic elements (Fig. 93). It is quite clear that the 
trends (NE-SW, NW-SE) discordant o the general Himalayan trend (E-W) are 
predominent in the Himalayan  rt,,,,ges to the north of the Main Boundary Fault, 
though the geological structures essentially attributed to the thrusts, are more or 
less parallel to the general Himalayan trend. The discordant trends in the 
Himalayan ranges, however, agree with the dominant lineaments of the shears in 
the Pre-Cambrian basements of Peninsular India (Swaminath et  al.  1964). The 
same trends of lineaments can be traced as discontinuous lines in the basement 
below the Ganges plain surveyed by the aero-magnetic method (Mathur et  al. 1963). 
On the contrary the trends of geomorphological as well as geological structure of 
the Sub-Himalayan zone coincide with the general trend of the Himalayas. These 
trends are essentially related to the directions of the Main Boundary Faults and 
Himalaya Front Tectonic Lines. These two major tectonic lines do not run parallel 
to each other where the Sub-Himalayan zone is wide and therefore, the
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geomorphological and geological trends differ each other in such areas. The direction 
of the Pre-Cambrian shears can be recognized in the Sub-Himalayas as transverse 
trends of the sides of the re-entrants in the Piedmont type Foot-hills, though 
the idea proposed by Swaminath et al. (1964) that the present arc and re-entrants 
along the Himalayan Foot-hills are due to the revived activities of the basement 
blocks along the Pre-Cambrian shears during Cenozoic diastrophism, cannot be 
supported by the present writer in general. The above findings by the writer 
suggest an idea that the morphogenic movements taking place in the Higher 
Himalayan Range and Sub-Himalayas have been caused by different forces which 
are attributed to the crustal movements in the depth. 
   3 Regional characteristics of the neotectonics along the Himalayan  Foot-
hills: The types, scales, trends, ages and distribution of the crustal movements 
known by the deformation of geomorphic surfaces along the Himalayan Foot-hills 
are briefly summarized as  follow  :
   Five types of the deformation of geomorphic surfaces have been detected which 
are as  follow: 
   (1) Tilted upheaval dipping toward the plain in front of the re-entrant in 
       the Sub-Himalayas, as seen in Central Bhutan Foot-hill. 
   (2) Tilted upheaval dipping toward the Himalayan ranges in the re-
       entrant in the Sub-Himalayas, as seen in North Bengal Foot-hill and Kota
         Dun. 
   (3) Normal  fault steps around the northern boundary of the Sub-Himalayas 
       with a zone of subsidence to the south, as seen in the western part of 
       Dehra Dun and Pinjore Dun. 
   (4) Fault steps with small narrow rift around the northern boundary of the 
       Sub-Himalayas, as seen in the central part of Dehra Dun. 
   (5) Gentle undulatory upheaval with occasional fault movements along the 
       major thrusts in the Sub-Himalayas, as seen along the Beas river in the
        Punjab Re-entrant. 
   As discussed in the previous chapters, the various types of  deformations in 
the unconsolidated Quaternary deposits along the Himalayan Foot-hills seem 
essentially to be the  surf  acial expression of a vertical dislocation of subsurface 
blocks, as these soft deposits could not have been subjected to the vertical 
deformation to a considerable extent in area by a horizontal stress. Therefore the 
nature of the dislocations along the lines of abrupt surface deformations, is 
important in knowing the mode of tectonic movements in the subsurface 
basements. 
   Figure 94 shows the arrangements of the tectonic lines and directions of their 
movements in the Foot-hill zone. It is clearly known from the maps that
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there are two leading trends in their lineaments i.e. the trends of the Main 
Boundary Fault and of the Himalaya Front Tectonic Line. Tectonic lines parallel 
to the Main Boundary Fault are generally seen marking the northern boundary of 
the Sub-Himalayas. It may be, therefore, justified to group these tectonic lines 
as Main Boundary Fault system. This fault system is more distinct in the Dun 
type of Foot-hills and is composed of a group of thrusts, including thrusts confront-
ing each other which form a narrow rift. On the other hand, tectonic lines which 
coincide with the Himalaya Front Tectonic Line trend are more prominent in 
front of re-entrants of the Piedmont type Foot-hills. The echelon arrangement 
of the tectonic lines of the same trend is observed where the Piedmont type of 
Foot-hills turns into the Dun type to the south of Kota Dun. The Himalaya 
Front Tectonic Line as well as the Main Boundary Fault extends through the whole 
length of the Himalayas, as noticed from the outline of the Himalayan front. 
However, the tectonic lines expressed on the geomorphic surfaces in the Sub-
Himalayan zone is generally about 20 km in length and the reason for their limited 
extent are not well understood but it may be attributed to certain characteristics of
the Siwalik formation. It is significant to note here that along most tectonic lines, 
especially along the Himalaya Front Tectonic Line, the surfaces are displaced 
dipping toward the mountain. 
   The writer hasnot encountered any morphological evidence of the horizontal 
movements along the tectonic lines. Figure 95 is prepared to examine whether 
or not the lateral displacement has decided the pattern of major streams along 
the tectonic lines in the Himalayas. Off-sets of some major stream courses in 
order of 20-100 km along the major thrusts may suggest the general dextral 
movements along the lines as seen along the Dauki Fault which marks the 
southern boundary of the Shillong plateau parallel to the Himalayan thrusts 
(Mathur et  al. 1964). 
   The Recent activities along the tectonic lines have occurred as the final phase of 
the Himalayan uplift and have been rather continuous on the whole. However, 
some time lags have been noticed in the activities of tectonic lines in the Sub-
Himalayas. In the northern part of Dehra Dun, central part of Pinjore Dun and 
Kota Dun, the same type of movements which deformed the Siwalik formation, 
have been taking place mainly along the boundary tectonic lines in the Siwaliks. 
On the other hand, in the re-entrant of North Bengal Foot-hill and in front of the 
re-entrant of Central Bhutan Foot-hill the upheaval movements have been taking 
place where once the subsidence which resulted in accumulation of thick old gravel 
beds had occurred prior to this upheaval.  In any case, since the highest geomorphic 
surfaces were constructed in each area, similar tendencies in the crustal movements
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have been continuing along the respective tectonic lines. Thus the mode of neo-
tectonics recognized from the deformation of the geomorphic surfaces is related to 
the type of the Foot-hills which may be attributed to the condition of the 
basements in the depth. 
   The subsurface crustal structure around the Himalayan Foot-hills have been 
revealed by the recent geophysical nd geological studies. Many workers estimated 
the thickness of the earth crust below the Ganges plain and the Himalayan ranges, 
and found the thick crust beneath the Himalayas and northward dipping shallow 
crust beneath the Ganges  Plainw) (Sen Gupta 1964, Qureshy 1969). The recent 
gravity studies proved that the major relief attained isostatic equilibrium over most 
parts of India, however the young Himalayan ranges have not attained isostatic 
stability. The distribution of the isostatic anomaly, i.e. the gravity minima over
t
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   heights of the Himalayan peaks. Broken line shows the limit of width of the Sub-
    Himalayan zone corresponding to isostatic anomaly. 
   Heights of the Himalayan peaks and isostatic anomalies along the Foot-hills seem 
   to have no relationship 
10) Northern Peninsular India=42.5  km, Gangetic  Plain=31.5 kin Middle Himalayans 
    =81 km (Qureshy 1969).
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the Ganges plain and maxima over the Himalayas is comparable to that over the 
"Pacific-Types  Arcs and Oceanic Trenches" (Gutenberg and Richter 1954). Hence, 
the isostatic gravity anomaly reflects the local subsurface structure along the 
Himalayan Foot-hills. The relationship between the width of the Sub-Himalayan 
zone and  isostatic anomaly along the Himalayan Front as shown in figure 96 
indicates the negative coefficiency in the relationship between them (R=-0.719± 
0.07). The basement structure and depth  below the Ganges plain in figure 97 
shows the same tendency of crustal deepening below the plain. Therefore the 
variation in the width of the Foot-hill zone may be attributed to the fluctuation 
in the depth of the crustal layer. The large area of gravity minima over the 
Ganges plain may be explained by the crustal thickening caused by the downwarp-
ing of the crust extending from the peninsular India below the Himalayas as 
explained in gravity distribution over the Oceanic Trench and Island  Arcs, though 
it is still questionable whether the underthrusting of the crust continues northward 
below the Himalayas and Tibetian Plateau as explained by Holmes (1965), because 
the overcompensated gravity condition and the oblique geomorphic trend in the 
Himalayas cannot be explained by his hypothesis. However the palaeomagnetic 
data (Athavale  et  al. 1970) and ocean floor topography of the Indian Ocean 
(Gansser 1966) support the northward drift of the Peninsular Indian Mass during 
geological times. 
   The schematic ross-sections across the Foot-hills of the Himalayas with pre-
sumed subsurface structures are compiled from the above discussed ata (Fig. 98).
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98 Schematic cross-sections of the three types of the Himalayan Foot-hills with 
presumed subsurface structures 
 A: Re-entrant type Foot-hill  B: Dun type Foot-hill  C: Piedmont type 
hill
their
Foot-
From these schematic ross-sections, it may be concluded that three major types of 
the Foot-hills indicate the stages in the sequence of development of the Himalayan 
Foot-hills by the northward drift and downwarping of the Peninsular Indian Mass 
below the Himalayas. 
   The Himalayan Foot-hills are assumed to have originally been composed as 
the present Baluchistan mountains of Tertiary formations with wide and simple 
structures without predominant underthrusting of the Old Continental Masses, 
before the beginning of the deformation caused by the northward drift of the 
Peninsular India. The Re-entrant ype Foot-hills are wide and their geological 
structures are complicated with large scale folding and intraformational thrusts,
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and their basement is shallow and rather flat (Fig. 98A). At the early stage of 
the disturbance by the drift, the downwarping is no more than the up-buckling 
making the complicated structures. In response to the further northward drift 
of the Peninsular mass, stronger downwarping caused more severe block move-
ments which brought the distinct break along the geological boundaries in the 
Siwaliks and the longitudinal tectonic depressions as Duns (Fig. 98B). In the 
Eastern Himalayas, the Peninsular mass approached earlier and closer to the 
Himalayas and deformed the Sub-Himalayan zone to a maximum extent, exhibit-
ing the narrow and simple outline and structure of the Foot-hill  zone") (Fig. 98C). 
In some sections, the Sub-Himalayan rocks have been lost by the continuous 
downwarping and underthrusting below the Lower Himalayan rocks. The recent 
activities along the Himalaya Front Tectonic Line are more prominent where it lies 
closer to the Main Boundary Fault in the Eastern Himalayas 
   Thus the geomorphological development along the Foot-hills of the Hima-
layas has been explained by the superimposition of the climatic changes in the 
Himalayan ranges and the recent differential crustal movements in accordance 
with the stages in the sequence of development of the Sub-Himalayas. 
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